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Kurzfassung

Wasserstoff wird aufgrund seiner hohen Energiedichte und umweltschonenden Verbren-
nung als Energieträger der Zukunft angesehen. Dessen nachhaltige Herstellung im gro�en
Ma�stab aus Wasser und Sonnenlicht erfordert die Entwicklung von Photokatalysatoren,
die unter Bestrahlung mit sichtbarem Licht arbeiten. Aus technologischer Sicht bietet hier-
bei die Anwendung heterogener Halbleiterkatalysatoren diverse Vorteile. Um die schnelle
Rekombination der lichtgenerierten Ladungsträger im reinen Halbleiter zu unterdrücken,
werden diese gewöhnlich mit Metallpartikeln beladen, welche als Elektronenfänger fun-
gieren. Da konventionelle Systeme wie TiO2 ausschlie�lich UV-Licht absorbieren, behan-
delt diese Arbeit deren Kombination mit Münzmetallpartikeln, wie Au, Ag und Cu, für
die photokatalytische Wasserstofferzeugung aus Wasser und Methanol als Opferagenz. Es
wurde bereits vorab gezeigt, dass diese Nanopartikel aufgrund ihrer Oberflächenplasmonen-
resonanz-Absorption die Protonenreduktion unter Bestrahlung mit sichtbarem Licht er-
möglichen. Der mechanistische Ursprung dieser Aktivität wird jedoch kontrovers diskutiert.
Angeregt durch diese Erkenntnisse, zielte die vorliegende Arbeit insbesondere auf mecha-
nistische Studien an plasmonischen Metall/Halbleiter-Katalysatoren ab, welche zum Einen
den Einfluss der Halbleitersynthese und dessen Modifikation (z.B. durch Dotierungsver-
fahren) auf die Natur und Reaktivität der Ladungsträger untersuchten. Auf der anderen
Seite wurde analysiert, wie sich verschiedene Methoden zur Metallpartikelabscheidung und
die Partikelzusammensetzung auf die strukturellen, elektronischen und katalytischen Eigen-
schaften auswirken. Hierfür wurden geeignete in situ-spektroskopische Techniken (EPR,
XANES, UV-vis und FTIR) angewandt, um die Katalysatorfunktion unter reaktionsnahen
Bedingungen zu beobachten und somit wertvolle Struktur-Eigenschaftsbeziehungen zu er-
schlie�en. Diese können eine Grundlage bilden, katalytische Systeme hinsichtlich ihrer
Aktivität, Stabilität und ökonomischen Effizienz zu optimieren.

Zunächst wurde am Beispiel des bewährten Halbleitersystems NaTaO3 demonstriert, dass
dessen Aktivität stark durch die gewählte Synthesemethode beeinflusst werden kann. Eine
besondere Exotemplatmethode führte im Vergleich zur herkömmlichen Festphasenreaktion
zu deutlich höheren Wasserstoffraten unter UV-vis-Licht. In situ-EPR-Daten belegen, dass
dies auf einer effizienteren Ladungsträgerverwertung beruht, da deren Rekombination wo-
möglich durch die grö�ere Oberfläche vermindert wird. EPR- sowie katalytische Messun-
gen zeigten au�erdem, dass eine Beladung mit Au diesen Effekt verstärkte, vermutlich



aufgrund eines Elektronentransfers von NaTaO3 auf die Metallpartikel.
Darüber hinaus wurde für den Modellkatalysator Au-TiO2 in situ-spektroskopisch er-

mittelt, dass die TiO2-Trägerzusammensetzung sowie die Au-Abscheidungsmethode ma�-
geblich die Effizienz von Elektronentransferprozessen über die Au/TiO2-Grenzfläche be-
stimmen. Die deposition-precipitation-Methode zur Beladung mit Au war hierbei überlegen
gegenüber anderen Methoden, da hierdurch kleine und einheitliche Au-Partikel unter Reak-
tionsbedingungen gebildet und au�erdem oberflächengebundene reaktive Hydroxylspezies
generiert werden. Diese begünstigen die beschleunigte indirekte Methanoloxidation, wes-
halb deutlich höhere H2-Bildungsraten resultierten. Längere Abscheidungszeiten führten
bei dieser Methode jeodch zu einer starken TiO2-Defektbildung, wodurch Elektronentrans-
ferprozesse und damit die photokatalytische Aktivität verringert wurden.

Weiterhin konnte durch wellenlängenabhängige in situ-EPR-Messungen bestätigt wer-
den, dass der plasmoneninduzierte Transfer von Au-Elektronen auf TiO2 der initiierende
Schritt für die Protonenreduktion über Au-TiO2 unter Anregung mit sichtbarem Licht ist.
Während Anatas/Rutil-Mischphasen als Trägermaterial diesen Transfer erlaubten, war er
hingegen nicht möglich, wenn EPR-aktive intrinsische TiO2-Defekte vorlagen. Diese wur-
den in Anatas und einem Anatas/Brookit-Gemisch detektiert und resultieren vermutlich
aus der TiO2-Synthese. Die Aktivität von Au-beladenem Anatas unter sichtbarem Licht
konnte auch nicht durch N-Dotierung erhöht werden, obwohl dies zu einer erheblichen
Absorptionssteigerung führte. In situ-EPR-Daten deuten darauf hin, dass die angeregten
N-Elektronen eher durch Sauerstoffvakanzen abgefangen werden, anstatt auf die Gold-
partikel überzugehen. Dadurch wird die Zahl der reaktiven Au-Elektronen und auch die
Aktivität unter UV-vis-Licht vermindert gegenüber dem undotierten System. Allerdings
stellte sich eine Reduktion mit H2 als gewinnbringend für metallfreies TiO2 heraus. Hier-
bei wurden mithilfe der in situ-EPR-Spektroskopie zusätzlich Beiträge von lichtaktiven
N-Spezies ermittelt, die offenbar von eingeschlossenen NO-Molekülen stammen und durch
die Reduktion in das TiO2-Gitter eingebaut worden sind.

Wasserstoff wurde auch über Cu-TiO2 aus Wasser und Methanol gebildet. Wie durch
in situ-XANES, in situ-UV-vis und in situ-EPR demonstriert werden konnte, war hierfür
vor allem eine in situ-Reduktion der Cu2+-Spezies zu Cu0-Partikeln verantwortlich. Dieser
Prozess hing für monometallische Systeme von der Cu-Abscheidungsmethode ab, wobei die
reduktive Abscheidung mit NaBH4 diese Reduktion auch mit sichtbarem Licht ermöglichte.
Dies galt auch für bimetallische Cu/Au-Katalysatoren, welche mit sichtbarem Licht sehr
aktiv waren, sofern Cu und Au in gemischten Partikeln vorlagen. Dahingegen bildeten
solche, in denen Cu und Au getrennt voneinander auf TiO2 verteilt waren, kaum Wasserstoff
mit sichtbarem Licht.



Abstract

Hydrogen is regarded as major energy carrier of the future, due to its high energy density
and environmentally friendly combustion. Its sustainable high-scale generation from wa-
ter and sunlight necessitates photocatalysts working under visible light. From a technical
point of view, the application of heterogeneous semiconductor catalysts provides valuable
advantages. In order to suppress the fast recombination of light-generated charge carriers in
pristine semiconductors, they are usually loaded with noble-metal nanoparticles acting as
efficient electron traps. Since conventional semiconducting systems such as TiO2 can only
absorb UV light, this work addresses their combination with coinage metal particles such
as Au, Ag, and Cu for the photocatalytic hydrogen generation from water and methanol
as sacrifical agent. It has been shown previously that these particles allow proton reduc-
tion under visible light, the mechanistic origin of which, however, is still controversially
discussed. Inspired by these works, the present study aims especially at mechanistic inves-
tigations on plasmonic metal/semiconductor nanocomposites, which examine the impact of
the semiconductor-preparation method and its modification (e.g. by doping procedures) on
the nature and reactivity of charge carriers. Moreover, the influence of the metal-deposition
method and the particle composition on the structural, electronic, and catalytic proper-
ties was analyzed. To this end, suitable in situ spectroscopic techniques (EPR, XANES,
UV-vis and FTIR) were applied for monitoring the catalyst’s function under reaction-like
conditions, whereby valuable structure-reactivity relationships could be revealed.

First, the photocatalatyic performance of the well-established system NaTaO3 was demon-
strated to be strongly affected by the synthesis method applied. An advanced exotemplate
method led to markedly higher hydrogen evolutions under UV-vis light than a conventional
solid-state reaction. In situ EPR data visualized that this is due to a more efficient utiliza-
tion of charge carriers, since their recombination is probably reduced by the larger surface
area. Furthermore, EPR and catalytic measurements showed that this effect was further
enhanced by loading with Au, most likely due to an electron transfer from NaTaO3 to the
metal particles.

Beyond that, from in situ spectroscopic analysis on the model catalyst Au-TiO2, it was
inferred that the TiO2-support composition as well as the Au-deposition method crucially
determine the efficiency of charge transfer across the Au/TiO2 interface. The deposition-
precipitation method for loading with Au was superior to other methods, since thereby



small and uniform particles were formed under reaction conditions, and, moreover, reactive
hydroxyl species were efficiently generated at the TiO2 surface. The latter favor the more
effective indirect methanol oxidation and, thus, led to remarkably higher H2-evolution
rates. However, for this method, prolonged deposition times provoked a strong formation of
TiO2-lattice defects, which reduced electron-transfer processes and, thus, the photocatalytic
activity.

In this context, it was confirmed by wavelength-dependent in situ EPR experiments that
the plasmon-induced transfer of Au electrons into the conduction band of TiO2 is most
probably the initial step in proton reduction over Au-TiO2 under visible light. While this
transfer was enabled in catalysts with anatase/rutile-mixed phases as support material,
it was inhibited in materials exhibiting EPR-active intrinsic TiO2 defects. These were
detected in anatase and in an anatase/brookite mixture and most probably result from the
TiO2 synthesis. The visible-light activity of anatase could not be improved by N doping
either, although it led to a markedly increased absorption of visible wavelengths. In situ
EPR data suggest that this might be due to the preferential trapping of excited N electrons
by oxygen vacancies instead of their transfer into the metal sphere. Thereby, the number
of reactive Au electrons and, thus, the activity under UV-vis light decreased compared
to the undoped counterparts. On the other hand, reduction with hydrogen was shown
to be advantageous for metal-free TiO2. However, in situ EPR spectroscopy indicates
that additional N species that have been incorporated during the reduction treatment
contributed to the enhanced performance of this catalyst. These visible-light-active N
centers most likely stem from initially enclosed NO molecules.

Hydrogen was evolved from water and methanol over Cu-TiO2 as well. As evidenced
by in situ XANES, UV-vis and EPR, this required a fast in situ of Cu2+ species to Cu0

particles. For monometallic catalysts, this process was dependent on the Cu-deposition
method, since in contrast to the preparation by impregnation, the reductive precipitation
using NaBH4 enabled this reduction even under visible light. This, too, applied to bimetallic
Cu/Au catalysts. These were proven to be highly active under visible light when Cu and
Au formed mixed particles on TiO2, whereas catalysts in which Cu and Au were separated
from each other, barely evolved H2 under pure visible light.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Objective

In 2013, the average global energy consumption reached 16.9 TW, which was predomi-
nantly (>85 %) extracted from fossil fuels.[1] There is no doubt that this rate will dra-
matically increase as the world population is expected to hover around 9.5 billion people
by 2050.[2] Even though the fossil reserves may not be depleted within the next decades,
their consumption is for sure accompanied with high levels of detrimental CO2 emissions
causing accelerated global warming.[3] Therefore, in order to provide ca. 30–40 TW of eco-
logically produced energy in 2050, significant contributions from carbon-free resources are
needed. Besides clean and renewable alternatives such as geothermal or wind energy, the
most abundant sustainable energy stems from solar radiation, powering the planet with
ca. 1.65 · 105 TW,[4] which is far beyond the expected energy consumption. However, from
an economical and technological point of view, the direct conversion of sunlight into electric-
ity, e.g. by photovoltaic solar cells, is still unsatisfactory due to its fluctuating availability.
Therefore, artificial photosynthesis, the conversion of solar energy, CO2 and water into
storable and transportable carbon-based fuels, gains increasing importance and attention
in recent research.[5–9] A feasible alternative to that challenging multi-electron involving
CO2-reduction chemistry is the generation of hydrogen from protons, which could be pro-
vided by worldwide abundant water molecules. Since the combustion of H2, e.g. within a
fuel cell, releases high amounts of energy (∆H◦ = −286 kJ mol−1) and does not include
other (detrimental) emissions than water, sustainable H2 is considered one of the key fuels
to cover the future energy demand.

2 H2O(l) hν, cat.−−−−→ 2 H2(g) + O2(g) ∆G◦ = +237 kJ mol−1 (1.1)

The conversion of solar light into chemical energy via the thermodynamically “uphill”
water splitting reaction (Eq. 1.1) requires suitable photocatalysts. Honda and Fujishima
were the first who described the photo-electrolysis of water into O2 at a titanium dioxide
(TiO2) photoanode and H2 at a Pt cathode.[10] Since then, extensive research has been
carried out to develop highly efficient semiconductor (SC) water-splitting photocatalysts
working best under solar radiation, which contains about 50 % visible light along with a
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Chapter 1 Introduction

small UV contribution (ca. 5 %).[11–13] Most of these approaches gained limited success,
which may be, among other reasons, due to a lack of mechanistic understanding of the
material’s particular function.

On the other hand, the oxidation of organic compounds, such as alcohols, saccharides,
amino acids, polymers or biomass derivatives (glycerol or carbohydrates), instead of wa-
ter was found to accelerate the H2-production rate due to less positive changes of Gibbs
free energy.[14] Therefore, the usage of “sacrificial reagents” (SR) as hole scavengers can
effectively improve the photo-evolution of H2, due to its easier oxidation compared to the
formation of O2 (two-electron process vs. four-electron process), which suppresses the re-
combination of charge carriers as well as the favored back reaction between H2 and O2. For
that purpose, methanol (MeOH) is frequently employed as SR in a test reaction in order
to explore a photocatalyst’s potential for H2 generation. As proposed by Kawai et al., the
decomposition of MeOH occurs with water as net oxidant in multiple steps according to
Eq. 1.2–1.4.[15]

CH3OH(l) hν, cat.−−−−→ HCHO(g) + H2(g) ∆G◦ = +64.1 kJ mol−1 (1.2)

HCHO(g) + H2O(l) hν, cat.−−−−→ HCOOH(l) + H2(g) ∆G◦ = +47.8 kJ mol−1 (1.3)

HCOOH(l) hν, cat.−−−−→ CO2(g) + H2(g) ∆G◦ = −95.8 kJ mol−1 (1.4)

In contrast to the first two reactions, the last conversion process, Eq. 1.4, is thermodynami-
cally favorable at room temperature and thus provides an intrinsic barrier for the undesired
H2 uptake. The overall equation can be expressed by

CH3OH(l) + H2O(l) hν, cat.−−−−→ CO2(g) + 3 H2(g) ∆G◦ = +16.1 kJ mol−1 (1.5)

In order to produce economical value out of Eq. 1.5, photocatalysts are needed that
are capable of converting sunlight efficiently into H2 by proton reduction. This requires
systems that are able to work especially with visible light, i.e. the major part of solar ra-
diation. As pointed out below, the emphasis in current research lies more in the screening
of a wide range of new materials than in understanding their mode of action. This may
be insufficient, as designing new photocatalysts with optimum band gap and high activity
requires detailed insights into the behavior of materials already available. Especially con-
ventional semiconducting systems deposited with visible-light-active coinage metals such
as Au, Ag and Cu recently emerged as promising candidates, due to their unique optical
absorption known as surface plasmon resonance (SPR). However, the detailed mechanistic
background of the SPR-mediated activity enhancement is still controversially discussed,
though its complete understanding is inevitable in order to tune the structure of plas-
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monic photocatalysts towards an optimum performance. A rational design of tailored pho-
tocatalysts should therefore imply a fundamental analysis of inherent structure-function
relationships, which are generally well accessible by way of suitable in situ spectroscopic
investigations. Visualizing the nature of light-induced species, their stability and consump-
tion by the reactants is of particular interest for photocatalytic reactions. A study on how
these parameters are affected by the synthesis protocol, the reaction conditions, such as
the applied excitation source, and the modification of catalytic materials would shine light
on the detailed function of the working catalyst.

In view of the urgent need for novel photocatalysts in H2 generation, the present work
aims at a detailed mechanistic insight into the function of semiconductors loaded with
plasmonic metal particles. Particular attention is dedicated to a systematic study of the
influence of:

• the synthesis method for NaTaO3 semiconductors (Chapter 3)

• the method of gold deposition onto TiO2 (Chapter 4)

• modifications of the TiO2-based support, including doping strategies (Chapter 5)

• the nature and composition of the metal particles (Chapter 6)

on the ability to generate and separate reactive charges as well as on the photocatalytic
performance. Especially, in situ electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy has
been applied to visualize light-generated catalytically active species within the catalyst and
their interaction with reactants during hydrogen generation. Additionally, in situ X-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and in situ ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) spectroscopy were
applied to follow changes in the metal-oxidation state during the lifespan of the catalyst.
In situ infrared (IR) spectroscopy was used to monitor directly the stepwise consumption
of the sacrificial reactant MeOH. In combination with standard characterization methods
in heterogeneous catalysis, such as transmission electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (XPS), and X-ray diffraction (XRD), a comprehensive picture of the
catalysts in each step of their lifespan was drawn, which could serve as a basis for improve-
ments of the catalytic systems towards better performance, stability and higher economic
efficiency.
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1.2 State of the Art

Similar to the above mentioned photo-electrochemical cell introduced by Honda and Fu-
jishima, particulate semiconductors can function as a large set of microcells, built by the
individual nano-sized particles of the suspended powder. Especially for the use of SR, pow-
der photocatalysts exhibit the advantage of being much simpler and less expensive. TiO2 is
by far the most investigated SC photocatalyst due to its low cost, non-toxicity and high sta-
bility.[16] Furthermore, its band-gap position fulfills the requirements for a water-splitting
photocatalyst, since the potential of its conduction band (CB, the empty Ti t2g band) is
more negative (Ecb = −0.47 V vs. NHE at pH 7 for anatase) than the reduction potential
E(H+/H2) = −0.41 V, and the valence band (VB, the fully occupied p band) is located more
positively (Evb = 2.66 V) than the water-oxidation potential (E(O2/H2O) = 0.82 V).[17,18]
Therefore, TiO2 is a suitable model catalyst for mechanistic investigations in photocatalytic
H2-evolution reactions.[19–22]

1.2.1 Primary light-induced processes within semiconductor
photocatalysts for H2 generation

Figure 1.1 depicts the fundamental processes occurring in metal-loaded (e.g. commonly
used Pt) TiO2 upon interaction with photons of energy equal to or greater than the TiO2

band gap (Eg = 3.1 eV ≡ 400 nm). The photocatalytic reaction is initiated by electron
excitation with UV light from the valence band into the conduction band of TiO2 (1):

TiO2
hνUV−−−→ TiO2(h+

vb) + TiO2(e−
cb) (1.6)

These excited CB-electrons, e−
cb, can be trapped at lattice-Ti4+ sites:

Ti4+ + e−
cb → Ti3+ (1.7)

Ti3+ is paramagnetic and thus detectable by EPR spectroscopy in UV-light-irradiated
TiO2.[23] However, in the presence of electron-trapping metal particles such as Pt or Au,
possessing a lower Fermi level than the TiO2-CB, these electrons are quickly transferred into
the metal sphere (2) leading to a lower intensity of the Ti3+ signal in the EPR spectra.[24]
The extend to which electrons and holes are thus prevented from recombination depends on
the height of the Schottky barrier, φB, formed at the metal/SC interface.[25] The Schottky
barrier can be estimated by

φB = φM −XS (1.8)
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Figure 1.1: UV-light-induced processes
and electron-transfer pathways (blue ar-
rows) in metal-loaded TiO2. VB-electrons
are excited into the TiO2-CB (1) and
quickly transferred into the metal due to its
lower Fermi level (2). Thereby, the recom-
bination of e−

cb and h+
vb (3) is suppressed.

The remaining positive holes oxidize MeOH
to hydroxymethyl radicals, which then in-
ject another electron into the TiO2-CB (4).

where φM is the work function of the metal, which is defined as the energy required to
excite an electron from the metallic Fermi level into the vacuum, and XS is the electron
affinity of the SC being ca. 3.9 eV for TiO2.[25] As the work function of Au is 5 eV, the
Schottky barrier at the Au/TiO2 interface becomes ca. 1.1 eV.[26] Hence, the electrons are
hindered from back transfer into the TiO2-CB and instead accumulate in the metal, whereby
the Fermi level is shifted negatively.[27] Once the potential has exceeded E(H+/H2), the
protons are reduced to H2. On the other side, strongly oxidizing positive holes, h+

vb, remain
in the valence band, which can easily oxidize MeOH as its oxidation potential is equal to
0.55 V.[28] Depending on the nature of adsorbed species, the MeOH oxidation occurs either
directly or indirectly.[29] The latter happens in assistance of hydroxyl radicals primarily
formed upon hole-trapping at surface-hydroxyl groups (E(OH•/OH−)= 1.90 V at pH 7)[28]
according to Eq. 1.9.

OH− + h+
vb → •OH (1.9)

Asmus et al.[30] showed that •OH radicals react with MeOH rather through the abstraction
of a hydrogen from a C–H bond (93 %) resulting in hydroxymethyl radicals (•CH2OH, also
identified by EPR spin trapping)[31,32] instead of forming methoxy radicals, CH3O•. The
•CH2OH radicals exhibit a large negative potential (E(HCHO, H+/•CH2OH) = −0.74 V),
[33] and therefore quickly inject an electron into the TiO2-CB producing formaldehyde
(Figure 1.1 (4), current doubling effect).[34] In analogous manner, HCHO could be further
oxidized to HCOOH and finally to CO2 (Eq. 1.3–1.4).[35,36] Although at least half of the
produced H2 might be attributed to the hole-mediated oxidation process due to the current
doubling effect,[37] Bahnemann et al. showed by isotope experiments that D2 was detected
as main product from a CH3OH/D2O mixture over Pt-TiO2 and concluded that most likely
the evolved H2 originates from water, while MeOH solely acts as SR.[38]
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.2.2 Progress in semiconductor photocatalysis for H2 generation

Since the oil crisis in 1973, rapid progress was made in the development of SC-based
photocatalysts for H2 production.[13] Figure 1.2 depicts the different generations of SC
photocatalysts ranked by their performance in solar fuel production. TiO2 was chosen as
exemplary main component due to its popularity in photocatalysis.
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Figure 1.2: Development of SC-based photocatalysts for H2 generation.[13]

Pristine semiconductors

The application of pristine SCs (1st generation) was shown to be of limited efficiency due
to several reasons. Besides the well-known TiO2 (Eg = 3.0–3.2 eV)[39], other pristine
SCs were investigated, such as ZnO (Eg = 3.2 eV),[40, 41] NaTaO3 (Eg = 4.0 eV),[42]
and SrTiO3 (Eg = 3.4 eV),[43] all of them characterized by suitable band positions for
overall water splitting. By employing these bare SCs as photocatalysts, generally the
rapid recombination of charge carriers resulted in low H2 yields. As explained above, this
could be suppressed by addition of metal particles or carbon-based conducting materials
such as graphene.[44–47] Moreover, it has been shown that the photoactivity of pristine
semiconductors is governed by their structural and electronic properties,[48,49] which can
be mainly influenced by the chosen synthesis route. For TiO2, it was reported that an
optimum particle size exists in photocatalytic reactions, which has been ascribed to the
two competing recombination processes in the bulk and at the surface of the catalyst.[48]
The SC-particle size can be effectively tuned e.g. by variation of the reaction time and
calcination processes,[48] the reaction conditions such as pH,[50] or the type of preparation
itself.[51]

However, due to their large band gaps (> 3 eV), only UV light can be absorbed by the
most common materials, which limits the solar-to-hydrogen-conversion (SHC) efficiency
even in the presence of electron-trapping noble metals. In view of practical applications,
the SHC should reach values of 10 % corresponding to a band gap of about 2.5 eV (without
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1.2 State of the Art

any losses). Hence, the conversion of visible light by the photocatalyst is indispensable
for a feasible H2 economy. Visible-light-responding pristine SCs, however, either evinced
a high sensitivity to photo-corrosion (CdS, CdSe) or possess unsuitable band positions
for H2 generation such as WO3 or Fe2O3.[52, 53] Furthermore, low-band-gap materials
demonstrated generally lower photoactivities in surface-chemical reactions. This has been
attributed to insufficient flat-band potentials for the initiation of photocatalytic processes
compared to wide-band-gap SCs.[54]

Doped semiconductors

Many approaches have been established for narrowing the band gap of promising SCs that
showed high H2 evolutions under UV light. Doping with (non-)metal cations or anions
emerged as a promising route to enhance visible-light absorption. The substitution of lat-
tice metal ions or anions of these wide-band-gap materials creates certain intraband levels
(localized or delocalized, depending on the dopant concentration)[55] in the forbidden band
(Figure 1.2, II). Choi et al. showed that doping of TiO2 with 21 different metal ions led to
a red shift of the absorption edge, which was attributed to charge transitions between the
metal-ion d electrons and the TiO2 conduction band.[56] However, visible-light absorption
caused by doping can only produce H2 when the created charge carriers can supply ade-
quate redox potentials for proton reduction. Karakitsou et al. reported about improved
H2 rates by doping TiO2 with cations of a valence higher than that of the parent cation
(Ti4+), whereas the introduction of lower-valence cations reduced the H2-evolution rate.[57]
This was attributed to the resulting electronic alterations upon either n- or p-type doping,
respectively. Co-doping with two suitable metal ions can also increase the photoactivity
due to synergistic effects. While mono-doping of SrTiO3 with Cr increased the number of
recombination centers (Cr6+ formation) leading to lower activities, co-doping with Cr/Nb,
Cr/Ta, Cr/W or Cr/Sb enabled H2 production from H2O/MeOH even under visible light,
since the second metal component maintained the charge balance by preventing Cr6+ for-
mation.[58,59] It was further shown that metal-ion doping also affects the charge recombi-
nation rates. Introducing metal ions near the surface enhanced the charge-carrier transfer
by fast trapping and detrapping processes, whereas bulk doping apparently hindered their
migration to the photocatalyst’s surface resulting in lower H2 evolutions compared to the
undoped TiO2.[60]

Perturbation of the SC valence band by anion doping (N, F, S, C etc.) may be more
promising for enhancing visible-light H2 evolution,[61] as it was reported to be less as-
sociated with the formation of recombination centers compared to metal-ion doping.[20]
N-doped TiO2 is by far the most investigated photocatalytic system in this connection (an
overview is given in Ref. [62, 63]). Nitrogen has been incorporated into the TiO2 lattice
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Chapter 1 Introduction

through several methods, e.g. the reduction-nitridation procedure via nonthermal plasma
treatment,[64] sputtering and subsequent calcination of TiO2 in N2,[61] wet methods using
urea or aqueous NH3 solution,[65,66] and annealing in NH3(g) flow.[67] There exist different
opinions about the effect of N incorporation on the TiO2 band gap. The increased visible-
light response of TiO2:N was either attributed to a band-gap narrowing upon mixing the
N 2p orbitals with the O 2p states,[61] or to the excitation of electrons from localized N 2p
states located slightly above the TiO2-VB (Figure 1.2, II),[67] the existence of which has
been confirmed by recent theoretical calculations on this system.[68,69] The photoactivity
of the N-doped catalysts, however, did not always correlate with the observed absorp-
tions.[62] Yuan et al. reported about the effect of N content and calcination temperature of
urea-prepared TiO2:N for H2 generation from H2O/Na2SO3 solution. Interestingly, a sig-
nificant increase in visible-light (>400 nm) H2 evolution was observed for high N contents
(urea/TiO2 ≥ 3) and upon high-temperature treatment, the latter of which led to a partial
phase transformation from anatase to rutile.[65] The authors inferred that due to the thus
created TiO2:N phase mixture, visible-light-excited charges were separated more efficiently
similar as in the case of well-known P25 leading to enhanced photoactivity as explained
below.

Recently, Sayed et al. reported that N doping of reduced TiO2 further increased the H2

evolutions under visible light.[70] In addition to the N-introduced states above the valence
band, the reduced TiO2:N contained high amounts of Ti3+ as evident from EPR spec-
troscopy, which must be associated with oxygen vacancies creating discrete levels below
the TiO2-CB. When their concentration is high enough, the authors inferred an overlap
of these states with the CB, whereby the band gap is narrowed. Reduced pristine TiO2

is also known as “self-doped” TiO2. Although it was once claimed to be photoinactive
for H2 evolution due to lower electron mobility and decreased reduction potential of the
vacancy states,[71] many groups recently reported about the development of highly effi-
cient self-doped TiO2 for photocatalytic H2 generation.[72–74] Possible methods to obtain
reduced TiO2 materials are e.g. anodization[73, 74], the pulsed-laser ablation method,[75]
and chemical reduction with 2-ethylimidazole or diethylene glycol.[72,76] Especially, “blue”
or “black TiO2” prepared by hydrogenation of stoichiometric TiO2 have attracted consid-
erable attention in the last years, due to their enhanced performance in water splitting
under visible light.[77–82] In this regard, Liu et al. showed that a remarkable activation
upon a specific high-pressure H2-treatment was observed for anatase-containing TiO2.[81]
However, structural and/or electronic reasons explaining this observation from an in situ
spectroscopic point of view have been barely provided for these systems.
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1.2 State of the Art

Semiconductor composites

One major limitation of SC doping is that thereby the oxidation and reduction potentials
of the excited charge carriers can be reduced as well. Moreover, in order to avoid increased
recombination rates due to higher defect concentrations in doped SCs, another route has
been followed for the development of visible-light-active photocatalysts, i.e. the constitution
of multisemiconductor composite systems (Figure 1.2, III). In principle, one can distinguish
between “multiphase” heterojunctions, consisting of different phases of the same compound,
and “multicomponent” heterojunctions, which are composed of different SC materials.

Figure 1.3: Band alignment in an anatase/ rutile
heterojunction.[83] Excited electrons are trans-
ferred from rutile to anatase, whereas holes travel
in the opposite direction.

The most prominent example of a multi-
phase composite is a TiO2 anatase/rutile mix-
ture, e.g. the commercial P25 of Evonik Indus-
tries. Since both TiO2 phases exhibit differ-
ent crystal structures, the band positions in
anatase and rutile are different as well. It is
generally accepted that the band gaps of rutile
and anatase exhibit values of 3.03 and 3.20 eV,
respectively.[39] However, the particular posi-
tions of the CB and VB in both TiO2 poly-
morphs are still a matter of debate. While
in 1996, the CB of anatase was determined by
electrochemical impedance analysis to lie 0.2 eV
above the CB of rutile,[84] recent studies using
DFT and XPS indicate that the CB of rutile is positioned 0.2 eV more negatively than the
CB of anatase and that the rutile-VB lies ca. 0.4 eV above the VB of anatase.[83,85] Hence,
photo-excited electrons in an anatase/rutile composite are most likely transferred from ru-
tile to anatase, while positive holes travel in the opposite direction. This is supported by
former EPR investigations of TiO2 mixed phases[86–88] and is proposed to be the main rea-
son for the improved photocatalytic activity in e.g. H2 generation compared to pure-phase
TiO2 catalysts.[32] Brookite/anatase composites were also reported to improve H2 evolution
from aqueous MeOH solutions,[89,90] though brookite-containing heterojunctions were less
investigated from a mechanistic point of view. The brookite phase has a more cathodic CB
potential than anatase, therefore electron transfer from brookite to anatase was proposed
to occur in these composites confirmed by transient absorption measurements.[90]

In order to enhance visible-light photoactivities, multicomponent heterojunctions com-
posed of low- and wide-band-gap materials were developed. Many of these composite sys-
tems have been investigated for solar H2 production as well (for an overview see [91]). The
CdS/TiO2 composite belongs to the most investigated systems since 1984. Electrons in CdS
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(Eg = 2.4 eV)[91] can be excited by visible light and are then transferred to TiO2 due to its
lower CB.[92] Recently, this system gained attention again, since very high SHC efficiencies
were observed by decorating one-dimensional TiO2 nanostructures, such as nanowires and
nanotubes, with CdS quantum dots.[93–95] Serpone suggested that multiphoton excitation
may be successful using a heterojunction composed of two low-band-gap materials and
TiO2 (Figure 1.2, III) as 3rd generation photocatalysts, whereby appropriate positioning of
VB and CB could occur through the quantum size effect.[13]

Plasmonic metal loading

Figure 1.4: Number of publications per year re-
lated to the SPR effect in photocatalysis. Data col-
lected by topic search (plasmon* AND photocatal*)
in ISI Web of Science [v5.16].

Utilizing the surface plasmon resonance
(SPR) phenomena of noble metal nanopar-
ticles (NPs), such as Au, Ag, and Cu, has
attracted tremendous interest in heteroge-
neous photocatalysis over the past 20 years
(Figure 1.4). This is due to the fact that,
on the one hand, SPR-metal-loaded SCs ex-
hibit the advantages of a typical metal-SC
junction, i.e. an improved charge-carrier sep-
aration resulting from the Schottky barrier.
On the other hand, SPR of coinage metals
leads to light-absorption in the visible region,
e.g. around 520 nm for 10 nm spherical Au particles.[96] Hence, the SPR effect improves
the catalytic rates under visible light for many reactions as demonstrated in numerous
studies (for an overview see [97, 98]). For example, the selective oxidation of alcohols over
supported Au NPs, e.g. the conversion of benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde, was shown to
be promoted under visible-light irradiation, which was attributed to the Au-SPR absorp-
tion.[99, 100] Similar effects were observed in imine synthesis.[101, 102] In photocatalysis,
the SPR properties of Au were reported to enhance e.g. the degradation of organic pollu-
tants,[103–105] the reduction of CO2 to hydrocarbon fuels,[106] photoelectrochemical water
splitting,[107–109] and hydrogen generation from aqueous organic solutions under visible
light.[110–117] Therefore, Serpone et al. considered improved systems consisting of SPR-
NP-decorated photoactive materials as next (3rd) generation photocatalysts, whereby the
SPR-NPs act as antennae in nanocomposites for enhanced multi-photon excitation (Figure
1.2, IV).[13]

The fundamental principle of the SPR effect is described by Mie’s theory.[118] It is
based on the interaction of the Au sp electrons with the incident light leading to coherent
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Figure 1.5: a) Schematic description of the SPR ef-
fect in noble-metal NPs upon interaction with light.
b) Decay processes for excited surface plasmons.

oscillations of charges at the metal-
dielectric interface (Figure 1.5a), i.e. the
plasmon. Light is absorbed by the NP
when the frequency of the surface electrons
matches the photon frequency. For Au,
Ag and Cu, this absorption occurs usu-
ally at 530, 400, and 580 nm, respectively.
The spectral position of the plasmon res-
onance is, however, dependent on the sur-
rounding medium as well as on the NP size
and shape.[119] In general, SPR only starts
to be detectable at a cluster size above
2 nm,[120] since then the localized molecu-
lar orbitals of the metal cluster overlap and
form a conduction band, in which the elec-
trons can move quasi-free. The absorption
maximum of the SPR band typically shifts
to higher wavelengths with increasing par-
ticle size. Due to the SPR properties, the NPs exhibit very large absorption and scattering
cross sections as well as a strong resonant enhancement of the local electromagnetic field
near the NP surface. The excited plasmon can decay through two competing channels (Fig-
ure 1.5b). The probability for radiative decay, i.e. the re-emission of photons (scattered
light), is directly proportional to the NP volume and dominates for particles larger than
40 nm.[121] Non-radiative decay is the dominating channel for small particles and results in
the formation of electron-hole pairs. Electrons in the NP are then excited to energy levels
above the Fermi level (“hot states”) and are, thus, no longer in thermal equilibrium with
the remaining cold electron sea. As depicted in Figure 1.5b, this electron excitation can
either occur within the sp band (intraband transitions) or through interband excitation
resulting from the transition of d electrons into the sp band. The latter transition occurs in
both, NPs and bulk metals of d10s1 configuration. Whereas the contribution of interband
transitions to the absorption cross section is negligible for Ag NPs, Au and Cu show an
overlap between d→sp excitations at E ≈ 2.4 eV with the intraband SPR transitions.[122]

The mechanism of SPR-enhancement in photocatalysis is still controversially discussed.
The SPR-driven decomposition of organic compounds under visible light for example has
been ascribed to a direct electron transfer (DET),[123–125], the local electric-field enhance-
ment (LEFE), [126–128], and the local heating effect (LHE).[129,130] Especially the Au-NP
size was reported to play a crucial role in photocatalytic H2 generation over Au-TiO2 cata-
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lysts, as it was demonstrated to be more effective by use of larger Au particles.[115,131,132]
The different mechanisms are illustrated in Figure 1.6 for photocatalytic H2 evolution from
H2O/MeOH.

Figure 1.6: Possible mechanisms of SPR enhancement in photocatalytic H2 generation from H2O/MeOH
over Au-TiO2. Visible-light activity can be caused by direct electron transfer (DET) from Au to TiO2,
electron-hole pair formation in TiO2 via local electric field enhancement (LEFE), and an SPR-induced
local heating effect (LHE).

Direct electron transfer Tian and Tatsuma were the first who proposed a direct charge
transfer of excited Au electrons into the TiO2 support, which explains their observations
of increased photocurrent upon visible-light excitation of an Au-TiO2 photoelectrode.[124]
DET is assumed to occur when the SPR-excited “hot” electrons reach energy levels higher
than the Schottky barrier (Figure 1.6, left). Nishijima et al. even observed a photocurrent
by irradiating Au-TiO2 with light of 1300 nm,[133] which corresponds to ca. 0.95 eV and
is, thus, of sufficient energy to inject Au electrons from the Fermi level into the TiO2-CB,
the gap between which was estimated by 0.96 eV.[97] The transferred electrons then accu-
mulate in the conduction band, whereby their reduction potential increases. Finally, the
electrons possess enough reductive power to reduce adsorbed protons and evolve hydrogen.
At the same time, positive holes formed in the Au NP are proposed to be consumed by
the sacrificial electron donator, e.g. methanol. Since this DET mechanism is similar to
that in dye-sensitized semiconductors introduced first by Grätzel et al.,[134] the effect is
often called SPR sensitization. An increased photocurrent alone, however, may not be
taken as evidence for this ultrafast electron-transfer phenomenon, as such improvements
have also been explained by changes in light scattering or reflection.[135] Besides interest-
ing approaches using transient absorption spectroscopy,[136–139] rarely any spectroscopic
evidence has been provided so far for the DET mechanism.

Local electric-field enhancement Other groups claim that the DET mechanism is unfa-
vorable as the individual electrons would not carry enough energy to overcome the Schot-
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tky barrier, since SPR is a collective phenomenon and, thus, the photon energy should be
shared by a multitude of electrons.[140] Furthermore, SPR enhancement was also observed
when the semiconductor and the metal NPs were separated by insulating layers inhibiting
DET.[141] This was explained by a strongly enhanced local electromagnetic field near the
surface of the NPs, which in turn enhances the generation of electron-hole pairs within the
semiconductor (Figure 1.6, middle). Visible-light excitation of Au-TiO2 was demonstrated
to enhance the incident electric-field intensity at the TiO2 surface by up to 1000 times,
which led to an increased water-splitting activity by factors 5 and 66 using 532 nm and
633 nm as excitation wavelength, respectively.[108]

Local heating effect Upon excitation, the “hot” electrons can also thermalize through
electron-electron scattering, which produces a hot-electron sea of several thousands of de-
grees Celsius.[142] By reaching a thermal equilibrium in the metal NP, a temperature in-
crease of the semiconductor and the reaction medium in the close surrounding of the NP can
be observed. This LHE was proposed to enhance the thermochemical and thermocatalyt-
ical degradation of organic compounds at a relatively low external temperature.[143, 144]
Hydrogen generation by ethanol reforming was also reported to be improved by plasmon-
induced localized heating.[130] In general, smaller particles show a higher light-absorption
efficiency as explained above and are thus more efficient in converting light into heat than
larger particles.[143,145]
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2 Methods and experimental protocols

In this chapter all of the investigated materials and their preparation procedures are listed.
Furthermore, a fundamental theoretical background of applied characterization methods is
provided. Thereby, this chapter is the basis necessary to follow the deep analytical inves-
tigation and interpretation presented in the next chapters. After describing the detailed
synthesis protocols for the photocatalysts in the first section, the standard photocatalytic
testing procedure is introduced, by which the evolved hydrogen under UV and visible light
from H2O/MeOH mixtures was determined. Finally, the value of specific standard ex situ
characterization techniques in photocatalysis is explained and their fundamentals are in-
troduced. The main focus lies on the application of spectroscopic in situ methods, the
relevance of which is stressed in this chapter as well. In situ UV-vis, FTIR, XANES, and
EPR spectroscopies are explained in more detail due to their uncontroversial pertinence in
photocatalysis research.
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Chapter 2 Methods and experimental protocols

2.1 Catalyst preparations

2.1.1 Synthesis of NaTaO3 photocatalysts

All NaTaO3-based materials studied in this thesis (Chapter 3) were synthesized in the lab
of Dr. S. Wohlrab at LIKAT Rostock. Two different methods were applied to prepare
NaTaO3: a standard solid-state reaction (SSR) introduced by Kato et al.,[146] and an
exotemplate method (EM) described by Wohlrab et al.[147] Briefly, for obtaining catalyst
NaTaO3(SSR), a stoichiometric mixture of Ta2O5 (4.40 g, 9.96 mmol, 99.99 %, ChemPur)
and Na2CO3 (1.06 g, 9.6 mmol, Merck) was suspended in 20 mL of ethanol and well ground
in an agate ball mill (200 rpm) for 24 h. After drying at 50 řC, the mixture was thermally
treated in a Pt crucible at 1150 řC (10 řC min−1) for 10 h. NaTaO3(EM) was obtained
by dissolving NaNO3 (0.75 g, 8.80 mmol, Merck) in 50 mL deionized water and adding
subsequently a Ta2(C2O4)5 solution (11.4 mL, 8.80 mmol, cTa = 0.77 mmol mL−1, H.C.
Starck), polyvinyl alcohol (3.0 g, 98 %, Mn = 72000 g mol−1, Roth) and d-sucrose (30.0 g,
99.7 %, Roth) under continuous stirring at 95 řC. After complete dissolution, the viscous
mixture was heated at 220 řC for 1 h to produce a carbonaceous foam. NaTaO3 NPs were
obtained by calcination at 500 řC for 20 h.

Multilayered reduced graphene oxide (m-rGO) was synthesized by slowly adding graphite
powder (3.0 g, particle size <20µm, Sigma-Aldrich) and KMnO4 (18.0 g, 0.11 mol, Sigma-
Aldrich) to a solution of H2SO4 (360 mL, 98 %) and H3PO4 (40 mL, 85 %) at T = 40 řC.
The suspension was kept at 50 řC for 12 h before cooling down to room temperature. Then,
the mixture was added to 400 mL ice, containing H2O2 (3.0 mL, 30 %). After sifting it two
times through a metal sieve (250µm), the filtrate was centrifuged (15 min, 8000 rpm). The
precipitate was washed two times consecutively with deionized water, 30 % HCl solution,
and ethanol. Finally, the remaining solid was washed with water, centrifuged, and vacuum-
dried overnight at 60 řC. For the reduction step, the material was dispersed in ethanol and
kept in a Teflon-lined stainless-steel autoclave at 150 řC for 12 h. Au- and/or m-rGO-
loaded NaTaO3 were generated in situ by adding 10 wt.-% m-rGO and/or HAuCl4·3H2O
corresponding to 0.2 wt.-% Au (related to the mass of the semiconductor) into the reaction
vessel during the photocatalytic H2-evolution measurements, whereby the additives were
deposited via a photo-deposition mechanism.

2.1.2 Metal deposition onto TiO2

Au-deposition techniques for Au-TiO2 synthesis

The impact of the Au-deposition procedure on the catalytic performance (Chapter 4) was
investigated by depositing the nominal amount of 1 wt.-% Au onto TiO2 (P25, Evonik)
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by use of different synthesis protocols. Unless otherwise stated, each method ended with
filtering the solid, washing with 500 mL distilled water and drying for 12 h at 100 řC in air.

For sol-immobilization (SIM),[148] an aqueous solution of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)
(1.2 mL, 1 wt.-% solution, Merck Chemicals) was slowly added to an aqueous solution of
HAuCl4·3H2O (5 mL, 10.1 mm, Aldrich). The sol was formed by dropwise addition of a
freshly prepared NaBH4 solution (2.5 mL, 0.1 m, Aldrich). After stirring for 30 min at
25 řC, 1.0 g of the TiO2 support (e.g. P25, Evonik) was added and the suspension was
stirred for further 12 h.

A carbon-free reductive precipitation (RP) method similar to SIM was carried out
by first suspending 1.0 mg TiO2 in 20 mL distilled H2O. Then, an aqueous solution of
HAuCl4·3H2O (5 mL, 10.1 mm) was slowly added and the suspension was stirred for 10 min.
A freshly prepared NaBH4 solution (2.5 mL, 0.1 m) was dropped into the mixture and stirred
further 30 min at 25 řC prior to filtration.

For photo-deposition (PD), 1.0 g TiO2 was added into a Schlenk tube containing
100 mL methanol. The suspension was flushed with argon in order to remove oxygen as a
potential electron acceptor. TiO2 was pre-reduced by irradiation with a 300 W Xe lamp
(LOT Oriel) for 20 min, whereby a color change from white to blue was observed, indicating
the formation of Ti3+. An aqueous solution of HAuCl4·3H2O (0.53 mL, 0.1 m) was dropped
into the suspension, which was then stirred for 2 h at 25 řC.

Deposition-precipitation (DP) occurred by heating a suspension of HAuCl4·3H2O
(50 mL, 5 mm) to 70 řC under continuous stirring. A NaOH solution (10.5 mL, 0.1 m) was
added dropwise to adjust the pH to around 7. 10.8 mL of the Au-containing solution were
added to 96.8 mL distilled H2O and stirred for 15 min. Then 1.0 g of TiO2 were added and
the suspension was stirred for 1 h at 70 řC and for a further 1 h at 25 řC. A prolonged
deposition-precipitation (DP12) procedure was carried out by extending the stirring
time at 25 řC from 1 h to 12 h. The effect of calcination on the properties of catalysts
prepared by DP was investigated as well. To this end, the dried DP catalyst was calcined
at 200, 400 or 600 řC (5 řC min−1, 2 h) in flowing air (denotation: DP200, DP400 and
DP600, respectively).

Deposition of Cu-based (mixed-)metal particles onto TiO2

P25 (Evonik) was used as TiO2 support material in order to study the impact of the
nature of the metal particle and its composition (Chapter 6). Two pure Cu-loaded TiO2

catalysts were synthesized applying different protocols. Impregnation method (IM) was
carried out by suspending 1.0 g TiO2 in 300 mL absolute alcohol. An aqueous solution of
Cu(NO3)2·3H2O (0.15 mm, 25 mL, Aldrich) was added dropwise. The mixture was stirred
for 10 h at 80 řC, filtered and washed with 500 mL distilled water. The material was dried
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at 100 řC for 12 h and subsequently calcined at 500 řC (3 řC min−1, 3 h) in flowing air. The
RP method was carried out as described above for Au deposition using 1.0 g TiO2, an
aqueous solution of Cu(NO3)2·3H2O (0.15 mm, 5 mL), and a freshly prepared solution of
NaBH4 (0.1 m, 4 mL).

Mixed metal particles (Cu/Au and Cu/Ag) were also deposited via RP method. For
that purpose, either a stepwise precipitation (SP) or a simultaneous co-precipitation
(CP) procedure was applied. SP was carried out by first dropping an aqueous NaBH4

solution (0.1 m, 4 mL) into 20 mL of an aqueous suspension containing 1 g TiO2 and 36 mg
Cu(NO3)2·3H2O. After 20 min of reduction time, 4.0 mg HAuCl4·3H2O (or accordingly
3.1 mg AgNO3) in 10 mL H2O were added dropwise. NaBH4 solution (0.1 m, 1 mL) was
dropped into the solution again, which was then stirred for further 10 min. For Cu/Au-CP,
an aqueous NaBH4 solution (0.1 m, 5 mL) was added dropwise to a suspension containing
1 g TiO2, 36 mg Cu(NO3)2·3H2O, and 4.0 mg HAuCl4·3H2O in 50 mL H2O. The mixture
was stirred for 30 min prior to filtration, washing and drying at 100 řC.

2.1.3 Preparation and modification of TiO2-based supports

Pristine TiO2 materials

In order to explore the effect of the TiO2-phase composition (Section 5.1), commercial
and self-prepared materials were used: two different mixtures of anatase and rutile (P25,
Evonik, and Hombikat, Hom, Aldrich), a pure anatase phase (Ana, Sachtleben E3-588-
321-006), a pure rutile phase (Rut, Sachtleben E3-583-141-005).

An anatase/brookite mixture (Bro) was prepared as described elsewhere.[149] Briefly,
titanium powder (10 mmol, Aldrich) was dissolved in 30 % H2O2 (40 mL, Roth) and 25 %
NH3 (11.2 mL, VWR). The mixture was stored for 16 h at 5 řC. Glycolic acid (27 mmol,
Aldrich) was added at 25 řC and the solution was slowly heated to 95 řC under continuous
stirring. After 7 h of water evaporation, a yellow titanium glycolate complex was obtained.
This complex (5 mmol) was dissolved in H2O (10 mL) and 25 % NH3 (10 mL) in order to
adjust pH 10.8. The solution was filled in a hydrothermal Teflon reactor (Parr Instruments,
75 mL) and heated to 260 řC for 24 h. The resulting white TiO2 powder was washed
repetitively and dried at 40 řC.

Modification of the TiO2 supports by reduction

Reduced TiO2 (Hy-An) was provided by the group of Prof. P. Schmuki, University of
Erlangen. Commercial anatase (An, Aldrich, 99.8 %, particle size: 25–25 nm) was used
as precursors for high-pressure H2 reduction. The reduction procedure has been reported
elsewere.[81] Briefly, the TiO2 powder was annealed in H2 atmosphere (99.999 %, Linde)
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at 20 bar and 500 řC for 20 h in an autoclave (1 L, 70 mm inner diameter). Au deposition
(0.6 wt.-%) onto the An support as reference material has been carried out by in situ
photo-deposition.

Modification of the TiO2 supports by N doping

Commercial TiO2 anatase (Ana, Sachtleben) and an anatase/rutile mixture (P25, Evonik)
were heat-treated in an NH3 flow (99.98 %, Air Liquide) in a tubular furnace (HTM Reetz,
type LOBA 1000-58-220-QW) equipped with gas-flow and temperature controllers (JUMO
dTRON 308). The TiO2 sample (3 g) was filled into the glass tube, which was placed on a
shaker (200 rpm, IKA VXR basic Vibrax). After setting a certain NH3 flow (10–15 L h−1),
the temperature was raised within 1 h to 500–650 řC and kept for 3–6 h before cooling down
to room temperature (see Table 2.1). The sample code consists of the respective support
(Ana or P25) followed by the nitridation conditions (NH3 flow, temperature, time). Au
deposition (1.0 wt.-%) was carried out onto Ana:N15-600-5 (Au-Ana:N) and P25:N15-
550-3 (Au-P25:N) using the DP method described in Section 2.1.2 without calcination.

Table 2.1: Preparation conditions of several TiO2:N catalysts investigated in Section 5.3.

Catalyst TiO2 material NH3 flow / L h−1 Temperature / řC Nitriding time / h

Ana:N10-500-6 anatase 10 500 6
Ana:N15-600-5 anatase 15 600 5
Ana:N15-650-5 anatase 15 650 5
Ana:N10-650-5 anatase 10 650 5
P25:N15-600-5 P25 15 600 5
P25:N15-550-5 P25 15 550 5
P25:N15-550-3 P25 15 550 3

For comparison, one sample, TiO2:N-Urea, was synthesized via sol-gel approach with
urea as nitrogen source. Briefly, urea (40 g, >99 %, Aldrich) was dissolved in distilled water
(200 mL) under stirring at room temperature. Titanium(IV) isopropoxide (10 mL, >97 %,
Aldrich) was added dropwise and the resulting suspension was stirred for 2 h. Then the
solid was isolated by vacuum filtration and dried at 60 řC for 12 h. The yellow material
was finally calcined at 400 řC (10 řC min−1) in flowing air for 4 h.
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2.2 Catalytic testing
Unless otherwise stated, the photocatalytic tests were performed in the group of Dr. H.
Junge (Beller group) at LIKAT, Rostock. The H2-evolution measurements were carried out
under argon atmosphere with freshly distilled solvents. Details about the equipment and the
experimental set-up are described in [150]. Typically, a double-walled and thermostatically
controlled reaction vessel was connected to an automatic gas burette. 50 mg of the catalyst
in 10 mL in H2O/MeOH (volume ratio 1 : 1) were irradiated with a Hg vapor lamp (Lumatec
Superlite 400, 7.2 W output) at 25 řC. Two different internal lamp-filter settings were used:
a UV-vis-light filter (320–500 nm, denoted by UV-vis light) and a visible-light filter (400–
700 nm, denoted by vis light), the radiation spectra of which are presented in Figure 2.1a
and b, respectively. In the majority of cases, gas evolution was recorded under UV-vis light
for 3 h and under visible light for further 3 or 21 h. After the reaction was completed, a gas
sample was taken for gas chromatographic (GC) analysis using a GC HP 6890N (external
calibration). The H2-evolution rate, rH2 given in mmol g−1 h−1, was calculated according to
Eq. 2.1 by assuming ideal gas behavior of H2 with a molar volume of Vm = 24.48 L mol−1.

rH2 = Vexp

Vm m t
(2.1)

where Vexp is the experimentally determined gas volume evolved after a certain reaction
time, t, and m is the sample mass.
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Figure 2.1: Radiation spectra recorded by Lumatec of the Lumatec Superlite 400 for two different internal
optical filter settings: a) UV-vis-light filter (320–500 nm) and b) visible-light filter (400–700 nm).

2.3 Techniques for catalyst characterization
In order to shine light on the principles of the catalyst’s function, detailed insights into
the constitution of bulk and surface are required. These properties may change during
the catalytic process. Therefore, standard characterization techniques have to be com-
plemented by advanced methods that are able to characterize each step of the catalyst’s
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lifespan, especially the catalytic event itself. Not only ex situ, but also suitable in situ
spectroscopic investigations have been carried out in order to reach a deeper understand-
ing of the basic mechanistic steps during photocatalytic proton reduction over metal-loaded
semiconductors.

2.3.1 Inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry
(ICP-OES)

The knowledge about metal contents and the elemental composition of the semiconducting
support material is fundamental for a comparative study of photocatalysts. By ICP-OES
analysis, the weight percentages (wt.-%) of metal ions can be determined simultaneously
or sequentially. To this end, a plasma source produced by electromagnetic induction ex-
cites the elements electronically, whereby characteristic electromagnetic radiation is emitted
subsequently by each atom upon the relaxation process.[151] The emission at the different
wavelengths is usually recorded by semiconductor photo-detectors, such as charge coupled
devices, allowing a quantitative elemental determination by comparing the element-specific
radiation intensity with that of a calibration standard.

Experimental description In a typical procedure, the sample (10 mg) was dissolved in
5 mL aqua regia and 3 mL hydrofluoric acid by treatment with the microwave-assisted
sample preparation system “MULTI WAVE” (Anton Paar/Perkin-Elmer) at ca. 200 řC
and 60 bar. The solution was filled up to 100 mL with distilled water and analyzed using a
Varian 715-ES ICP-emission spectrometer and the ICP Expert software.

2.3.2 Elemental (CHN) analysis

CHN analysis was applied to determine ion-doping concentrations or impurity levels (mainly
carbon and nitrogen) within the photocatalysts. In general, the solid catalyst is burned in
an excess of oxygen at temperatures of 1700–1800 řC, which produces typical combustion
products such as carbon dioxide (C), water (H) and nitric oxide (N). The product gases flow
through a GC separation column and are detected sequentially by a thermal conductivity
detector (TCD), which was calibrated against pre-analyzed standards.

Experimental description A CHNS multianalyzer TruSpec (Leco) was used for the quan-
titative analysis of C, H and N. The catalyst (10 mg) was mixed with V2O5 as oxidation
reagent and packed into a tin container, which is easily oxidizable. The reactor is heated
to 1050 řC and the combustion products were quantified by the TCD at 290 řC.
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2.3.3 Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area analysis

As heterogeneous photocatalytic reactions happen at the catalyst surface, the number of
photoactive sites usually depends on the surface area of the catalyst. Its dimension is
critically affected by the particle size, particle morphology, surface texturing and porosity.
It can be determined using the approach developed by Brunauer, Emmett and Teller.[152]
The BET theory extends the Langmuir theory of a monolayer physisorption of gases on
a solid surface to an infinite multilayer adsorption (Figure 2.2a) and results in the BET
adsorption isotherm:

p

W (p0 − p) = c− 1
Wmc

(
p

p0

)
+ 1
Wmc

(2.2)

where p/p0 represents the relative pressure of the adsorbate at the temperature of adsorp-
tion, W is the weight of adsorbed gas, Wm the weight of adsorbate as monolayer and c the
BET constant. For small relative pressures (0.05 < p

p0
< 0.3) the BET isotherm can be

depicted as straight line by plotting p
W (p0−p) against p

p0
(BET plot, Figure 2.2b). The BET

plot allows the determination of Wm and c from the values of the slope (s = (c−1)(Wmc)−1)
and the y-intercept (i = (Wmc)−1). The specific surface area, SBET, can be derived from

SBET = WmNAAcs

mM
(2.3)

where NA = 6.023 · 1023 is the Avogadro constant, Acs is the adsorbate cross sectional area
(16.2 Å2), M is the molar mass of the adsorbate, and m is the sample weight.

Figure 2.2: a) Comparison between the physisorption isotherms based on Langmuir and BET theory. b)
Exemplary BET plot by which Wm and c can be derived.

Experimental description The BET surface area was determined by analyzing the ph-
ysisorption properties of N2 on a defined sample weight (200–600 mg) with a BELSORP
mini device in the range 0.05 < p

p0
< 0.3 by multipoint analysis. Prior to measurement, the

catalyst was evacuated for 2 h at 150 řC in order to remove physisorbed water molecules.
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2.3.4 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

The imaging of nanostructured photocatalysts by high-resolution microscopic techniques
provides insights into the size distribution, morphology and composition of each nanopar-
ticle species. TEM imaging is based on the elastic scattering of electrons in an high-
energy electron beam (100–300 kV) upon interacting with the atoms of a solid thin sample
(<100 nm), whereby much higher resolutions (atomic scale) are obtained than by light mi-
croscopes due to the small de Broglie wavelength of the electron. Figure 2.3 illustrates the
schematic diagram of a conventional TEM. It comprises an illumination system (contain-
ing the electron gun), a specimen stage, the magnification system and the data recording
system.[153] After transmission through the thin specimen, the scattered electron beam is
focused by the objective lens and propagates through several image-forming lenses. The
image of the specimen is formed when the fluorescent screen is located in the image plane
of the objective lens. In general, there are three different modes of operation defined by
the alignment of the objective aperture allowing the creation of contrast (Figure 2.3b). For
bright-field imaging, only the forward scattered wave is used to form the image, whereby
darker parts of the image correspond to more strongly scattering parts (thick areas in
which heavy atoms are enriched) of the sample. In contrast, these regions appear brighter
in the dark-field mode when the objective aperture allows only diffracted beams to pass.
High-angle annular dark field (HAADF) images are formed by beams that have strongly
interacted with the specimen and reveal useful information, e.g. about planar defects or
stacking faults. Lattice images are obtained by high-resolution TEM which uses a large
objective aperture that allows many beams, including the direct beam, to pass (Figure 2.3,
bottom).

Figure 2.3: a) Scheme of a con-
ventional TEM. b) Optic ray di-
agrams for bright-field, dark-field
and high-resolution TEM.

In addition to the elastic scattering forming TEM images, the interaction of the electron
beam with the specimen also comprises inelastic scattering phenomena. The impinging
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electron beam may transfer enough energy to an inner-shell electron of an atom that it
gets excited into the vacuum level. Consequently, an emission of X-ray photons occurs
by the transition of outer-shell electrons to the vacant site. The energy of the emitted
photons is characteristic of the emitting atom. Therefore, TEM can be directly coupled
with an energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopic device for local elemental analysis,
which counts the X-rays emitted from the illuminated specimen region as a function of the
photon energy.

Experimental description Transmission electron microscopy investigations were conducted
at 200 kV by using a JEM-ARM200F (JEOL) instrument. The microscope is equipped with
a JED-2300 (JEOL) energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDXS) for chemical analysis.
HAADF imaging was operated with a spot size of 5 c (ca. 0.15 nm) and a 30 µm condenser
aperture. Prior to TEM analysis, the sample was deposited onto a carbon-supported Cu
grid (mesh 300). For Cu-containing samples, Ni grids were used. Size distributions of the
metal components were determined by measuring the diameters of at least 50 particles
using the ImageJ software.

2.3.5 X-ray diffraction (XRD)

Figure 2.4: Scheme of the Bragg diffraction
of X-rays at atoms in a crystal lattice.

As explained above, crystallinity and crystal struc-
ture of semiconductor photocatalysts can highly
influence the photocatalytic performance. There-
fore, the nonambiguous determination of the inter-
atomic distances and bond angles by X-ray diffrac-
tion analysis is highly desirable. This technique
is based on the interaction of lattice atoms with a
monochromatic beam of incident X-rays (of wave-
lengths similar to the spacing of planes in the crys-
tal lattice) causing its diffraction, constructive and destructive interference, into many
specific directions (Figure 2.4). The condition for constructive interference is expressed by
Bragg’s law:[154]

nλ = 2d sin θ (2.4)

where n is an integer (order of reflection), λ is the wavelength of the incident X-ray beam
(1.5406 Åfor Cu Kα), d is the distance between parallel lattice planes, and θ is the angle
between the incident beam and the lattice plane. For each lattice distance, Eq. 2.4 predicts
a maximum at a specific diffraction angle. These powder-diffracted X-rays are detected
and counted for each value of 2θ in a certain range so that all possible diffraction directions
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are attained. By plotting the intensity of detected X-rays as a function of 2θ, an X-
ray diffraction pattern is obtained, which represents the structure of the unit cells within
the investigated sample. Furthermore, the crystallite sizes can be obtained by X-ray line
broadening analysis. This method was developed by Scherrer,[155] who showed that the
line broadening (full width at half maximum) of the diffraction peak, β, is related to the
mean crystallite diameter, Dc, as:

Dc = Kλ

β cos θ (2.5)

Experimental description X-ray diffraction powder patterns at ambient conditions were
recorded in transmission geometry with Cu Kα radiation in the 2θ range of 10–70 ř (step
width = 0.25 ř) on a Stoe STADI P diffractometer, equipped with a linear position sensitive
detector. For quantitative determination of phase ratios, Rietveld method was applied on
the XRD patterns. Mean crystallite sizes were estimated using the Scherrer equation with
K = 0.95 and λ = 1.54 Å.

2.3.6 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

XPS is a powerful technique for determining surface-sensitively (usually in 1–10 nm depth)
the elemental composition as well as the chemical and electronic state of the elements in
a solid catalyst. It is based on Einstein’s photoelectric effect. This phenomenon occurs
when high-energy photons (e.g. X-rays) impinge on a sample and lead to the ionization
of atoms. Thereby, valence and tightly-bound core-level electrons absorb the photons,
which leads to their ejection into the continuum with a certain amount of kinetic energy,
Ekin. Using monochromatic X-rays of known energy (e.g. Al Kα with a photon energy of
Ep = 1486.6 eV) the electron binding energy, Eb, of the emitted electrons (with respect to
the Fermi level of the spectrometer) can be determined by detecting their kinetic energy
based on the following equation:

Eb = Ep − (Ekin + φ) (2.6)

where φ is the work function of the spectrometer, which is equal to the energy released by
the photoelectron as it becomes absorbed by the detector of the spectrometer. Eb is the
energy difference between the electron’s original level, Ei (initial state), to a state of rest
outside the atom, Ef (final state). Thus, a shift of peak position in a XP spectrum can
be due to final-state and initial-state effects, the latter of which are closely associated to
changes in the oxidation state of the atom. Such change in the charge of an atom can,
however, also arise from changes in the surroundings (e.g. ligand alterations). Changes
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of an atom’s core-level structure may be also dominated by effects of the positive charge
(core hole) remaining on the atom cluster in the photoemission final state.[156] I.e. smaller
metal particles exhibit more discrete conduction bands and more coordinatively unsatu-
rated surface atoms. Therefore, the screening of a created core hole will be much smaller
as the particle size decreases, so that the photoelectron will experience a higher Eb.[157]

The photoelectron peak intensity, Ij, for an element j depends on the average atomic
concentration of element j in the surface, Nj, by

Ij = NjσjλjK (2.7)

where σj is the photoelectron cross-section (Scofield factor) for element j, λj is the inelastic
mean free path of a photoelectron from element j, and K is a constant expressing all other
factors related to quantitative detection of an XPS signal. Hence, by measuring standards
of known surface concentration, it is possible to determine surface contributions of elements
in the material, which account for the catalytic active sites in a heterogeneous catalyst.

Experimental description XP spectra were recorded using a VG ESCALAB 220iXL in-
strument with monochromatic Al Kα radiation. Peaks were fitted by Gaussian-Lorentzian
curves after Shirley background subtraction. The electron binding energy was referenced
to the adventitious carbon with C 1s peak at 284.8 eV. For quantitative analysis, the peak
areas were determined and divided by the element-specific Scofield factor and the analyzer-
depending transmission function.

2.3.7 X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS)

Figure 2.5: Exemplary XAS spectrum of Cu foil.

While in XPS monochromatic X-rays are used
to create core holes by photo-ionization, X-ray
absorption spectroscopy measures the absorp-
tion of photons as a function of the incident
X-ray energy, near and at energies above the
specific electron binding energy of a known core
level of the considered atom. Therefore, these
experiments are conducted at synchrotron fa-
cilities, which are able to generate a tunable
high-energy (104 eV) X-ray excitation. When
the X-ray energy equals the binding energy of
a core shell, there is a abrupt increase in absorption, the so-called absorption edge. The
edges are denoted according to the principle quantum number of the excited electron: K
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for n = 1, L for n = 2, M for n = 3 etc.
A typical X-ray absorption spectrum of Cu foil at the K edge is displayed in Figure 2.5.

Basically, two regimes can be distinguished, XANES and EXAFS. The EXAFS region arises
when the absorption of X-rays provokes an ejection of a core electron into the continuum
with high kinetic energy (Figure 2.6, right). These high-energy electrons are weakly back-
scattered by only a single atom in the surrounding. In contrast, XANES is the region within
50 eV of the absorption edge (Figure 2.6, left), which contains the absorption of photons
that either excite the photoelectrons into the continuum with low kinetic energy or into
unoccupied orbitals controlled by dipolar selection rules (Figure 2.6 middle, left). The
appearance of a weak pre-edge peak in XANES measured at the K edge as typically found
for transition metal ions such as Cu2+ is due to dipol-forbidden transitions of s electrons
into empty valence d orbitals (quadrupole transitions). Analysis of the EXAFS region
allows the determination of interatomic distances, coordination numbers and species of the
neighbors, while XANES is strongly sensitive to oxidation states and the site symmetry.

Figure 2.6: Electron transition processes contributing to the regimes of an XAS spectrum.[158]

Due to experimental reasons, it is often advantageous not to measure the attenuated X-
ray intensity after transmitting the sample for recording the absorption spectrum. Instead,
the processes that follow the excited state (decay happens within a few femtoseconds) can
be counted as well. Two main mechanisms occur upon filling the empty core hole with an
electron from a higher shell: i) the emission of a fluorescent photon of well-defined energy,
and ii) an Auger process, in which the excess of energy is lost by ejecting a second electron
into the continuum. Either of these processes can be used to measure the absorption.
Although at low energies the Auger process is more likely than the fluorescence, the electron
yield predominantly contains Auger electrons emitted by surface atoms. Since they quickly
lose their kinetic energy in a solid (within 1 nm), bulk-produced Auger electrons are not
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likely to emit the sample.

Experimental description The X-ray absorption experiments were carried out at the µ-
spot beamline of the synchrotron storage ring BESSY II (Helmholtz Center for Materials
and Energy) in Berlin, Germany, and at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility
(ESRF) in Grenoble, France. All samples were filled into quartz-glass capillaries with
1 mm diameter and a wall thickness of 0.01 mm. The fluorescence of the Au Lα or the Cu
Kα was detected using a silicon drift detector.

2.3.8 Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy

As mentioned above, heterogeneous photocatalytic reactions are strongly affected by the
surface properties of the catalytic material. A direct monitoring of the interaction between
adsorbed molecules and the catalyst is enabled by suitable vibrational spectroscopic meth-
ods such as FTIR spectroscopy.[159] Moreover, in situ FTIR approaches provide informa-
tion about the nature of adsorbed intermediates and reaction products, which contributes
to an understanding of the catalytic reaction. Transitions between two vibrational states
of a molecule are induced by the electric field component of light in the infrared region
(mid IR: 4000–200 cm−1). As the resonance frequency of a distinct vibration depends on
the reduced mass of the atoms of the vibrating group, µ, and on the strength of the bonds
(expressed by the force constant, f) according to Eq. 2.8, one observes IR bands at the
highest frequencies for light atoms and for groups with high bond energies.

νvib = 1
2π

√
f

µ
(2.8)

A non-linear molecule with N vibrating

Figure 2.7: The four vibrational modes of a linear
three-atomic molecule (CO2).

atoms gives rise to 3N − 6 different fun-
damental vibrations, whereas 3N − 5 vi-
brational modes are discernible for linear
molecules such as CO2 (3 · 3 − 5 = 4
modes). The intensity of an IR band,
however, is proportional to the change in
the dipole moment during the vibration
(selection rule). Thus, there are IR-active
as well as IR-inactive vibrations (see Fig-
ure 2.7 for CO2).
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For investigating the surface chemistry of a catalyst by IR spectroscopy, one can choose
different sampling techniques depending on the properties of the sample or on the purpose
of analysis. Transmission and attenuated total reflexion (ATR) IR are among the most
frequently used methods. In transmission mode, the IR beam transmits a self-supported
sample wafer (Figure 2.8a), which is formed by pressing the sample pure or diluted in KBr.
This method can be applied for routine characterization of the catalyst surface. Moreover,
it allows the determination of surface-acidic sites and of surface-metal oxidation and co-
ordination states by using specific probe molecules such as pyridine or carbon monoxide,
respectively. However, ATR sampling has proved valuable as in situ technique for analyzing
the consumption of the sacrificial reactant methanol during photocatalytic H2 generation.
The thin-film solid catalyst is in strong contact to the ATR crystal (generally ZnSe allow-
ing the detection of vibrations from 650 to 15000 cm−1). Passing through the crystal, the
incoming IR beam penetrates the catalyst on top of it, so that the attenuated radiation is
finally reflected (Figure 2.8b). The intensity of an ATR-FTIR signal strongly depends on
the number of reflections in the crystal as well as on the depth of penetration, which itself
increases with higher wavelengths.

Figure 2.8: Principles of the IR sampling techniques a) transmission-absorption and b) attenuated total
reflexion.

Experimental description The FTIR measurements and band assignments were carried
out in the lab of Dr. U. Bentrup at LIKAT. Spectra in transmission mode were recorded
on a Thermo Scientific Nicolet 6700 spectrometer equipped with a heatable and evacuable
homemade reaction cell with CaF2 windows connected to a gas-dosing system. The sample
powders were pressed into self-supporting wafers with a diameter of 20 mm and a weight
of 50 mg. All spectra were recorded at room temperature with a resolution of 4 cm−1 and
64 scans. Before measurement, the samples were pretreated by heating in He up to 100 řC
for 30 min and then cooled to room temperature.

The scheme of the experimental set-up for in situ ATR-IR measurements is depicted
in Figure 2.9. Spectra were recorded on a Nicolet Avatar 370 (Thermo Electron) FTIR
spectrometer equipped with a MCT detector. A Specac Gateway multi reflection horizontal
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accessory, coupled to a custom-made 2 mL flow-through cell with quartz window containing
a ZnSe crystal on the bottom plate. The 45 ř internal reflection element of 72 × 10 × 6 mm
enables 6 infrared bounces. All spectra were recorded with 64 scans at 4 cm−1 resolution.
Before measurement, the ZnSe crystal was coated with the catalyst. The catalyst was
suspended in distilled water (c = 1.47 g L−1) and the suspension was treated for 30 min
in an ultrasonic bath. Then, 3 mL of this suspension was spread on the ZnSe crystal and
dried in vacuum overnight. For the experiment, a He stream (20 mL min−1) saturated
with a mixture of Methanol/H2O (1:1) was flushed through the ATR-IR cell. After 10 min
He flush (20 mL min−1), a spectrum was recorded, which was subtracted from the spectra
measured under irradiation. Then, the ATR-IR cell was irradiated with a Xe lamp (300 W,
LOT-Oriel GmbH & Co. KG) for 30 min without filter or for 120 min with a 420 nm cut-off
filter.

Figure 2.9: In situ ATR-IR set-up for investigations on photocatalytic H2 generation from H2O/MeOH.

2.3.9 Ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) spectroscopy

Semiconductor photocatalysis is initiated by electronic transitions induced by absorption of
light in the UV-vis range. Therefore, an electronic and optical characterization of photocat-
alysts by UV-vis spectroscopy opens up access for an understanding of the light-conversion
properties of the investigated materials. The transition of an electron in the highest-energy
state in the valence band, Evb, to the lowest-energy state in the conduction band, Ecb, both
characterized by a certain crystal momentum (k-vector), requires a minimum of energy:
the band-gap energy, Eg. Band-gap transitions of electrons in a semiconductor can be ei-
ther direct or indirect, depending on whether the momentum of electrons in the conduction
band and that of holes in the valence band is the same or not, respectively.[160]

In contrast to direct transitions, the transition of the electron in indirect band-gap semi-
conductors occurs with assistance of a phonon providing the required momentum (Figure
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2.10, gray arrow), while almost all of the energy stems from the photon (green arrow). Since
indirect transitions always involve the absorption or emission of phonons (non-radiative
processes), they occur much slower than the direct equivalents. Therefore, the efficiency of

Figure 2.10: Direct and indirect band-gap
transitions of electrons in a semiconductor.

light harvesting and conversion is strongly affected
by the type of the highest transition present in the
semiconductor. Eg can be calculated from UV-vis
absorption measurements. The strong increase in
the absorbance at a certain wavelength, λg, in the
UV-vis spectrum (absorption edge) gives evidence
for the excitation of a valence-band electron into the
conduction band. Hence, Eg (given in eV) can be
easily calculated by using Planck’s equation

Eg = h
c

λg

(2.9)

where h = 4.135 · 10−15 eVs is the Planck constant and c = 2.998 · 108 m s−1 the speed of
light in vacuum. However, in order to consider the different types of transitions (direct or
indirect) other approaches such as the Schuster-Kubelka-Munk (SKM) method are more
applicable. Since UV-vis spectra of powder catalysts are recorded in diffuse-reflexion (DR)
mode, the diffuse reflectance, R, is directly obtained from the output of the spectrometer.
Its relation to the absorption coefficient, K, and the scattering coefficient, S, is given by
the SKM function:

F (R) = (1 −R)2

2R∞
= K

S
(2.10)

Hence, if S remains constant and is thus not dependent on the wavelength, the SKM
function represents the absorbance.

For calculations of Eg, the Tauc plot[161] can be applied which is expressed by

(hνK)
1
n ∝ (hνF (R))

1
n = A (hν − Eg) (2.11)

where A is a proportional constant. It is n = 1/2 for direct allowed transitions and n = 2
for indirect allowed transitions. Hence, for a direct band gap, plotting of hν vs. [F (R)hν]2

gives rise to a straight line, whereas the plot of hν vs. [F (R)hν]1/2 forms a straight line
for an indirect band gap, the value of which can be measured by extrapolating the straight
line to F (R) = 0.

Experimental description UV-vis diffuse reflectance spectra were recorded with an Avantes
45 ř optical probe connected to an Avantes AvaSpec-2048 UV-vis spectrometer using BaSO4
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as a standard. The catalyst was measured either pure or in a suspension containing 20 mg
of the sample in 2 mL H2O/MeOH under UV-vis irradiation via the optical probe.

2.3.10 Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy

As the nature and lifetime of a catalyst’s photo-excited state strongly influence its pho-
tocatalytic performance, spectroscopic tools are required that are capable of monitoring
light-induced electron-transfer pathways. Since in situ EPR spectroscopy allows a selective
detection of paramagnetic centers formed and consumed during the reaction, it exhibits
outstanding advantages in unraveling the mechanisms of photocatalytic processes. In the
present thesis, this powerful technique was therefore primarily applied in order to visualize
the efficiency of charge generation and transfer.

Figure 2.11: Electron Zeeman interaction
of a free electron with S = 1/2.

Free organic or inorganic radicals, triplet states
of molecules, and transition metals with unpaired
d or f electrons may be EPR-active as their total
spin quantum number, S, is non-zero and a mul-
tiple of 1/2. This gives rise to a non-zero rota-
tional angular momentum, S⃗, of the electron, the
z-component of which can only assume two differ-
ent values for a system with S = 1/2, expressed by
the secondary spin quantum number, MS, ranging
from −S to +S.[162]

Sz = cos
⏐⏐⏐S⃗⏐⏐⏐ = ±1

2~ = MS~ (2.12)

The most important physical consequence of the electron spin is the associated magnetic
moment, µ⃗e, which is proportional to S⃗ and interacts with an external magnetic field, B⃗
(electron Zeeman interaction, Figure 2.11). The energy of this interaction for a free electron
with MS = ±1/2 is given by

E = µ⃗e • B⃗ = −geµBS⃗ • B⃗ = ±1
2geµBB0 (2.13)

where • describes a scalar product, µB = 9.274 · 10−24 J T−1 is the Bohr magneton, and
ge = 2.0023 is a constant of proportionality known as the Landé factor. Since there is an
increasing energy difference between both spin states, transitions can be induced by electro-
magnetic radiation, the energy of which is equal to the energy difference, ∆E. Absorption
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occurs when the selection rule ∆MS = 1 is fulfilled:

∆E = geµBB0 = hν (2.14)

Typically, the resonance energy is in the range of microwaves, e.g. 9.5 GHz in the X-band
working mode. Due to technical reasons, the frequency is held constant and the magnetic
field is varied (continuous wave (cw) mode).

As the spin magnetic moment may be affected by the environment interacting with the
spin, resonant absorption energies of bound electrons in atoms and molecules shift with
respect to the free electron. These interactions are quantum mechanically characterized by
the static spin Hamiltonian, HS, which acts on the orbital wavefunction.[163] The energies
corresponding to each interaction are given by the eigenvalues of HS. The Hamiltonian,
which describes the main interactions of the paramagnetic species in the investigated ma-
terials of the present study, can be reduced to

HS = HeZ + Hhf + HnZ (2.15)

where HeZ is the electron Zeeman interaction, Hhf is the electron-nuclear hyperfine inter-
action, and HnZ describes the nuclear Zeeman interaction. In general, due to the much
larger mass of the nucleus than that of an electron, the energetic contribution of the latter
is small compared to the former two interactions and will therefore not be considered here.
HeZ for an unpaired electron in a bound state, e.g. in a molecule, includes the interaction
of the spin with its orbit expressed by Hso.

Hso = λL⃗ • S⃗ (2.16)

where L⃗ is the angular momentum and λ is the spin-orbit coupling constant, which increases
with the atomic number. The interaction according to Eq. 2.16 leads to characteristic
deviations of the g-value from the Landé factor, so that the electron Zeeman term becomes

HeZ = µBB⃗ • g̃ • S⃗ = λL⃗ • S⃗ + µBB⃗ • (L⃗+ ge • S⃗) (2.17)

The electron Zeeman term depends on the symmetry of the corresponding orbitals or
ligands. This means that the interaction with the magnetic field is anisotropic and varies
along the x-, y and z-direction in the molecule. This anisotropy is expressed by the g-tensor,
g̃, which is given as

g̃ =

⎛⎜⎝ gx 0 0
0 gy 0
0 0 gz

⎞⎟⎠ (2.18)
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where gx, gy and gz are the principle values of g̃. For paramagnetic species in solution, the
anisotropy represented by the three g-values is averaged to an isotropic value, giso, due to
the fast rotation of the molecules.

giso = gx + gy + gz

3 (2.19)

For solid samples such as powder catalysts, however, the resonance frequency depends on
the orientation of the spins relative to the magnetic field, whereby the different absorption
signals of all orientations overlap. The resulting shapes of the EPR signals for a spin system
with rhombic, axial, and isotropic symmetry, respectively, are displayed in Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12: Exemplary simulated EPR signals of spin systems with rhombic, axial, and isotropic sym-
metry, respectively.

When n nuclei with a non-zero nuclear spin moment, I⃗, are present in the surrounding
of the electron spin, additional terms contributing to the spin Hamiltonian (Eq. 2.15) have
to be considered. The interaction between the magnetic moment of a nucleus with the
magnetic moment of the electron is expressed by the electron-nuclear hyperfine interaction:

Hhf =
n∑

i=1

Hhf,iso
i +

n∑
i=1

Hhf,dip
i = S⃗ • Ãi • I⃗i (2.20)

where Ãi is the hyperfine tensor, which consists of an isotropic contribution (Fermi-contact
part) and an anisotropic (dipolar) part. The magnitude of the isotropic contribution is
proportional to the spin density at the nucleus, |ψ(0)|2, and is given by

Hhf,iso
i = aisoS⃗ • I⃗ = 8π

3 geµBgNµN |ψ(0)|2 S⃗ • I⃗ (2.21)

where aiso is the isotropic hyperfine coupling constant. Therefore, isotropic hyperfine in-
teraction is only observed for spins located in s orbitals. However, for unpaired electrons
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in transition metal complexes or in organic radicals, in which the spin density is usually
located in d or p orbitals, respectively, isotropic hyperfine coupling can contribute as well
due to spin polarization effects. For an electron with S = 1/2, the coupling to every nucleus
i leads to a splitting of the spin levels into 2Ii + 1 sublevels, with Ii being the respective
nuclear spin quantum number. Due to the selection rules ∆MS = ±1 and ∆MI = 0 the
number of spin transitions and, thus, hfs coupling lines in an EPR spectrum is given by

Ne =
∏

i

(2Ii + 1) (2.22)

Figure 2.13: Energy-level diagram and simulated EPR spectrum for an electron with S = 1/2 coupling
to a nucleus with I = 1. Displayed are the main energetic contributions, i.e. electron Zeeman and isotropic
hyperfine interaction. Red arrows visualize the allowed transitions, which lead to the characteristic line
pattern of the EPR spectrum.

The intensity of an EPR spectrum is directly dependent on the population difference
between the two spin states, energetically separated by ∆E, prior to microwave absorption,
which is given by the Boltzmann distribution:

N+

N−
= exp

(
−∆E
kT

)
(2.23)

where N+ and N− are the populations of electrons with MS = +1/2 and MS = −1/2,
respectively, k = 1.381 · 10−23 J K−1 is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute tem-
perature. For an EPR experiment at X-band (9.5 GHz), the population ratio is about 0.999.
Cooling with liquid nitrogen can thus increase the population difference and accordingly
the EPR signal intensity. In order to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio, cw-EPR spectra are
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usually recorded with phase-sensitive detection by an lock-in amplifier. Therefore, EPR
signals appear as the first derivative of the corresponding absorption signal. Whether or
not one can observe an EPR signal of a paramagnetic species at a certain temperature also
depends on the line width (lw), ∆B, which is crucially influenced by the relaxation times
according to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. In general, two relaxation processes
take place in order to return to the thermodynamic equilibrium, the spin-lattice relaxation
(characterized by T1) and the spin-spin relaxation (characterized by T2). The enthalpic
process (T1) refers to the restoration of the Boltzmann distribution (Eq. 2.23) by dissipat-
ing the energy (heat) into the surrounding structure, which leads to an exponential decay
of the energy. The equilibrium is also rebuilt by an entropic relaxation process (T2), when
the spins gradually lose their phase alignment upon direct spin-spin interaction (without
energy transfer to the lattice). Both relaxation processes may contribute to the EPR lw
by

∆B ∝
(

1
T1

+ 1
T2

)
(2.24)

In case of organic radicals in solutions, where T1 > T2, the EPR lw is mainly affected by T2.
In contrast, for metal centers in solid samples, where T1 ≪ T2, the spin-lattice relaxation
dominates. If the relaxation is too fast, the signal may be broadened beyond detection due
to the shorter lifetime of the excited state. On the other hand, very slow relaxation times
can lead to saturation phenomena. If the microwave power is too high, a return of the spin
to the ground state is hindered. This causes a fast decrease in the population difference,
so that no more absorption processes and, thus, EPR signals are observed.

The EPR signal intensity is also dependent on the magnetic susceptibility, which is itself
inverse proportional to the temperature according to the Curie-Weiss law:

χm = C

T − Tc

(2.25)

where C is a material-specific Curie constant, T is the absolute temperature and Tc is the
Curie temperature, which can be determined experimentally by plotting the inverse signal
intensity against the temperature. Then the x-axis intercept represents Tc, the value of
which increases with stronger dipolar interaction between the spins.

Experimental description X-band EPR spectra were recorded by a Bruker EMX CW-
microspectrometer with an ER 4119HS-WI high-sensitivity optical resonator. A grid on
the front side of the resonator enabled irradiation with a 300 W Xe-arc lamp (LOT Oriel)
equipped with different optical filters (LOT Oriel 282/532HT10 band-pass and GG420/515
cut-off filters). For low-temperature (T = 90 K) experiments, the samples (15 mg) were
filled into commercial X-band EPR tubes (Wilmad, 4 mm outer diameter) and measured
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under liquid nitrogen stream.
In situ EPR spectra at room temperature (T = 290 K) were carried out with special

“home-made” flow cells allowing water and methanol saturated carrier gas (He 30 mL min−1,
5 % H2O/ MeOH = 1:1) to pass through the catalyst during spectra recording (Figure 2.14).
Experimental g-values were determined by calibration with a 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl
(DPPH) standard (g = 2.0036 ± 0.00004) according to

g = 2.0036B0,DPPH

B0,sample
(2.26)

The EPR spectra were simulated using the SIM32 software elaborated by Prof. Z. Sojka
(Jagellonian University, Cracow, Poland).[164,165]

Inlet: H2O/MeOH  
in He flow Cavity Magnet 

Light source 
(Xe lamp) 

Outlet: Products 
Quartz tube 

Figure 2.14: Set-up of in situ EPR experiments during photocatalytic H2 production from H2O/MeOH
mixtures.
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3 NaTaO3 photocatalysts for hydrogen
generation

NaTaO3 is a prominent example for a pristine H2-evolution catalyst, since it exhibits a
strong cathodic conduction-band potential (1.1 eV above the H+/H2 redox level).[146] As
mentioned in Section 1.2, the photoactivity of a pristine semiconductor such as NaTaO3 is
highly affected by its specific structural and electronic properties, which can be tuned by
the synthesis conditions. However, comparative studies on the photoactivities of differently
prepared semiconductors alone often do not directly allow to explore what factor(s) dom-
inates the activity, since heterogeneous photocatalytic reactions occur through a sequence
of multistep processes.[11] Therefore, dedicated mechanistic studies on the impact of the
semiconductor-preparation method by suitable in situ spectroscopic approaches may shine
light on the relevant rate-determining properties. For example, the activity of NaTaO3 pho-
tocatalysts has been shown to be highly sensitive against the preparation method, but only
few mechanistic explanations have been provided for this well-established photocatalytic
material. Hu et al. showed that sol-gel method led to NaTaO3 showing higher H2 evolu-
tions than that prepared by solid-state reaction,[166] which could be either explained by the
differences in particle size or crystal structure (monoclinic vs. orthorhombic phase). Unam-
biguous conclusions drawn from in situ spectroscopic analysis that visualize the capability
of charge-carrier formation and their reaction, however, have been neglected so far. This
chapter presents in Section 3.1 a comparative study on NaTaO3 prepared by a standard
solid-state reaction and an advanced exotemplate method for application in photocatalytic
H2 generation. For the first time, in situ EPR spectroscopy has been successfully applied
on NaTaO3 catalysts to follow the light-induced formation of paramagnetic species and
their consumption by water and methanol. In Section 3.2, the impact of additives such as
Au and/or multilayer reduced graphene oxide on the nature of charge carriers and their
mechanistic origin are discussed.
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Chapter 3 NaTaO3 photocatalysts for H2 generation

3.1 Solid-state reaction vs. exotemplate method
To explore the impact of the synthesis protocol on the catalyst structure, charge-carrier for-
mation and photocatalytic properties of NaTaO3, an advanced exotemplate method (EM)
has been applied in comparison to a conventionally used solid-state reaction (SSR).a Both
preparation methods led to crystalline phases of orthorhombic structure as seen from the
XRD patterns in comparison to ICDD PDF 73-878 (Figure A.1). The mean crystallite size
was determined by 25 nm for sample NaTaO3(EM) using the Scherrer equation, whereas
the reflections in the XRD pattern of NaTaO3(SSR) were too sharp for line-broadening
analysis. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) revealed particle sizes >1 µm of roundish
shape for NaTaO3(SSR), whereas NaTaO3(EM) consists of differently shaped aggregates
in the nanometer range (Figure A.1). This trend is consistent with BET surface area mea-
surements, which revealed 1.4 m2 g−1 and 22.4 m2 g−1 for NaTaO3(SSR) and NaTaO3(EM),
respectively.

Figure 3.1a depicts the optical absorption spectra of NaTaO3 prepared by EM (blue) and
SSR (red), exhibiting both an absorption edge around 320 nm. As orthorhombic NaTaO3

was shown to possess a direct band gap,[168] the values of Eg were determined by Tauc-
plot analysis with n = 1/2 (Figure 3.1b). For catalyst NaTaO3(SSR), a slightly lower band
gap (Eg = 4.06 eV) was determined compared to NaTaO3(EM) (Eg = 4.10 eV). This may
be related to the smaller particle size of the latter catalyst as previously demonstrated
e.g. for TiO2 photocatalysts.[169] In both catalysts, valence-band electrons can thus only
be excited into the conduction band upon UV-light irradiation. These excited electrons are

Figure 3.1: a) Diffuse reflectance spectra and b) Tauc plots according to Eq. 2.11 with n = 1/2 for a
direct band gap of NaTaO3 catalysts prepared by EM (blue) and SSR (red).

aThe syntheses of NaTaO3 catalysts and their structural characterizations (SEM, TEM, XRD and BET
analyses) were carried out by the group of Dr. S. Wohlrab, LIKAT. The data have been published in [167].
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3.1 Solid-state reaction vs. exotemplate method

Figure 3.2: Photocatalytic H2 production of the
differently prepared NaTaO3 photocatalysts. Condi-
tions: 0.2 g catalyst in 100 mL H2O/MeOH = 1:1,
150 W medium pressure mercury lamp (TQ 150, UV-
Consulting Peschl). Data taken from [167].

able to reduce adsorbed species, such as
protons to hydrogen. Figure 3.2 displays
the photocatalytic H2-evolution rates for
pristine and additive-loaded NaTaO3 pre-
pared by SSR and EM obtained from
H2O/MeOH mixtures under UV-light-
irradiation, measured in the group of
Dr. S. Wohlrab, LIKAT. It is clearly
seen that all NaTaO3(EM)-based cata-
lysts show superior photoactivity com-
pared to the samples based on the SSR-
synthesized support. NaTaO3 is known
to evolve H2 without any co-catalyst,[146]
which is confirmed here as well. However,
the amount of H2 produced over catalyst NaTaO3(EM) was 17.5 times higher than that
measured for NaTaO3(SSR), which must be related to the structural and electronic proper-
ties of both photocatalysts. Indeed, the BET surface area also differs by a factor of 16, thus
correlating with the detected activities. In general, a larger BET surface area increases the
probability of surface reactions of photo-generated electrons and holes with water molecules
compared to that of charge-carrier recombination in the bulk. However, spectroscopic ev-
idence for the increased charge-carrier formation and stability has not yet been provided
for this specific photocatalytic system. Therefore, in situ EPR spectroscopic investigations
have been conducted on these materials in order to provide insights into the nature of
trapped charges, which might be affected by the semiconductor preparation protocol.

3.1.1 Charge-carrier formation in NaTaO3 visualized by EPR

Figure 3.3a displays the in situ EPR spectra of NaTaO3 prepared by EM (blue) and SSR
(red). The dark spectra show rarely any EPR-active species, except of a weak isotropic
feature C1 at g = 2.003 for NaTaO3(EM), which may be assigned to electrons trapped
at oxygen vacancies known as F+ centers (Table 3.1) as also observed in other metal
oxides.[170] Signal C1 did not markedly increase upon UV-vis-light irradiation in air, but
a second EPR signal C2 appeared under these conditions for the catalyst prepared by
EM. In the presence of ambient air, containing paramagnetic dioxygen, surface-bound
paramagnetic species can be broadened beyond detection due to their dipolar interaction
with gas-phase oxygen. Therefore, signal C2 is most likely arising from a paramagnetic
species in the subsurface region. As pointed out above, the UV-light-excited conduction
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a) b) 

Figure 3.3: a) Comparison of the in situ EPR spectra of NaTaO3 prepared by EM (blue) and SSR (red).
Measurements started in air without irradiation, followed by 10 min UV-vis-light irradiation (Xe lamp,
no filter) and subsequent introduction of helium under continuous illumination. Finally, the reactants
H2O/MeOH were introduced in helium under UV-vis light. b) Deconvolution of the experimental EPR
spectra (black) for NaTaO3(EM) by simulation (red and colored lines). C1 and C2 were obtained from
the spectrum of irradiated NaTaO3(EM) in air, whereas C3, C4 and C5 were simulated by subtracting the
spectrum in air from that in He under UV-vis light. The sum of all simulated species C1–C5 produced the
simulated spectrum of NaTaO3(EM) irradiated in He.

electrons in NaTaO3 can be trapped at metal centers such as Ta5+ according to:

Ta5+ + e−
cb → Ta4+ (3.1)

At the same time, the remaining positive holes may be trapped at lattice oxide species
leading to oxide radicals, which can be located in the surface and subsurface region.

O2− + h+
vb → O•− (3.2)

As demonstrated earlier, Ta4+ is not detectable at room temperature.[171,172] Hence, most
likely signal C2 can be assigned to trapped holes (O•− species) located in subsurface layers
of NaTaO3.

The concentration of paramagnetic species in the catalyst prepared by SSR, however,
was much lower under irradiation in air compared to NaTaO3(EM). This may be due to
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Table 3.1: Simulation-derived EPR parameters of signals observed in NaTaO3 catalysts prepared by EM
and SSR and their species assignment. Table corresponds to Figures 3.3 and 3.4.

EPR signal gz gy gx Signal assignment Reference

C1 2.003 2.003 2.003 F + centers a, [170]

C2 2.013 2.013 1.999 subsurface oxide radical O•− in NaTaO3 a

C3 2.038 2.015 1.999 surface superoxide radical O•−
2 on NaTaO3 a

C4 2.033 2.024 2.014 surface oxygen speciesb a

C5 2.026 2.015 1.990 surface oxygen speciesb a

C6 2.003 2.003 2.003 conduction electrons in m-rGO a, [173]
aThis work. bNot specified.

the higher BET surface area of the latter catalyst, which leads to a larger surface exposition
to the incident light. Furthermore, the larger particles in NaTaO3(SSR) might favor bulk
recombination of charge carriers rather than trapping at lattice atoms. The inability to
stabilize charges in NaTaO3(SSR) could also explain its lower activity in H2 evolution.
This is also demonstrated by the EPR spectra under irradiation in helium flow. Then,
no more dipolar interaction with gas-phase oxygen occurs, which uncovers the adsorbed
paramagnetic surface species. Both catalysts exhibit similar signals, but of very different
intensity. Again, the EPR signals NaTaO3(SSR) are much weaker, probably resulting from
the faster recombination in that catalyst.

In order to extract the different EPR species from the complex spectrum of NaTaO3,
the EPR signals obtained in air were subtracted from the spectrum in helium prior to
spectrum simulation (Figure 3.3b). Three additional species C3–C5 were obtained, which
must be located at the outermost NaTaO3 surface. To further explore their specific nature,
50µL H2O2 were added to the EPR tube containing the pure NaTaO3(EM) catalyst. This
would produce superoxide species, O•−

2 , under illumination upon the reaction sequence
3.3–3.5.[174]

H2O2
hν, cat.−−−−→ 2 HO• (3.3)

HO• + H2O2 → HO•
2 + H2O (3.4)

NaTaO3−HO•
2 −→ NaTaO3−O•−

2 + H+ (3.5)

The corresponding EPR spectrum recorded at 220 K exhibits a signal with parameters
similar to those of signal C3, apart from slight differences in line width and gz (Figure
A.2a). This is a clear indication that signal C3 is attributed to surface-bound O•−

2 species,
since its line shape and g-values are also characteristic for such species bound at other
metal oxides.[175] In the present case, the O•−

2 signal is most likely created upon trapping
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of photo-excited electrons at surface-bound oxygen molecules acting as efficient electron
traps:[176,177]

O2(ad) + e−
cb → O•−

2 (ad) (3.6)

For proper match of the simulated spectrum with the one obtained from the experiment, it
was necessary to include two more rhombic EPR signals, C4 and C5. The nature of these
species was not identified throughout the experiments. They are most probably related to
surface-bound oxygen species, though bound at different sites.

Under H2O/MeOH-saturated helium flow, the signals C3–C5 attributed to surface-bound
oxygen species and even the subsurface O•− species, C2, strongly lost intensity (Figure
3.3). Interestingly, signal C2 only slightly weakened upon adding the hole scavenger MeOH
(Figure A.2b), which supports the assignment of the latter species to trapped holes. In
contrast, C3–C5 already decreased upon addition of water alone. Thus, the photo-excited
trapped electrons are either consumed by water molecules or the specific trapping sites are
blocked by them, preventing the EPR-signal formation.

3.2 Impact of promoting additives on the EPR spectra

As shown in Figure 3.2, the photocatalytic activity of NaTaO3(EM) was markedly improved
upon loading with co-catalysts, such as 0.2 wt.-% Au and/or 10 wt.-% m-rGO. The co-
loaded sample reached the highest activity of 17.78 mmol h−1 g−1. While Au tends to act
as primary H2 evolution site, the conductive graphene sheets support electron-withdrawing
from the NaTaO3-CB. Therefore, synergistic effects can lead to enhanced photoactivity on
such a co-loaded semiconductor. However, the effect for NaTaO3(SSR) was only significant
in case of Au loading, which doubled the evolved H2. An additional loading with m-
rGO decreased the photoactivity of Au-deposited NaTaO3(SSR). As the Au particles were
determined to be of similar size in the catalysts prepared by EM and SSR (Figure A.3),
the latter effect may be again explained by the lower surface area of NaTaO3(SSR). It is
possible that a similar weight loading of m-rGO onto NaTaO3(SSR) therefore results in a
less effective transfer to the surface and/or to the co-catalytic Au particles compared to
a material with large surface/bulk ratio, due to differences in layer thickness and surface
coverage.

Since for NaTaO3(EM), additive loading enhanced the H2 generation, in situ EPR spectra
were recorded for these samples, which are depicted in Figure 3.4a. Interestingly, none of the
signals C2–C5 appeared in the spectra of the catalysts loaded with Au and/or m-rGO upon
irradiation with UV-vis light in helium. A probable reason might be that the photo-excited
electrons in NaTaO3 are rather transferred to the Au particles possessing a lower Fermi
level or respectively to the conducting m-rGO layers than being trapped at surface-bound
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a) b) 

Figure 3.4: a) In situ EPR spectra in flowing He under irradiation with UV-vis light of NaTaO3(EM) pure,
loaded with 0.2 wt.-% Au, loaded with 10 wt.-% m-rGO and loaded with 0.2 wt.-% Au as well as 10 wt.-%
m-rGO. b) Development of the normalized double integral of signal C6 observed in Au- and m-rGO-loaded
NaTaO3(EM) upon UV-vis-light irradiation and subsequent addition of H2O and MeOH.

oxygen to form e.g. O•−
2 (C3). This is confirmed by the EPR spectrum of the Au-loaded

sample, containing only a weak isotropic defect-related signal C1 (g = 2.003), which did
not change upon irradiation or addition of the reactants. When photo-excited electrons
are quickly transferred into the Au particle, they cannot be detected by EPR at ambient
temperature.[178] In contrast, m-rGO-containing samples show a stronger isotropic signal
C6 (Figure 3.4a, Table 3.1). This signal C6 can be assigned to carbon-based localized
conduction electrons in m-rGO,[173] the number of which slightly increases upon UV-
vis-light irradiation of the photocatalytic material as seen from the development of the
corresponding double integral (Figure 3.4b, blue). This suggests a light-induced electron
transfer similar to that proposed for the Au-loaded sample. The transferred electrons have
then enough reductive potential to reduce the protons to form H2, confirmed by the decrease
of signal C6 upon addition of H2O and MeOH (Figure 3.4b, red & green). The fact that
for NaTaO3(EM) co-loaded with Au and m-rGO, a much higher intensity of signal C6 was
observed than for the catalyst loaded only with m-rGO indicates that Au might support the
formation of carboneous conduction electrons. Thus, a synergistic effect of simultaneous
Au and m-rGO-loading might further improve the photocatalytic performance. However,
while the H2 rate of Au/m-rGO-loaded NaTaO3(EM) was shown to be indeed higher than
by mono-loading with Au or m-rGO, they were still less than the sum of both mono-loaded
catalyst.
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3.3 Conclusion
This chapter on the one hand pointed out the importance of improved synthesis strategies
for the semiconducting support material in order to obtain highly photoactive materials
with enhanced charge utilization. As a chosen example, an advanced preparation of NaTaO3

by EM revealed catalysts of much higher surface area than through the standard SSR
protocol, despite the fact that both materials exhibit similar structures and electronic
properties. The smaller particle size obtained by EM, however, cannot be taken as direct
evidence for the better photocatalytic performance (factor 17), as it does not provide
insights into the amount, nature, and reactivity of photo-excited species in both materials
during the reaction. Therefore, in situ EPR spectroscopy was applied and proven to be
a unique tool for monitoring bulk- and surface-located charge carriers under irradiation
that react with water and methanol. It was thereby shown that NaTaO3(EM) produced a
much higher concentration of trapped charge carriers than NaTaO3(SSR), not only at the
surface, but also in the sub-surface region. Thus, the ability to generate stabilized charges
in NaTaO3 is enhanced by using the EM method. Hence, recombination of charge carriers
dominates for SSR-prepared NaTaO3 leading to much lower photocatalytic H2 evolutions
under UV light.

Moreover, the in situ EPR spectra of NaTaO3(EM) mono- and co-loaded with addi-
tives such as Au and m-rGO strongly suggest that the improved activity of these samples
compared to the pure catalyst are be most likely related to a UV-light-induced electron
transfer from NaTaO3 to Au and/or m-rGO. Synergistic effects due to simultaneous loading
of Au and m-rGO are apparently reflected by the EPR data, but not clearly seen from the
photocatalytic performance of the co-loaded materials. Variations of the additive contents
should be explored in more detail in order to investigate a potential synergy-related im-
proved photoactivity. This could also reveal positive effects of loading NaTaO3(SSR) with
m-rGO, which was shown to be detrimental in the present study for 10 wt.-% m-rGO.
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4 Impact of Au-deposition method on
structure and performance of Au-TiO2

The previous chapter showed that Au deposited on semiconductors acts as efficient pro-
moter in photocatalytic H2 evolution, based on enhanced charge-carrier separation as in-
troduced in Section 1.2. In this regard, Au-TiO2 is one of the most investigated systems
so far. It has been demonstrated earlier that the Au content as well as its particle size
distribution are crucial parameters for high photocatalytic H2-evolution rates over Au-
TiO2.[113] These factors are generally tunable through the chosen Au-TiO2 synthesis con-
ditions, such as calcination temperature[179] or the pH value during deposition.[180] It
was further reported that the photocatalytic H2 generation from water/ethanol mixtures
is strongly dependent on the type of Au-deposition method itself at the same Au con-
tent.[181] Impregnation, photo-deposition, sol-immobilization, and deposition-precipitation
are the most common techniques to deposit Au onto TiO2.[182] However, in most of the
studies concerning the dependence of photocatalytic H2 production on the Au-deposition
method, structural and electronic reasons are either neglected or inferred from ex situ anal-
yses of the as-prepared catalyst. Therefore, this chapter addresses a detailed investigation
on structure-reactivity relationships of differently prepared Au-TiO2 catalysts for proton
reduction from H2O/MeOH mixtures. By using a combination of in situ spectroscopic
techniques (UV-vis, XANES, EPR), the light-induced formation of active species and their
reactivity upon addition of the reactants is studied. The results are interpreted with re-
spect to the photocatalytic performance of the catalysts. As mentioned in Section 1.2,
Au also exhibits unique optical properties (SPR effect) causing visible-light response of
the materials. Therefore, wavelength-dependent catalytic and spectroscopic measurements
are analyzed in this chapter in order to shine light on the mechanistic background of the
SPR-induced H2 evolution. Such information about the structural prerequisites allowing
visible-light activity is essential for a future catalyst improvement.
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4.1 Catalyst characterization and performance
A multiphase composite of TiO2 (P25, 85 % anatase and 15 % rutile) was used as support
material for investigations on how the chosen Au-deposition procedure affects the structure
and photocatalytic performance of the resulting Au-TiO2 catalysts. Impregnation is known
to favor low Au-loading yields and pronounced agglomerations of Au particles on TiO2.[182]
Therefore, three other established procedures, sol-immobilization (SIM), photo-deposition
(PD), and deposition-precipitation (DP), were applied for depositing a nominal amount of
1 wt.-% Au onto P25 (see Section 2.1.2). The main steps of these protocols are depicted
in Figure 4.1. For SIM, an Au sol is formed by reducing Au3+ ions in an organic medium
(PVA), which is subsequently immobilized onto the TiO2 support. In the PD procedure,
TiO2 is pre-reduced by UV-light irradiation in MeOH (acting as hole scavenger), whereby
afterward adsorbed Au3+ ions become reduced to Au0 at these Ti3+ sites. For the DP
method, gold hydroxide is initially deposited onto TiO2, which finally leads to a precip-
itation of Au0 particles upon subsequent dehydration and O2 elimination processes.[183]

AuCl4- 

AuCl4- 
PVA 

PVA 

PVA 
AuCl4- Au Au 

Au NaBH4 

TiO2 

SIM: 

PD: 
MeOH 

TiO2 Ti3+ Ti3+ Ti3+ HAuCl4 

DP/DP12: 

AuCl4- 
AuCl4- 

TiO2 

Au(OH)3 
Au(OH)3 

NaOH 

2h / 12h 

Au-TiO2  hn (UV) 

Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration of the elemental steps passed during Au deposition via sol-
immobilization (SIM), photo-deposition (PD) as well as normal and prolonged deposition-precipitation
(DP and DP12, respectively).

Table 4.1 summarizes the photocatalytic H2 evolutions from H2O/MeOH under UV (320–
500 nm) and visible-light (400–700 nm) conditions, the mean Au diameter, dm(Au), derived
from TEM analysis, the overall Au content determined by ICP-OES, the surface-Au content
obtained by XPS, and the binding energies of Au and Ti. Among the catalysts prepared by
the three different methods (SIM, PD and DP), the lowest Au-loading yield was observed
for AuP25-PD (0.46 wt.-% Au), which also led to the worst photoactivity under UV-vis-
and visible-light conditions. In contrast, for catalysts AuP25-SIM and AuP25-DP the final
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Table 4.1: Photocatalytic activities, mean Au-particle diameters, Au loadings and XPS parameters for
Au and Ti of AuP25 catalysts prepared by different Au-deposition methods.

Catalyst rH2 / mmol g−1 h−1 dm(Au) / nm Au-wt.% Au-at.-%
Eb Au 4f / eV Eb Ti 2p / eV

UV-vis vis (TEM) (ICP-OES) (XPS)

SIM 24 1.2 8.7 0.94 0.25 83.2 (Au0-VO) 458.7 (Ti4+)
83.7 (Au0)

PD 5.1 0.42 41 0.46 0.08 84.0 (Au0) 457.3 (Ti3+)
85.5 (Au3+) 458.9 (Ti4+)

DP 33 2.4 1.1 0.93 0.57 84.3 (Auδ+) 459.4 (Ti4+)

DP12 3.4 0.25 – 0.35 0.11 83.7 (Au0) 457.1 (Ti3+)
458.8 (Ti4+)

Au loading was almost the anticipated amount of 1 wt.-%. The latter catalyst showed the
highest H2 production rates (followed by AuP25-SIM), but the DP method is apparently
strongly sensitive towards preparation conditions. This is clearly demonstrated by compar-
ison of catalysts AuP25-DP and AuP25-DP12, the latter of which was stirred for 12 h at
25 řC instead of 1 h. The prolongation of the deposition time led to only 0.35 % Au on P25
and the photocatalytic activity decreased by a factor of 10 to only 3.4 mmol g−1 h−1 under
UV-vis light and 0.25 mmol g−1 h−1 with the visible-light filter (Table 4.1, Figure A.4). It
must be emphasized that the visible-light filter (400–700 nm) contains small amounts of
UV light (Figure 2.1), which might contribute to the “vis”-H2 rates as well. However,
UV-light radiation also accounts for a few percent in atmospheric sunlight and the overall
goal should be to find catalysts working best under solar excitation.

As illustrated in Section 1.2, the generation of H2 under UV light over metal-loaded semi-
conductors is based on a quick transfer of the photo-excited TiO2-CB electrons into the
metal sphere (Au) possessing a lower Fermi level. Thereby, the recombination of charge
carriers (electrons and holes), which generally limits the photoactivity of bare semicon-
ductors, is suppressed.a Thus, UV-light-stimulated H2-evolution rates should be mainly
governed by the number of active sites, i.e. Au particles acting as H2-evolution centers, at
the TiO2 surface. At equal Au contents, smaller Au particles give rise to a higher number
of potential electron traps at which the protons are reduced. Moreover, it was shown that
the Fermi level of Au-TiO2 catalysts is more negatively shifted by small Au particles than
by large ones, which further enhances the separation of electrons and holes.[184] There-
fore, it seems plausible that for AuP25-PD the lowest H2 evolution was observed under
UV-vis light, as it comprises only few large Au particles (dm(Au) = 41 nm) determined by

aBare P25 as reference material evolved 0.4 mmol g−1 h−1 H2 with the 320–500 nm filter. No H2 was
detected for P25 using the 400–700 nm filter.
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TEM analysis (Figure 4.2). This may arise from an unprotected particle growth during the
PD procedure for Au deposition. While AuP25-SIM was prepared in the presence of the
organic polymer PVA acting as particle stabilizer,[185] which led to smaller Au particles
(dm(Au) = 8.7 nm), the Au particles formed at the reduced Ti3+ sites during PD were
not growth-protected. Hence, agglomeration with time is likely as the continuing light
irradiation may also stimulate the Au particle movement.[186]
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Figure 4.2: HAADF-TEM images and Au-particle-size distributions of as-synthesized AuP25-SIM (a, b),
AuP25-PD (c, d), and AuP25-DP (e, f).

The difference in Au-particle size is also

Figure 4.3: Au-SPR absorption of AuP25 catalysts
prepared by different Au-deposition methods.

confirmed by the UV-vis absorbance spectra
shown in Figure 4.3. In contrast to AuP25-
DP and AuP25-DP12, intense Au-SPR ab-
sorption bands were observed for AuP25-SIM
and AuP25-PD. In comparison with cata-
lyst AuP25-SIM, the band maximum from
AuP25-PD is shifted by 21 nm due to its
larger mean Au-particle diameter. This Au-
particle agglomeration in AuP25-PD conse-
quently results in a lower surface content of
Au (0.08 at.-%) determined by XPS (Table
4.1), compared to samples with higher Au-loading yields and smaller particle sizes such as
AuP25-SIM (0.25 at.-%) and AuP25-DP (0.57 at.-%). Furthermore, the binding energies
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of Au and Ti in AuP25-PD point to an incomplete reduction of the Au3+ ions. The XPS
Au 4f signal for AuP25-PD is composed of two different Au species (Table 4.1, Figure
A.5a). The peak at 84.0 eV is in the range of reduced Au0 (area marked green),[157, 187]
while the signal component at 85.5 eV (Figure A.5a, pink) can be attributed to oxidized
Aun+ with n = 1, 2, 3 depending on the strength of the metal-support interaction.[188]
Note that for TiO2 supports, large negative shifts were observed for binding energies of
certain Au-oxidation states due to strong metal-support interactions (SMSI).[189] There-
fore, an attribution to residual adsorbed Au3+ species (n = 3) is conceivable. On the other
hand, a large amount of Ti3+ was observed in the Ti 2p region of the XP spectrum (Table
4.1, Figure A.5b, green), probably resulting from the pre-reduction step passed in the PD
procedure (Figure 4.1). Such defect sites may hinder an efficient electron transfer of photo-
excited TiO2 electrons into the Au particles and, thus, can cause low activities as detected
for AuP25-PD.

The XPS data in the Au 4f region for AuP25-SIM reveal two reduced Au species (Table
4.1). The peak at 83.7 eV (Figure A.5a, green) is slightly negatively shifted compared to
bulk Au0 (84.0 eV)[157] probably due to SMSI effects and can be therefore assigned to Au0

nanoparticles strongly bound to TiO2. The signal component at 83.2 eV (Figure A.5, blue)
indicates the presence of another Au species partially negatively charged. This species may
arise from Au particles bound at O2− vacancies (Au-VO).[190] These surface vacancies in
TiO2 formed in reducing environment such as NaBH4 solution (Figure 4.1) likely act as
Au nucleation sites, as their excess charge may be stabilized by the metal particle. Hence,
the decrease in the Au-binding energy is likely caused by a partial contribution of the
excess electrons to the bond formation between Au and the vacancy site.[190] Comparing
the XPS data from catalysts AuP25-DP and AuP25-DP12 shows that the prolongation of
the reaction time during DP method strongly affects the final Au-surface content, which
is decreased for AuP25-DP12 by a factor of five (0.11 wt.%, Table 4.1). Although the Au-
binding energy (83.7 eV) and the UV-vis spectrum (Figure 4.3, red) point to the presence
of Au0 particles, no Au species could be detected by TEM in AuP25-DP12 (not shown).
Furthermore, a small surface contribution of Ti3+ is indicated by the XPS peak at 457.1 eV
in the Ti 2p region (Figure A.5b, green). These results suggest that during the prolonged
deposition procedure, either a considerable amount of Au may be incorporated into the
TiO2 matrix via interaction with those Ti3+ defect sites, or the Au particles strongly
agglomerated and were thus not detected in TEM analysis by chance. In contrast, the Au 4f
peak positions of the catalyst prepared by short-term DP, AuP25-DP, are slightly shifted to
higher binding energies (84.3 eV, Table 4.1, Figure A.5a) compared to the values of reduced
Au0. This may be caused by either initial- or final-state effects as described in Section
2.3.6. Final-state effects could result from the very high dispersion (dm(Au) = 1.1 nm) as
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derived from TEM (Figure 4.2), which generally start to appear at sizes below 2 nm.[191]
However, this peak might be also attributed to partly oxidized Auδ+ species[192] according
to initial-state effects. As the DP procedure requires high temperatures for the precipitation
of reduced Au0 particles, the as-synthesized AuP25-DP catalysts (after drying at 100 řC)
may still contain Au(OH)3 oligomers (in Auδ+ state) bound at the TiO2 surface.[193]

4.1.1 In situ monitoring of Au0-particle formation in AuP25-DP

In order to clarify the origin of the positively shifted Au binding energy in AuP25-DP,
in situ XAS measurements at the Au LIII absorption edge were conducted. Figure 4.4
displays the XANES region of the XA spectra for AuP25-SIM and AuP25-DP in their as-
prepared state (red), after addition of H2O/MeOH (blue) and under subsequent irradiation
with UV-vis light (green). The XANES spectrum of as-prepared AuP25-SIM confirm the
presence of reduced Au0 species, as it is similar to that of Au foil (black dashed line) and did
not change upon addition of H2O/MeOH nor under UV-vis-light irradiation. In contrast,
the as-prepared spectrum of AuP25-DP exhibits a weak peak ca. 4 eV above the Au LIII
absorption edge (“white line”, Figure 4.4b, orange), which is characteristic for oxidized
Auδ+ species[194,195] in accordance to the intial-state effects discussed above for the XPS
data. Upon addition of H2O/MeOH, this white line disappeared indicating the formation of
Au0 particles probably due to the reduction by electron-donating MeOH molecules. Further
UV-vis-light irradiation did not lead to significant changes in the XANES spectrum.

Figure 4.4: Changes in the XANES spectra at the Au LIII edge of as-prepared (red) AuP25-SIM (a)
and AuP25-DP (b) and upon addition of H2O/MeOH (blue) and subsequent UV-vis-light irradiation by a
Xe lamp (green) compared to Au foil (dashed black). The subtraction spectrum (1) − (2) is displayed for
AuP25-DP (orange).

Irradiation of AuP25-SIM in H2O/MeOH did not markedly affect the SPR-band intensity
or the position of the absorption maximum as well (Figure 4.5a), while the in situ UV-vis
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spectra clearly illustrate the influence of radiation on the SPR-absorption band for AuP25-
DP. The UV-vis spectrum of the as-prepared AuP25-DP catalyst exhibits a much lower
SPR intensity compared to that of AuP25-SIM. This is most probably due to the initial
Auδ+ state and the small Au diameter of 1.1 nm (Figure 4.2). In general, SPR absorption
starts to be observable at a cluster size above 2 nm.[184] Upon addition of H2O/MeOH
and subsequent irradiation, the intensity of the band from the AuP25-DP catalyst clearly
increases due to the ongoing in situ formation of Au0 particles as demonstrated by XANES.
Furthermore, the shift of the absorption maximum during irradiation visualizes the gradual
particle growth. For AuP25-DP catalysts that have been isolated after the photocatalytic
tests using the UV-vis-light filter for 3 h and the visible-light filter for 21 h (Figure 2.1),
similar mean Au-particle sizes were observed (7.1 ± 2.8 nm and 8.8 ± 3.0 nm, respectively,
Figure A.6). This in situ Au0 formation might be one reason for the high photoactivity of
AuP25-DP, since thereby very uniform and highly dispersed particles can be obtained, as
the catalyst is prevented from Au agglomeration during synthesis.

Figure 4.5: Changes of the Au-SPR absorption band of the as-synthesized catalyst (black) upon addition
of H2O/MeOH and subsequent irradiation (reddish) for AuP25-SIM (a) and AuP25-DP (b). Spectra were
recorded each minute after addition of H2O/MeOH.

4.1.2 The effect of calcination on AuP25-DP

A controlled thermal pre-treatment of the as-synthesized AuP25-DP catalysts can also
generate well-defined reduced Au0 particles loaded onto the TiO2 support. The chosen
calcination temperature is known to crucially affect particle growth and the extend of
SMSI.[112, 196] Table 4.2 summarizes the photocatalytic H2-production rates under UV-
vis- and visible-light conditions, the mean Au-particle diameter derived from TEM, and the
XPS data of Au and Ti for as-prepared AuP25-DP and calcined at 200, 400, and 600 řC.
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Table 4.2: Photocatalytic activities, mean Au-particle sizes and XPS parameters (Au 4f and Ti 2p) of
as-prepared AuP25-DP uncalcined and calcined at 200, 400 and 600 řC.

Catalyst rH2 / mmol g−1 h−1 dm(Au) / nm Au-at.-%
Eb Au 4f / eV Eb Ti 2p / eV

UV-vis vis (TEM) (XPS)

DP 33 2.4 1.1 0.57 84.3 (Auδ+) 459.4 (Ti4+)
DP200 9.0 0.3–1.2 16 0.23 84.5 (Auδ+) 458.8 (Ti4+)
DP400 20 1.1 10 - - - - - -
DP600 31 1.8 11 0.13 83.6 (Au0) 458.4 (Ti4+)

Figure 4.6: UV-vis spectra of AuP25-DP un-
calcined (DP) and calcined at 200 (DP200), 400
(DP400) and 600 řC (DP600).

Surprisingly, the mean Au diameter was
found to be the largest for the catalyst
treated at the lowest temperature, while
AuP25-DP400 and AuP25-DP600 exhibit
similar particle sizes (Table 4.2, Figure A.7).
However, the SPR-absorption maximum of
AuP25-200 is located at the same position as
for AuP25-DP400 (Figure 4.6), but extends
to the higher wavelength range. The inten-
sities of the Au-SPR absorption band indi-
cate the presence of Au0 particles for all cal-
cined catalysts, whereas the Au-binding en-
ergy of the AuP25-DP200 catalyst is still in
the range of partially oxidized Auδ+ species (84.5 eV) and is, thus, even higher than that
observed for the as-prepared catalyst. This may indicate a lower SMSI, which could also
explain the very low photoactivity (Table 4.2). Surprisingly, the catalyst treated at the
highest temperature, AuP25-DP600, was almost as active under UV-vis light as the un-
calcined catalyst. Its Au-binding energy is typical for reduced Au0 particles (83.6 eV).
In general, during the thermal precipitation of Au, the initially surface-bound Au(OH)3

oligomers become dehydrated and agglomerate to Au2O3. At sufficiently high temperatures
(T > 300 řC),[183] these oxide units are decomposed to Au0 and O2. Therefore, catalyst
AuP25-DP200 might still contain such larger Au2O3 units along with reduced Au0, which
may lead to such a strong activity loss. Treatment at higher temperature (T > 400 řC),
however, stimulates particle movement and rearrangement. Then the Au particles tend to
preferentially precipitate at TiO2-phase interfaces[179, 197] This effect plays an essential
role for mixed-phase supports such as P25. As discussed below in detail (Chapter 5), the
photo-excited electrons are thereby transferred across an additional phase, which further
enhances the charge-carrier separation and, thus, the photoactivity.
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4.2 Light-induced charge-carrier formation and transfer

In situ EPR spectroscopy is the method of choice for visualizing light-induced electron-
transfer processes as well as the formation and consumption of paramagnetic species dur-
ing the photocatalytic reaction. Therefore, room-temperature EPR spectra of the AuP25
catalysts prepared by different methods were recorded in the dark, under irradiation with
UV-vis light and under subsequent addition of H2O and MeOH (Figure 4.7). The spec-
tra demonstrate that the nature of the paramagnetic species is highly dependent on the
chosen Au-deposition method. The catalysts prepared by PD and DP exhibited rarely
any EPR-active species in the dark, while AuP25-SIM showed a weak isotropic feature at
g = 2.004 (signal A3, Table 4.3), which most likely originates from electrons trapped at
oxygen vacancies as discussed below. In contrast, a strong EPR signal A1 with axial sym-
metry was detected for AuP25-DP12 below g = 2.0 without any radiation. The g-values
of this species are in the range of those observed for Ti3+ in TiO2 (Table 4.3). Given the
unusual fact that this signal was observed at room temperature indicates a variation in
spin-lattice relaxation as explained in Section 2.3.10. This behavior may result from Ti3+

centers that are coordinatively unsaturated such as surface-located Ti sites [198] and/or
Ti3+ in close vicinity to oxygen vacancies, for the latter of which, however, usually lower
g-values were observed.[199] The assignment to surface-located Ti3+ species is supported by
the signal decrease upon addition of H2O and MeOH acting as scavengers of excess charges.
Due to the longer reaction time in the DP12 procedure, the TiO2 particles did presumably
undergo a self-doping process, i.e. the creation of oxygen vacancies and Ti3+ interstitials as
explained below in detail (Chapter 5). Thereby, high defect concentrations were obtained,
which can result in a lower charge mobility and, thus, in an inhibited transfer to and from

Figure 4.7: Room-temperature in situ EPR spectra of AuP25 catalysts prepared by different Au-
deposition methods starting with the as-synthesized samples in the dark (a), under irradiation with UV-vis
light (Xe lamp, no filter) (b), and with subsequent addition of water (c) and methanol (d).
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Table 4.3: EPR parameters of observed signals in AuP25 catalysts prepared by different Au-deposition
methods and their assignment based on literature.

EPR signal gz gy gx Signal assignment Reference

A1 1.978 1.978 1.957 Ti3+ in self-doped P25 a
1.975 1.975 1.944 Ti3+ in self-doped anatase [72]
1.993 1.993 – Ti3+ in self-doped anatase [200]

A2 2.026 2.010 2.004 O•−
2 by irradiation of hydroxylated Au-P25

recorded at 290 K
a

2.025 2.009 2.003 O•−
2 on hydrated anatase under UV-light radia-

tion
[201]

2.0243 2.0095 2.0036 O•−
2 on H2O2-treated rutile [174]

2.025 2.009 2.002 O•−
2 on Au-P25 [199]

A3 2.004 2.004 2.004 electrons trapped at O2− vacancies (e−
VO

) in Au-
P25

a

2.003 2.003 2.003 e−
VO

in Au-TiO2 [199]
2.005 2.005 2.005 e−

VO
in plasma-treated TiO2 [202]

2.0027 2.0027 2.0027 e−
VO

in outgassed TiO2 aerogel [203]

A4 2.026 2.015 2.004 Ti4+–O•−
s in Au-P25 recorded at 90 K a

2.026 2.015 2.005 Ti4+–O•−
s in calcined anatase [204]

2.026 2.017 2.008 Ti4+–O•−
s in calcined rutile [204]

2.024 2.014 2.007 Ti4+–O•−
s from aqueous anatase [205]

A5 1.991 1.991 (1.961)b bulk Ti3+ (anatase) a
1.992 1.992 1.962 bulk-located substitutional Ti3+ (anatase) [206]
1.990 1.990 1.957 bulk Ti3+ (anatase in P25) [86]

A6 1.978 1.978 (1.944)b bulk Ti3+ (rutile) a
1.9780 1.9746 1.9414 bulk interstitial Ti3+ (rutile single crystal) [207]
1.975 1.975 1.940 bulk Ti3+ (rutile in P25) [86]

A7 2.035 –b –b Ti4+–O•
2H a

2.034 2.009 2.002 Ti4+–O•
2H [176]

2.034 2.008 2.002 Ti4+–O•
2H [208]

aThis work. bNot resolved.

Au, leading to low H2-evolution rates.

In contrast, the short-term DP procedure produced highly active catalysts, which did
not show any EPR signal at room temperature in the dark, but under irradiation with
UV-vis light. Then, a strong rhombic signal A2 is formed at typical g-values attributed
to superoxide radicals, O•−

2 , bound at the TiO2 surface (Figure 4.7b, blue). Such O•−
2

species can be generated under irradiation via two different mechanisms. On the one hand,
an electron-mediated process according to Eq. 4.1 could occur by trapping of the photo-
excited electrons at surface-bound oxygen molecules, since the redox potential E(O2/O•−

2 )
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is slightly more positive (−0.33 V vs. NHE)[209] than the TiO2 conduction-band potential
(Ecb = −0.47 V at pH 7 for anatase).[17]

e−
cb + O2(ad) → O•−

2 (ad) (4.1)

As the required oxygen may originate from traces in the helium flow, this signal should
appear in all spectra of the different AuP25 catalysts. Thus, it is likely not the dominating
process for the strong O•−

2 formation in AuP25-DP.
On the other hand, FTIR spectra of AuP25-DP compared to AuP25-SIM, the latter of

which did not show such superoxide species under light irradiation, clearly illustrate that
the DP method generates catalysts with specific surface-hydroxyl coverage (Figure A.8).
Hence, the photo-generated positive holes are likely to be trapped by those surface-bound
hydroxyl groups (Eq. 1.9). The hydroxyl radicals thus created may quickly recombine
and form hydrogen peroxide (Eq. 4.2), which may be further converted to hydroperoxyl
radicals (E(H+, HO•

2/H2O2) = 1.44 V at pH 0)[210] upon oxidation by another trapped
hole (Eq. 4.3). Bound at TiO2, these radicals deprotonate at its basic centers to form
O•−

2 :[175]

2 OH• → H2O2 (4.2)
H2O2 + OH• → HO•

2 + H2O (4.3)
TiO2−HO•

2 → TiO2−O•−
2 + H+ (4.4)

Such a hole-mediated mechanism for the formation of O•−
2 at TiO2 was first proposed by

Howe et al. for hydrated anatase.[201] It is supported by the increase of the corresponding
EPR signal upon adding H2O, whereby probably more surface-hydroxyl groups are created
and, thus, more trapping sites for h+

vb at the TiO2 surface. Moreover, the decrease in
signal intensity after addition of the hole scavenger MeOH indicates a consumption of
these trapped holes, so that the formation of O•−

2 is inhibited.
For the less active sample AuP25-PD, this O•−

2 signal was poorly formed upon irradiation
with UV-vis light or addition of H2O (Figure 4.7b and c, green). This may either indicate a
less effective charge separation by transfer of CB electrons to Au resulting from the defect-
rich structure, or a lack of specific surface-hydroxyl groups. The latter effect may also lead
to lower activities, since the oxidation of MeOH was found to proceed faster indirectly via
hydroxyl radicals.[211, 212] The FTIR study by Carneiro et al. provided further evidence
for the crucial role of surface-OH groups in the photocatalytic oxidation of cyclohexane.
This might also explain the lower H2 evolution over AuP25-SIM compared to AuP25-DP,
as the Au-particle size in AuP25-DP created in situ was similar to that in AuP25-SIM
(Figure A.6) and therefore cannot be the crucial parameter for the difference in activity.
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Wang et al. showed by sum frequency generation spectroscopy that the indirect oxidation
by •OH can only become the dominant mechanism at a critical H2O/MeOH molar ratio of
ca. 300, due to the stronger adsorption properties of MeOH compared to H2O.[29] Hence,
these specific OH groups on AuP25-DP, allowing the favored indirect MeOH oxidation,
are not likely to be formed for the other catalysts upon addition of H2O/MeOH (volume
ratio 1:1). However, by applying the DP method for Au deposition, hydroxyl species
are probably tightly surface-bound at the as-synthesized catalyst and, thus, during the
reaction. The photo-generated h+

vb in AuP25-DP are, due to the less defective structure,
highly mobile within AuP25-DP and, thus, trapped at its specific surface-hydroxyl groups,
which presumably makes them more accessible for the hole scavenger MeOH and leads to
higher H2 evolutions compared to AuP25-SIM and AuP25-PD.

A similar effect was observed for the in situ EPR spectra of the calcined AuP25-DP
catalysts as well. The room-temperature EPR signal A2, corresponding to hole-mediated
O•−

2 , was much more intense under irradiation for the more active catalysts AuP25-DP and
AuP25-DP600 (Figure A.9). Moreover, the low-temperature EPR spectra shown in Figure
4.8 also illustrate the different capabilities of charge-carrier formation and separation in
these catalysts. At T = 90 K, the reaction sequence 4.2–4.4 is slowed down. Without metal
loading (bare P25), the very mobile photo-generated holes migrate to lattice-O2− ions near
the surface and react to Ti4+–O•−

s (A4, Table 4.3),[213] whereas the electrons tend to
localize in the interior of the nanoparticle forming bulk-located Ti3+ species in anatase

a) 

b) 

Figure 4.8: a) Low-temperature difference EPR spectra (black: UV-vis-light irradiated minus dark) and
the corresponding signal simulations (red) of uncalcined AuP25-DP and calcined at 200, 400 and 600 řC
in comparison to bare P25. b) Signal contributions of signals A4–A5 to the total double integrals.
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(A5) and in rutile (A6). For the Au-loaded catalysts, however, the photo-excited electrons
should be quickly transferred into the Au particles. Thus, higher Ti3+ concentrations in the
EPR spectra indicate low charge-transfer capabilities, likely due to less SMSI and/or a lower
number of active electron-trapping sites (Au). This is clearly seen by the corresponding
spectra simulations revealing the highest Ti3+ contribution (signals A5 and A6) for catalyst
AuP25-DP200 (Figure 4.8b), which also showed the lowest photoactivity (Table 4.2).

4.2.1 Visible-light-mediated electron transfer in Au-TiO2

As mentioned in Section 1.2, Au-TiO2 catalysts were also reported to generate H2 solely
by Au-SPR excitation with pure visible light,[111, 114] the detailed mechanism of which
still remained unclear. Photocatalytic tests on selected AuP25 samples using an additional
external filter (λ > 420 nm) revealed a significant amount of H2 for catalyst AuP25-SIM
(15 µmol H2 in 26 h, Table A.1, experiment II), while other samples such as AuP25-DP12
(experiment III) did not show any visible-light-induced activity or, as in case of AuP25-
DP, had to be pre-treated with UV light in order to generate SPR-active Au particles
(experiments V–VII). Therefore, the origin and mechanism of the visible-light activity
observed for AuP25-SIM was investigated by wavelength-dependent in situ FTIR and EPR
measurements.

Figure 4.9 depicts the in situ FTIR spectra for UV-vis-light-irradiated AuP25-SIM in
H2O/ MeOH (purple) and for the same experiment using an cut-off filter (λ > 420 nm,
green). The spectra exhibit similar negative (according to the consumption of adsor-
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Figure 4.9: In situ ATR-IR spectra for AuP25-SIM in H2O/MeOH. Depicted are the difference spectra
obtained by subtracting the respective dark spectrum from the spectrum after 30 min UV-vis-light irradia-
tion (Xe lamp without filter, purple) or from that after 120 min visible-light irradiation (Xe lamp, >420 nm
filter, green).
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Chapter 4 Impact of Au-deposition method on structure and performance of Au-TiO2

bates) and positive (according to the formation of adsorbed products) bands under both
wavelength ranges for excitation, though with much lower intensity for the experiment
under pure visible light. This finding strongly suggests that the weak H2 evolution of
AuP25-SIM is solely caused by Au-SPR absorption. The negative bands observed at 2950–
2830 cm−1 (stretching of CH3 of molecularly and dissociatively chemisorbed MeOH)[214]
and at 1050 cm−1 (C–O stretching of methoxy group)[215] are due to the consumption
of adsorbed MeOH during irradiation. New bands appear at 1354, 1603 and 1709 cm−1

(symmetric and asymmetric stretching of OCO and C=O stretching of adsorbed formate
species, respectively) as well as in the region of CO2(g) (2250–2500 cm−1), H2O(g) (3000–
3500 cm−1) and OH(ad) (3500–3800 cm−1). These bands indicate the stepwise oxidation
of MeOH to formaldehyde and formic acid. The resulting formate species can be further
converted photocatalytically into CO2 and H2O,[216] so that the corresponding gas-phase
vibrations appear in the FTIR spectrum. However, the observation of increasing water
bands can be either explained by an O2-involving process (O2 could be present in traces in
the helium flow) for MeOH decomposition proposed by Chuang et al.,[217] or more likely
by the involvement of lattice oxygen as confirmed by Muggli et al.[218,219]

The EPR spectrum of AuP25-SIM under flowing helium contained an isotropic EPR sig-
nal A3 with a g-value close to that of a free electron (Table 4.3, Figure 4.7, black), which was
not observed in pure P25 (Figure A.11, black). Such a signal could either arise from elec-
trons trapped at TiO2 oxygen vacancies (F+ centers) or from the carbon residues in AuP25-
SIM as detected by CHN analysis (C content: 0.4 wt.-%) and FTIR spectroscopy (ν(CH)
in Figure A.8).[220] However, as shown in Figure A.11, this species was also observed with
similar intensity for an AuP25 catalyst prepared by reductive precipitation using NaBH4

without PVA as particle stabilizer (AuP25-RP, C content: 0.04 wt.-%). Moreover, XPS
on AuP25-SIM revealed a high amount of Au in direct vicinity to TiO2 surface-oxygen
vacancies (Table 4.1), which supports the assignment of signal A3 to electrons trapped at
oxygen vacancies (e−

VO
). In contact with O2, these electrons became trapped forming O•−

2

(Figure A.12), which would not be observed for carbon-based radical species. As the inten-
sity of A3 strongly increased under irradiation (Figure 4.7b, black), the signal formation
under excitation with certain wavelengths was investigated in order to clarify the origin of
these electrons. As seen from Figure 4.10a, signal A3 was formed under irradiation with
light in the visible region (532 ± 10 nm), whereas pure UV-light excitation (280 ± 10 nm)
hardly affected the double integral of the EPR spectrum (Figure 4.10b). Since the pure
TiO2 support does not respond to light excitation above its absorption edge at ca. 400 nm,
these trapped electrons reflected by signal A3 most likely do not originate from the TiO2

valance band, but from the excited Au particles. Contrary to TiO2, the Au particles ab-
sorb visible light due to their d → sp interband transitions (E > 2.5 eV ≡ 495 nm)[221]
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and surface plasmon resonance absorption (Figure 4.11a). For both experiments depicted
in Figure 4.10, in which the sample was kept either in the dark (a) or under UV light
(b) before switching to visible light, the formation of signal A3 occurred at similar rates
(τf = 6.5 min and τf = 6.0 min, respectively). In contrast, the decay constant determined
for the signal decay upon switching from 532 nm to UV light (a, τdec = 5.5 min) differed
strongly from that for shutting off the light (b, τdec = 10.9 min). This might indicate a
UV-light-stimulated back transfer of the trapped electrons into the adjacent Au particle
(where they are not detectable by EPR) for the first conditions, instead of a slow relaxation
as observed in the second experiment.

Figure 4.10: Double integrals of the EPR signal A3 (symbols) as a function of irradiation time starting
with visible (532 ± 10 nm) and switching to UV light (280 ± 10 nm) after 30 min (a) and vice versa (b).
The corresponding EPR spectra are depicted in Figure A.13. Time constants τf and τdec have been derived
for the formation and decay processes, respectively, by fitting the time dependence of the EPR double
integrals using exponential approximation equations (lines).

These findings strongly suggest an injection of “hot” Au electrons into the TiO2 conduc-
tion band upon visible-light excitation. In order to explore whether the visible-light-induced
electron trapping at TiO2-oxygen vacancies is related to the Au-SPR phenomenon, a set
of band-pass filters was used to select distinct excitation wavelengths in the range of 300–
700 nm (Figure 4.11b). One experiment started at 300 nm, which was held constant for
15 min irradiation before switching to the next higher wavelength (blue line), whereas the
second begun at 700 nm and run vice versa (red line). The double integrals for both ex-
periments are plotted together with the UV-vis absorption spectrum of AuP25-SIM (black
line). Both curves exhibit a maximum value of signal A3 at wavelengths of 450–500 nm,
which is in good agreement with the maximum value of the electron-injection yield derived
from transient absorption spectroscopy by Du et al.[139] Apparently, direct electron-hole
pair generation by Au-interband (d → sp) transition (λ < 500 nm, Figure 4.11a) accounts
for the most electron injection into the TiO2-CB. However, the clear increase of the double
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Chapter 4 Impact of Au-deposition method on structure and performance of Au-TiO2

integral at high wavelengths (red line) cannot be explained by Au-interband transitions
and indicates that the SPR-enhanced electromagnetic fields lead to “hot” Au electrons of
sufficient energy to overcome the Schottky barrier at the Au/TiO2 interface. Hence, the
pure visible-light activity observed for AuP25-SIM (Table A.1, experiments I and II) can
be most likely attributed to these two Au-electron injection processes into the TiO2 con-
duction band, where they accumulate to levels above the proton reduction potential and
are thus able to reduce protons.

Au intraband 
absorption 

Au interband 
absorption 

TiO2 band-gap 
absorption 

a) b) 

Figure 4.11: a) Deconvolution of the UV-vis absorption spectrum of AuP25-SIM. While the TiO2 ab-
sorption (green) extends to ca. 400 nm, the Au-SPR band is centered at 547 nm (red). The contribution
of Au-interband transitions (d → sp) is clearly seen below 500 nm (blue). b) Double integrals of the EPR
signal A3 (symbols) as a function of irradiation wavelength starting at 300 nm (blue) or at 700 nm (red)
in comparison to the UV-vis absorption spectrum of AuP25-SIM (black). The excitation wavelength was
kept for 15 min before switching to the next higher (or lower) wavelength. The corresponding EPR spectra
are depicted in Figure A.14.

4.3 Conclusion
It has been demonstrated that the Au-deposition method crucially influences the resulting
catalyst structure and, thus, its catalytic performance in H2 generation from H2O/MeOH.
Deposition-precipitation exhibits unique advantages due to the generation of small and uni-
form Au particles in the early stages of the photocatalytic reaction. Thereby, cost-intensive
high-temperature treatment in an additional calcination step becomes needless, as it merely
leads to a loss of activity due to particle agglomerations. Otherwise, temperatures above
400 řC are required to rearrange Au particles towards their locations at phase boundaries
and Au dimensions that are advantageous for efficient light-driven H2 production. This was
confirmed by in situ EPR spectroscopy revealing larger amounts of non-transferred photo-
excited electrons for less active catalysts. Furthermore, EPR points out the important role
of surface-hydroxyl species formed by the DP method. They act as initial trapping sites
for the positive holes making them more accessible for the sacrificial reductant MeOH and
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4.3 Conclusion

thereby promote its oxidation rate. However, the DP procedure was found to be highly
sensitive to the reaction time. A longer exposition to the reaction mixture led to strongly
decreased activities, which is most likely due to a modification of the TiO2 support. EPR
spectroscopy detected a high concentration of surface-Ti3+ defects for that catalyst, which
apparently hinders an efficient electron transfer to Au. For catalyst AuP25-PD, an incom-
plete Au3+ reduction during the PD method was observed leading to low charge-transfer
efficiencies as well.
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Figure 4.12: Surface-structural properties of AuP25 prepared by different Au-deposition protocols.

In contrast, sol-immobilization generates highly active catalysts due to efficient SMSI
and well-distributed Au particles. Moreover, pure visible-light activity (>420 nm) was
observed for AuP25-SIM. The spectroscopic results strongly suggest that this H2 evolution
is initiated by a direct electron transfer from Au into the TiO2-CB. TiO2-oxygen vacancies,
at which Au tends to nucleate, act as trapping sites for these transferred Au electrons, so
that this transfer process can be visualized by EPR. Both Au-absorption processes, d→sp

interband and sp-intraband transitions due to SPR absorption, are likely to contribute to
the electron injection. However, EPR signals of markedly higher intensity were observed
in the region where inter- and intraband transitions overlap, which indicates a synergistic
effect of the two Au absorptions, improving the capability of hot-electron transfer from Au
into the TiO2 conduction band.

Figure 4.13: In situ EPR spectroscopy visualized the
transfer of Au-conduction electrons into TiO2 vacancy
sites, where they might be taken up by the protons to
produce H2.
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5 Modification of the support towards
enhanced performance of Au-TiO2

It has been shown in Chapter 4 that the method of Au deposition onto TiO2 highly affects
the photoactivity of Au-TiO2 catalysts. However, modification of the TiO2 support may
be one major route for enhancing light response and charge-carrier lifetimes as well. This
cannot only be done by improving the synthesis method as described in Chapter 3, but also
by modifying TiO2 either through doping procedures or by varying the phase composition.
For example, anatase was often reported to exhibit better photocatalytic performances
than rutile. This was attributed e.g. to a different nature of the band gap (indirect and
direct, respectively),[222] or to a higher bulk mobility of charges in anatase.[49] Moreover, a
TiO2-phase composite, which is constituted by at least two different lattice modifications,
can decrease the recombination of charge carriers by electron (and hole) transfer across
the phases as described in Section 1.2. Therefore, the first part of this chapter addresses
the role of the TiO2-phase composition in Au-TiO2 catalysts for their performance in H2

production. Different TiO2 single phases as well as phase composites were studied by in
situ EPR spectroscopy in view of charge-carrier formation and the capability of electron
transfer to (under UV light) and from (under visible light) the Au particles.

Intrinsic and extrinsic defects created upon doping of TiO2 (e.g. self-doping or N doping,
respectively) can shift the absorption edge towards visible light. Since H2-reduced TiO2

also led to enhanced solar H2 evolution over the metal-free catalyst,[81] in situ EPR mea-
surements on such a self-doped TiO2 are discussed in the second part of this chapter in
order to shine light on the mechanistic background for its improved activity. N doping of
TiO2 has been widely investigated in photocatalysis, though only few works focused on
potential synergistic effects with the SPR absorption of Au NPs.[223–225] The nature of
visible-light-active N species in TiO2:N has been extensively studied by Giamello et al. us-
ing EPR spectroscopy.[226–229] However, most of these catalysts were prepared by sol-gel
methods, which can lead to N species that are different from those created by e.g. thermal
treatment in ammonia. A comparative in situ EPR study of metal-free N-doped TiO2 and
the corresponding SPR-active Au-loaded catalysts is presented in the third part of this
chapter. Based on the catalytic results, plausible electron-transfer pathways are drawn.
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5.1 Variation of the TiO2 phase

Three different TiO2 phases are naturally occurring: rutile, brookite and anatase, the
structures of which are depicted in Figure 5.1. The tetragonal rutile phase (PDF 21-
1276) is thermodynamically stable, whereas the orthorhombic brookite (PDF 29-1360) and
tetragonal anatase (PDF 21-1272) phases are metastable. The stability of the different
structures decreases in the order rutile > brookite > anatase due to the rising number of
shared octahedron edges, whereby the inter-cation distances decrease (Pauling rule).[230]

Figure 5.1: Crystal structures of the three naturally occurring TiO2 phases rutile, brookite and anatase
(red: O2−, blue: Ti4+).

Table 5.1 summarizes the structural and electronic properties of the five TiO2-based
materials used in this study: two mixed anatase/rutile composites (P25 and Hom), a
pure rutile (Rut) and a pure anatase (Ana) phase as well as an anatase/brookite mixture
(Bro). The crystallite sizes, determined by line-broadening analysis of the XRD patterns in
Figure 5.2a using the Scherrer equation, were the smallest for Ana, Rut, and Bro. This is in
accordance with the large BET surface areas observed for these supports. As demonstrated
in Chapter 3, the surface area can be a crucial property in photocatalysis and may have a
high impact on the H2 evolution, since it can govern recombination rates of charge carriers.

Table 5.1: TiO2-support phases used for Au-TiO2 synthesis, their BET surface areas, composition (A:
anatase, R: rutile, B: brookite) and crystallite sizes, Dc, determined by XRD peak analysis (Figure 5.2a)
as well as the band-gap energies calculated from the absorption edge (Figure 5.2b).

Support SBET / m2 g−1 Composition Dc(TiO2) / nm Eg / eV (absorption edge)

P25 50 A/R = 85:15 23(A), 38(R) 3.18
Hom 55 A/R = 87:13 21(A), 30(R) 3.20
Rut 96 R 15 3.05
Ana 70 A 14 3.21
Bro 77 A/B = 85:15 16(A), 28(B) 3.19
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5.1 Variation of the TiO2 phase

On the other hand, the TiO2 semiconductors are also characterized by different optical
properties as seen from the UV-vis spectra depicted in Figure 5.2b. The nature of the band
gap (direct or indirect) and the corresponding energy for transition are known to play a key
role in photocatalytic reactions. TiO2 is supposed to be an indirect semiconductor,[231]
though recent studies indicate that direct transitions dominate in the rutile phase.[222,
232] Since for TiO2-phase composites such as P25, Hom, and Bro, two different band-gap
transitions of the composed phases must be distinguished, the experimentally determined
value for the band gap, Eg, is considered as indicator for the absorption limit of the present
materials. Therefore, this minimum energy for the VB-electron excitation was calculated
from the absorption edge (Figure 5.2b, dashed lines) and listed in Table 5.1 for the different
supports. The band-gap energies Eg = 3.05 eV and Eg = 3.21 eV for the pure phases Rut
and Ana, respectively, agree well with reports in literature.[233] Slightly lower Eg values
were obtained for the mixed-phase supports than for pure anatase, which is plausible as
rutile and brookite exhibit smaller band gaps than anatase.[231,233]

Figure 5.2: XRD patterns (a) and UV-vis-DR spectra (b) of the different TiO2 supports.

5.1.1 Catalyst performance and the related formation of EPR-active
charge carriers

Since the DP method revealed the most active AuP25 catalysts (see Chapter 4), this Au-
deposition procedure was primarily applied to study the impact of different TiO2-phase
compositions as support materials. Selected Au-TiO2 catalysts (based on P25, Ana and
Rut as support material) were also synthesized via the SIM and DP12 methods in order
to study the relation between the structure of the catalyst, its performance and the capa-
bility of generating light-active species. Table 5.2 summarizes the structural and catalytic
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Table 5.2: Catalytic activities, mean Au diameters derived from TEM (Figure A.16), Au contents deter-
mined by ICP-OES, XPS Au 4f analysis, and detected EPR species at T = 290 K under UV-vis irradiation
in helium flow (Figure 5.4a) for AuTiO2-DP catalysts with different support materials.

Catalyst rH2 / mmol g−1 h−1 dm(Au) / nm Au-wt.-% Au-at.%
Eb Au 4f / eV EPR species

UV-vis vis (TEM) (ICP-OES) (XPS)

AuP25-DP 33 2.4 1.1 0.93 0.57 84.3 O•−
2

AuHom-DP 32 0.93 n.d.a 0.99 0.35 82.8 O•−
284.5

AuRut-DP 8.5 0.37 3.3 0.74 0.19 83.8 O•−
2 , Ti3+

s85.0

AuAna-DP 17 0 5.1 0.80 0.11 85.3 Ti3+
b88.7

AuBro-DP 11 0 n.d. 0.85 0.16 83.2 Ti3+
b85.6

aNot determined.

characterization of Au-TiO2 catalysts prepared with different TiO2 support compositions
via DP method. A similar overall Au content was observed in all AuTiO2-DP samples
(Table 5.2), which consequently led to a lower surface content of Au (derived from XPS)
for catalysts with higher BET surface area and larger mean Au-particle sizes.

Anatase/rutile mixtures

Among all tested materials, the mixed anatase/rutile supports, P25 and Hom, led to cata-
lysts with the highest photoactivities under UV-vis light (Table 5.2, Figure A.15), regardless
of which Au-deposition method was applied (Figure 5.3a, black and red). As explained in
Chapter 1.2, previous works provided evidence for a UV-light-induced improved charge-
carrier separation in anatase/rutile mixtures due to either a hole-transfer from anatase to
rutile,[234] and/or an electron transfer across an additional TiO2 phase (recently proposed
to occur from rutile to anatase)[83] prior to their injection into the metal particles.[32] This
is widely accepted as explanation for the superior activity of the mixed phases compared
to single rutile and anatase catalysts, which is confirmed by our study as well.

Rutile

AuRut-DP exhibited the lowest activity under UV-vis light (Table 5.2, Figure 5.3a, blue),
although its surface area was higher than that of the other materials and should therefore
favor low recombination rates as shown in Chapter 3 for NaTaO3-based catalysts. On the
other hand, using the SIM method for Au deposition could improve the H2 evolution for the
Rut support, whereas the DP method led to the best catalysts for P25 and Ana (Figure
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5.1 Variation of the TiO2 phase

Figure 5.3: Photocatalytic H2 evolution a) under UV-vis light (320–500 nm) and b) under visible light
(400–700 nm) over Au-TiO2 catalysts with different support compositions prepared by the Au-deposition
methods DP, DP12 and SIM.

5.3a). The in situ EPR spectra of the AuTiO2-DP catalysts displayed in Figure 5.4a
may explain this behavior. A significant EPR signal corresponding to self-doped surface
Ti3+ (similar to signal A1 in Chapter 4, Table 4.3) was detected for AuRut-DP (blue)
already in the dark along with UV-vis-light-generated superoxide radicals, O•−

2 (signal A2
in Chapter 4, see Table 4.3 for parameters), while the latter was the only species observed
in the highly active AuP25-DP (black) and AuHom-DP (red) catalysts with lower surface
area. This suggests that pronounced self-doping is detrimental for the catalytic activity of
Au-loaded TiO2. An efficient electron transfer from Rut to the Au particle may thus be
hindered in AuRut-DP, probably due to electron trapping at these surface defects, although
the positive holes are efficiently trapped at hydroxyl radicals forming O•−

2 as described in
Eq. 4.2–4.4.

Anatase

In the case of AuAna-DP, the H2-evolution rate under UV-vis light was higher than that
of AuRut-DP (Table 5.2, Figure 5.3a, pink). The characteristic Ti3+ signal of self-doped
TiO2 was detected for Ana only by use of the prolonged DP12 procedure (Figure 5.4b,
pink) associated with strong activity loss (Figure 5.3b, pink), but not for AuAna-DP,
which might be ascribed to its lower surface area compared to the Rut support. Instead,
the EPR spectrum of AuAna-DP consists of an intense Ti3+ signal with characteristic g-
values g1,2 = 1.990 and g3 = 1.962 for the anatase phase (Figure 5.4a, pink). This signal
was present in all Ana-based materials, even without Au loading (not shown). It was
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Figure 5.4: In situ EPR spectra of Au-TiO2 catalysts with different support compositions prepared by
the Au-deposition methods a) DP, b) DP12 and c) SIM. Spectra were recorded in helium flow after 10 min
under UV-vis irradiation (Xe lamp, no filter).

already detected in the dark and showed neither light-response nor changes upon adding
the reactants water and methanol. Furthermore, XPS on AuAna-DP did not indicate the
presence of surface-located Ti3+ as in the case of self-doped TiO2 materials. Therefore,
this signal can be attributed to intrinsic bulk or subsurface-located defects, which were
probably already created during the synthesis of this commercial TiO2 support. Unlike
the surface-Ti3+ species of the DP12-based catalysts, these bulk-located defect sites in
Ana did not affect the activity under UV-vis light (Figure 5.3a). However, they might
inhibit a sufficient SPR-induced electron transfer from Au into the conduction band of
Ana, presumably due to an increased Schottky barrier. This is supported by the fact
that also no e−

VO
signal (signal A3 in Chapter 4), corresponding to Au electrons trapped

at oxygen vacancies, occurred when Au was deposited onto Ana using the SIM method
(Figure 5.4c). As explained in Chapter 4, this signal may provide evidence for an effective
transfer of Au electrons into the TiO2-CB. The high bulk-Ti3+ concentration can thus lead
to a weaker binding between Au and the Ana support, which is indicated by the XPS
data as well (Table 5.2). For all AuTiO2-DP catalysts, partly oxidized Au species were
observed (Eb = 84.3–85.6 eV), consistent with the presence of very small Au(OH)x units
in the as-prepared state as proposed in Chapter 4. However, TEM analysis revealed that
AuAna-DP did not contain such small Au species (Figure A.16, mean particle diameter:
5.1 nm), although it exhibited the highest Au-binding energies followed by Bro. This points
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5.2 Self-doping (reduction) of TiO2

either to a weaker binding of Au to the support as proposed by Tsukamoto et al.,[197] or to
a different electronic environment of Au in Ana and Bro compared to the other supports,
especially P25 and Hom, for which the maximum Au 4f binding energy was significantly
lower. The suppressed electron transfer from Au to TiO2, caused by a weak binding and/or
an increased Schottky barrier due to intrinsic bulk defects, may thus explain the absence
of visible-light activity for all Ana-based catalysts (Table 5.2, Figure 5.3).

Anatase/brookite composite

The EPR spectrum of the catalyst prepared with the anatase/brookite composite, AuBro-
DP, exhibits a similarly intense Ti3+-anatase signal (Figure 5.4a, green). Moreover, al-
though its photoactivity under UV-vis light (320–500 nm) was appreciable (Figure 5.3a),
no visible-light H2 evolution was observed, neither under excitation with pure visible light
(> 420 nm filter, Table A.1) nor by applying the 400–700 nm filter (Table 5.2, Figure 5.3b).
This strongly indicates that such a Ti3+-enriched support material indeed hampers a trans-
fer of SPR-excited Au electrons into the TiO2 phase, which might be caused by a decreased
electron affinity, due to the intrinsic bulk-Ti3+ charges, compared to non-defective TiO2.
As the conduction band of brookite (Ecb = −0.46 V vs. NHE at pH 7)[235] is more negative
than those of rutile and anatase, a transfer into that phase is also not likely to occur.

5.2 Self-doping (reduction) of TiO2

Figure 5.5: Photocatalytic H2-evolution
rates from H2O/MeOH mixtures over anatase
TiO2 (An), H2-treated anatase (Hy-An), and
Au-loaded anatase (Au-An).a

Self-doped TiO2 recently gained high attention due
to its enhanced visible-light response. The term
expresses the modification of stoichiometric TiO2

by reduction procedures, such as annealing in vac-
uum or in Ar/H2 atmosphere, electrochemical re-
duction, or H2-plasma treatment.[236] For exam-
ple, Liu et al.[81] observed a significant activity
increase for a commercial anatase TiO2 catalyst
(An) upon a specific hydrogen treatment, yet with-
out providing unambiguous reasons for their find-
ings. They reported that standard reduction in Ar
or H2/Ar mixtures poorly enhanced the photocat-
alytic H2 evolution, while the activity of the cata-
lyst treated with high-pressure hydrogen, Hy-An,

aConditions: 2 mg of catalyst in 10 mL H2O/MeOH (vol. ratio 1:1), AM 1.5 solar-simulator illumination
(100 mW cm−2). Data taken from [81].
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even without adding Au reached almost 30 % of that of the Au-loaded untreated anatase,
Au-An, (Figure 5.5).[81] Comparison of the XRD patterns of An and Hy-An reveals a
small growth in the anatase crystallite size upon H2 reduction from 22 to 26 nm as well as
a slight increase of the rutile phase (001) reflection (Figure 5.6a, enlarged inset). Although
anatase/rutile phase composites generally show a better photocatalytic performance than
their single-phase counterparts as demonstrated in Section 5.1, this small effect alone is not
likely to explain the drastic activity increase observed for Hy-An. The UV-vis absorption
spectra depicted in Figure 5.6 are quite similar for An (black) and Hy-An (red). How-
ever, Hy-An exhibits an increased absorption background as well as a slight shift of the
threshold from Eg = 3.15 eV to 3.09 eV compared to the untreated catalyst, respectively.
These optical changes upon the reduction process of the An catalyst can be attributed to
the generation of intrinsic defects and an oxygen-deficient structure. Such a composition is
represented by both stoichiometries, TiO2−x or Ti1+xO2. The first case describes the pres-
ence of oxygen vacancies, V◦◦

O , which are easily created upon mild reduction treatments.
Their formation can be expressed by the following defect equation based on Kröger-Vink
notationa:[237]

O×
O 
 V◦◦

O + 2 e′ + 1
2O2(g) (5.1)

Ionic compensation of the excess electrons is likely to occur by trapping at lattice Ti4+

ions:
Ti×Ti + e′ 
 Ti′

Ti (5.2)

b) a) 

Figure 5.6: XRD patterns (a) and UV-vis absorbance spectra (b) of An (black), Hy-An (red), and
Au-An (blue). The (001) reflection of the rutile phase (asterisk, enlarged inset) slightly increased after
hydrogenation and the absorption edge was shifted to higher wavelengths.

aGeneral form: MC
S , where M corresponds to the species, e.g. atoms such as Ti, vacancies V or electrons

e, S indicates the lattice site occupied by the species, e.g. i for an interstitial site, and C reflects the
electronic charge of the species relative to the site it occupies. Zero charge is represented by ×, whereas
◦ and ′ indicate a single positive or negative charge, respectively.
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On the other hand, excess of metal compared to oxygen ions can also exist in Ti1+xO2.
It is formed by longer reduction treatments when oxygen is depleted from external layers,
while Ti consequentially diffuses into the bulk, creating Ti interstitials, Ti◦◦◦◦

i :

Ti×Ti + 2 O×
O 
 Ti◦◦◦◦

i + 4 e′ + O2(g) (5.3)

At high concentration of Ti interstitials, the electrons are probably trapped by the Ti4+

ions:
Ti◦◦◦◦

i + e′ 
 Ti◦◦◦
i (5.4)

It is likely that both defect species, Ti3+ and oxygen vacancies, are present in self-doped
TiO2, though their concentration can be different depending on the sample treatment. The
created Ti3+ species, reflected by Ti′

Ti and Ti◦◦◦
i in Eq. 5.1 and 5.4, may cause the increased

absorption background of Hy-An due to the corresponding d→d transitions (Figure 5.6b).
In order to confirm this attribution and to analyze the behavior of such paramagnetic
species under irradiation, in situ EPR spectroscopic investigations were carried out.

5.2.1 In situ EPR investigations

Figure 5.7 depicts the low-temperature in situ EPR spectra of the commercial untreated
anatase TiO2, An (a), the Au-loaded catalyst, Au-An (b), and the H2-treated anatase, Hy-
An (c). The dark spectra of the untreated An catalyst and the Au-loaded Au-An exhibit
very intense features characteristic for chemisorbed molecular nitric oxide, NO•, along with
a small signal of Ti3+ located in the bulk (for parameters see Table 5.3).[226] Since these
NO• molecules were observed in untreated commercial TiO2 without contact to air, they
most likely arise from the synthesis procedure, in which NH3 or ammonium salts might
have been involved, whereby NO• could be formed upon oxidation:

4 NH4Cl + 5 O2 → 4 NO + 5 H2O + 4 HCl (5.5)

It is assumed that these NO• radicals are trapped in microvoids of the material and become
weakly adsorbed at the TiO2 surface by cooling the catalyst down to at least 190 K (the
temperature dependence of the EPR spectrum is given in Figure A.17a).[68] When NO•

is adsorbed on surfaces, the electric field of the support may quench the orbital angular
momentum, so that the magnetic moment is determined by the electronic spin only. This
converts the 2Π1/2 ground state of NO• into a paramagnetic state, allowing its observation in
the free-electron region of the EPR spectrum.[68,238] In the free state it has a zero angular
momentum due to the antiparallel coupling of spin and orbital angular momentum.
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Figure 5.7: In situ EPR spectra of a) An, b) Au-An and c) Hy-An at T = 90 K. In order to visualize light-
induced changes, the spectrum recorded in the dark (black) was subtracted from that under irradiation
with visible light (Xe lamp, >420 nm filter), which produced the green lines. The blue curves reflect the
subtraction of the spectrum under visible light from that under UV-vis light (Xe lamp, no filter). Red:
spectrum simulations; parameters and the corresponding assignments are listed in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: EPR parameters derived by simulation of the observed signals shown in Figure 5.7 for An,
Au-An, and Hy-An as well as their assignment based on literature data.

EPR signal / assignment gz gy gx Az Ay Ax Reference

NO• trapped in microvoids a 2.002 1.996 1.928 0.0 31.9 7.4 [68]

Ti3+
b in bulk of N-containing TiO2 2.003 2.003 1.961 - - - - - - [239]

O•− trapped holes at O2− a 2.026 2.016 2.004 - - - - - - [204]

Ti3+
s surface interstitials 1.956 1.956 1.895 - - - - - - [206]

N•
b in bulk of N-doped TiO2 2.006 2.005 2.004 2.3 4.4 32.1 [227,228]

aDetectable only at T = 90 K.

Interestingly, no such NO• species was observed for the H2-treated anatase, Hy-An,
despite the fact that for Hy-An a similar surface-nitrogen species as for catalyst An was
detected by XPS at ca. 400 eV (Figure 5.8a). Only a Ti3+

b signal was recorded in the dark,
which was found in all samples also at high temperature (Figure A.17b), supporting their
attribution to intrinsic bulk-Ti3+ species of the commercial TiO2 material as observed also
for some anatase-containing Au-TiO2 catalysts in Section 5.1. The Ti3+

b signal intensity at
290 K for Hy-An, however, was twice as high as for the other catalysts, which may point
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Figure 5.8: XP spectra of An (black) and Hy-An (red)
in the N 1s (a) and Ti 2p (b) regions.

to the formation of oxygen vacancies
and/or Ti interstitials upon the reduc-
tion treatment according to Eq. 5.1–5.4.
This is also supported by the presence of
a small shoulder corresponding to Ti3+

in the Ti 2p region of the XP spectrum
(Figure 5.8b, red).

In order to visualize directly the
EPR-spectrum changes under visible
(Xe lamp, >420 nm filter) and subse-
quent UV-vis light (no filter), the corre-
sponding difference spectra are depicted
in Figure 5.7 (green and blue, respec-
tively). Under visible light, the spectra of An and Au-An show only a slight decrease of
the NO• signal, which could result from light-induced temperature variations. In contrast,
spectrum simulation for visible-light-irradiated Hy-An reveals the appearance of three new
species. They can be assigned to bulk-located nitrogen radicals, N•

b, surface-located Ti3+
s

species and oxygen radicals, O•− (Table 5.3), which were not formed in the other catalysts
at any temperature under irradiation with visible wavelengths. The N•

b species corresponds
to either substitutional or interstitial nitrogen within the TiO2 lattice.[229] The discrimi-
nation between the two forms will be further discussed below in Section 5.3. Hence, the
high-pressure H2 treatment apparently may have led to an incorporation of nitrogen into
the TiO2 matrix, originating from the enclosed NO molecules. This process seems likely
to occur under these reductive conditions, as it has been shown by theoretical calculations
that the energetic cost for the substitution of oxygen by nitrogen is strongly decreased in
oxygen-deficient reduced TiO2−x compared to stoichiometric TiO2 (∆E = 6.4 and 10.0 eV,
respectively).[229]

In the non-illuminated as-prepared Hy-An catalyst, diamagnetic N−
b should be present

as major fraction, because this form was proposed to be stabilized by trapping of the
reduction-generated excess electrons (Ti3+) at paramagnetic N species:[227]

N•
b + Ti3+ → N−

b + Ti4+ (5.6)

As mentioned in Chapter 1.2, it has been shown previously that these N species tend to
form localized N 2p states in the forbidden band of TiO2, approximately 0.14–0.75 eV above
the TiO2 valence band.[229] Electrons can thus be excited from these occupied states into
the conduction band of TiO2 (N(2p) → Ti(3d) transition) by irradiation with visible light,
forming both N•

b and Ti3+
s as observed in the EPR spectra (Figure 5.7c, green):[227]
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N−
b + Ti4+

s
hνvis−−→ N•

b + Ti3+
s (5.7)

Moreover, the IR part of the radiation source (Xe lamp, >420 nm) can excite electrons
from the TiO2-VB into these localized N 2p states (O(2p) → N(2p) transition), producing
oxygen-trapped holes as demonstrated by Barolo et al.[228]:

N•
b + O2− hνIR−−−→ N−

b + O•− (5.8)

Since oxygen vacancies must be present in Hy-An, which can be described as F 2+ centers
creating localized states ca. 0.7 eV below the TiO2 conduction band,[240] valence-band
electrons can be also excited into these states by visible light:

F 2+ + 2 O2− hνvis−−→ F 0 + 2 O•− (5.9)

The thus formed oxygen radicals, O•−, were also detected in Hy-An under irradiation with
visible light (Table 5.4, Figure 5.7c, green) as evident from a weak shoulder at the low-
field component of the N•

b signal and from spectrum simulation. In contrast, UV-light
irradiation was necessary to observe such O•− signals in the spectra of the An and Au-
An catalysts (Figure 5.7, blue) caused by interband excitation in TiO2 (O(2p) → Ti(3d)
transition). While UV-light-induced transitions are most likely the main contribution to
the photoactivity of the An and Au-An catalysts, Eq. 5.7–5.9 show that Hy-An is moreover
able to convert the major part of solar irradiation, i.e. visible light as well as IR light, into
reactive charges.

Table 5.4: Summarized properties of An and Hy-An obtained from UV-vis, XPS, and EPR analyses.

Catalyst Band gap / eV Eb Ti 2p / eV Eb N 1s / eV N at.-% EPR species
(XPS) dark vis. light UV-vis light

An 3.15 458.8 400.0 0.94 NO•, Ti3+
b – O•−

Hy-An 3.09 458.8 401.0 2.36 Ti3+
b

N•
b, Ti3+

s , O•−
456.4 O•−

Hoang et al. recently reported about a synergistic effect of hydrogen and nitridation
co-treatment enhancing the photoactivity of TiO2 in water oxidation.[241] Considering the
structural and optical properties summarized in Table 5.4 for An and Hy-An, the present
study strongly suggests that a similar effect may be responsible for the strong activation of
the N-containing anatase catalysts by the high-pressure H2-reduction procedure applied by
Liu et al.[81] Milder procedures such as the standard reduction in (H2/)Ar, which gave no
activated catalysts, did apparently not lead to N incorporation as seen from the remaining
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NO• signal in the EPR spectra (see reference [81]). The detected visible-light-active N•
b

species in the activated Hy-An catalyst was previously discussed as main origin of the
enhanced photoactivity of N-doped TiO2 catalysts under visible light.[227] Therefore, its
contribution to the increased H2 evolution from H2O/MeOH solutions over Hy-An is very
likely, since it allows a more efficient utilization of solar light. However, recent reduction
experiments on other TiO2 samples conducted in the group of Prof. Schmuki, University
of Erlangen, led also to activated catalysts even when no nitrogen was incorporated. On
the other hand, synergistic effects of simultaneous N incorporation and reduction of TiO2,
which have been reported by several groups,[70,241] cannot be excluded for Hy-An.

5.3 N doping of TiO2

In order to investigate potential synergistic effects between such visible-light-responding
nitrogen centers observed in the previous section and the optical properties of Au NPs,
targeted N-doped TiO2 supports for Au-TiO2:N catalysts have been prepared and analyzed.
Introducing nitrogen into the TiO2 lattice can occur through a multitude of techniques.
Annealing TiO2 in ammonia atmosphere is a common procedure for generating visible-
light-absorbing TiO2:N catalysts.[242, 243] Furthermore, commercial TiO2 materials such
as P25 can be nitrided by this method, allowing comparisons to the catalysts investigated

Table 5.5: Sample colors, overall and surface N contents derived from EA and XPS, respectively, N 1s
binding energies, and catalytic activities under UV-vis (320–500 nm) and visible light (400–700 nm) of pure
and Au-loaded TiO2:N catalysts compared to the undoped supports, Ana and P25.

Catalyst Color N wt.-% N at.-%
Eb N 1s / eV rH2 / mmol g−1 h−1

(EA) (XPS) UV-vis vis

Ana white n.d.a n.d. n.d. 0.25 - -b

Ana:N10-500-6 pale yellow 0.22 n.d. n.d. n.d.
Ana:N15-600-5 yellow 0.30 0.96 395–399 0.83 - -
Ana:N15-650-5 deep yellow 0.36 n.d. n.d. n.d.
Ana:N10-650-5 deep yellow 0.42 2.65 396–402 n.d.

P25 white n.d. n.d. n.d. 0.39 - -
P25:N15-600-5 pale yellow / greenish 0.34 0.56 397.8 n.d.
P25:N15-550-5 pale yellow / greenish 0.29 n.d n.d. n.d.
P25:N15-550-3 pale yellow 0.22 0.65 399.8 0.66 - -
TiO2:N-Urea pale yellow 0.25 1.53 399.5 n.d.

Au-Ana:N dark green 0.19 1.39 400.2 6.9 - -
Au-P25:N dark purple 0.21 1.42 399–402 18 0.27

aNot determined. bVolume below detection limit.
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Figure 5.9: UV-vis absorbance spectra of various N-doped Ana (a) and P25 (b) catalysts.

in the previous chapters. A pure anatase phase (Ana, 70 m2 g−1) and an anatase/rutile
mixture (P25, 50 m2 g−1) have been applied for N incorporation by thermal treatment in
NH3 at different ammonia flows, temperatures and nitridation times as listed in Table 2.1
(Section 2.1.3). For example, Ana:N10-500-6 denotes an Ana support that was nitrided in
10 L h−1 NH3 at 500 řC for 6 h. Given the results summarized in Table 5.5, the nitridation
temperature seems to be the most affecting parameter for achieving high nitrogen contents.
The best results (up to 0.42 wt.-% N) were obtained at 650 řC. At the same time, higher
amounts of N in Ana led to a stronger absorption of visible wavelengths (400–500 nm)
as shown in Figure 5.9a. In contrast, nitridation of P25 was less effective. Even at a
nitridation temperature of 600 řC, absorption at high wavelengths corresponding to d→d

transitions of Ti3+ appeared in the product rather than a further increase of absorption at
400–500 nm (Figure 5.9b). This could be due to the lower BET surface area of P25. Since
a lower number of surface Ti and O sites was thus exposed to the NH3 stream, reduction
of TiO2 or the undesired formation of TiN layers might have been occurred.

The photocatalytic H2-production rate under UV-vis-light irradiation (320–500 nm) of
P25:N15-550-3 was slightly improved compared to pristine P25 (Table 5.5). This effect was
more significant for Ana:N15-600-5, which might be ascribed to the much stronger light
absorption in the visible range (Figure 5.9a, blue). The Au-loaded catalysts, Au-P25:N and
Au-Ana:N, both showed an unexpected decrease in activity under UV-vis- and visible-light
conditions with respect to the undoped Au-TiO2-DP catalysts investigated in Section 5.1
(for rH2 values of AuAna-DP and AuP25-DP see Table 5.2). Reasons for these findings
were therefore explored by structural analysis combined with in situ EPR spectroscopy.
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5.3 N doping of TiO2

5.3.1 Formation, structure and stability of N species under reaction
conditions

The observed shift of the absorption edge by N doping can result from two main processes
of nitrogen incorporation into the TiO2 lattice. The first one occurs upon replacing lattice
oxygen by nitrogen and produces substitutional nitrogen species (Figure 5.10a) as well as
oxygen vacancies, V◦◦

O . For using ammonia as nitrogen source, this process is expressed by
Kröger-Vink notation as follows:

2 NH3(g) + 3 O×
O → 2 N′

O + V◦◦
O + 3 H2O(g) (5.10)

Such a substitutional N species is also characterized by XPS with N 1s binding energies
similar to that of anionic nitrogen in TiN, i.e. Eb = 396–397 eV.[229] The second photoactive
nitrogen species is of interstitial nature (Figure 5.10b) and predominantly formed through
wet-chemistry preparation methods.[244] Its generation can be written as:

2 NH3(g) + 3 O×
O → 2 N′′′

i + 3 V◦◦
O + 3 H2O(g) (5.11)

Interstitial nitrogen is chemically bound to a lattice oxygen ion, which can be seen as a
NO group in the bulk of the solid.[228] There exits, however, no clear consensus about
the value of the corresponding binding energy in the XP spectrum. In many works, peaks
in the range of 400–401 eV were attributed to interstitial N, though these values are also
typical for chemisorbed N2 molecules.[245] Due to the positive charge of interstitial N in
the NO fragment, higher binding energies more close to those of nitrate (e.g. 408 eV in
NaNO3)[246] are expected.

Figure 5.10: Schematic model structures for N
dopants in substitutional (a) and interstitial (b) po-
sitions. Previous XPS and FTIR analyses support
NHx groups being possible N dopants depending on
the synthesis conditions.[247–249]

Low-temperature in situ EPR spectroscopy on TiO2:N catalysts

Spectroscopic techniques such as EXAFS combined with theoretical calculations have
been previously applied in order to discriminate between interstitial and substitutional
N species,[250] which, however, provided unequivocal results only at low dopant lev-
els. Although EPR spectroscopy cannot clearly distinguish between these two dopant
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Figure 5.11: EPR spectra of pure and Au-loaded
TiO2:N catalysts under visible-light irradiation (Xe
lamp, >420 nm filter) recorded at T = 90 K.

forms as shown by theoretical calculations
of the corresponding EPR parameters,[229]
this technique provides valuable information
about the nature of paramagnetic photoac-
tive species, such as N•

b, their lifetimes and
their consumption by the reactants. Figure
5.11 displays the EPR spectra of N-modified
Ana (green) and P25 (blue) as well as the
Au-loaded catalysts (red and black, respec-
tively) in comparison to that of sol-gel-
prepared TiO2:N-Urea (pink) recorded at
T = 90 K under visible-light excitation. The
spectra of the NH3-synthesized TiO2:N cat-
alysts contain signals of two N-based para-
magnetic species. The dominant species is
the well-known N•

b radical, the generation of
which has been already described in Section
5.2. The second signal shows a more com-
plex hyperfine splitting, which has not been described in any of the previous works related
to N-doped TiO2 cited in the present thesis. Spectrum simulations (see Figure A.18, Ta-
ble A.2) illustrate that two different radicals based on NHx fragments can lead to such hfs
splittings. The most prominent peaks of the weak complex signal can be fitted by assuming
an •NH radicala, which exhibits equal coupling constants for the interaction of the electron
spin (S = 1/2) to one 14N nucleus with I = 1 and one 1H nucleus with I = 1/2 (Figure
A.18a, green). However, small shoulders in the hfs pattern of the experimental spectrum
may indicate the coupling to another 1H nucleus in an •NH2 group (Figure A.18a, blue)
or a mixture of both radicals. Supported by FTIR spectroscopy, some authors attributed
XPS peaks at Eb ≈ 400 eV to NHx species in interstitial position.[247, 249] However, XPS
analysis of the reference sample, TiO2:N-Urea, prepared via sol-gel method and urea as
nitrogen source revealed exclusively an intense peak at Eb = 399.5 eV (Table 5.5, Figure
A.19, blue), but only one weak EPR signal corresponding to N•

b species appeared under
irradiation (Figure 5.11, pink) and the complex signal of tentative NHx is missing. In
contrast to the catalyst prepared with urea, a broad XPS peak with maxima at 399.1
and 395.7 eV was observed for the Ana:N15-600-5 catalyst (Table 5.5, Figure A.19, green),
which can be attributed to at least two different N species. This suggests that the prepa-

aIn agreement with common denotations in literature, incorporated N-radical species N•
b and •NHx are

considered here without any charges in the radical state.
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ration method crucially determines the nature of incorporated N species. Teramura et
al.[251, 252] previously reported about •NH2 radicals generated under visible light on the
surface of NH3-treated TiO2, which, however, gave rise to signals with different coupling
constants, though the parameters of these surface-NH2 groups might deviate from those in
interstitial or substitutional positions. Unambiguous identification of NHx species respon-
sible for the observed signal would be only possible by isotope-exchange experiments using
either 14ND3 or 15NH3 as nitrogen source and must be left a open question at present.

These two N-dopant forms, Nb and NHx, create N 2p levels within the TiO2-band gap,
from which electrons can be excited under visible light leading the observed paramagnetic
species (see Eq. 5.7). It must be stressed that no Ti3+ signal was detected under visible
light at T = 90 K, but only these two N-based radicals. This might suggest that the ex-
cited N 2p electrons are not transferred into the TiO2-CB. Instead, it may be possible that
they are quickly trapped at the adjacent oxygen vacancies. This assumption is supported
by the work of Yamanaka et al. using femtosecond time-resolved diffuse reflectance spec-
troscopy.[253] The authors inferred from their experiments that in contrast to irradiation
with UV light, visible-light excitation (450 nm) of N-doped TiO2 led to a quick trapping of
the excited N electrons by adjacent oxygen vacancies. The incorporation of two N species at
substitutional sites, which is the favored state upon high-temperature-treatment in ammo-
nia,[243] creates one oxygen vacancy in their vicinity (Eq. 5.10). Thus, the trapping of two
N electrons in one vacancy, forming diamagnetic F 0 centers (oxygen vacancies filled with
two electrons), may be more likely than that of a single electron leading to paramagnetic
F+, which was not observed in the EPR spectra.

At higher temperature, only the N•
b radicals can be detected as seen from the temperature

development of the EPR spectrum depicted in Figure A.18b. In order to draw conclusions
for the stability and reactivity of this species in the different catalysts, its behavior under
reaction-like conditions was analyzed by in situ EPR spectroscopy at room temperature
with subsequent addition of the reactants water and methanol.

In situ EPR spectroscopy on Au-free TiO2:N catalysts

For the Ana-based catalyst, N doping led to a more significant enhancement of the catalytic
activity under UV-vis light than for P25 (Table 5.5). This finding might be also reflected
by the corresponding in situ EPR spectra, which are depicted in Figure 5.12 for the Au-free
TiO2:N samples based on Ana (a) and P25 (b). In contrast to P25, the pure Ana support
exhibits intrinsic bulk-Ti3+ species (see Figure A.20a, black) as already discussed in Section
5.1. This was observed in the dark spectrum of the nitrided Ana:N15-600-5 catalyst as well
(Figure 5.12a, black), whereas an additional surface-Ti3+ signal at g = 1.985 was detected
in the dark for P25:N15-550-3 (Figure 5.12b, black), evidently arising from the nitridation
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Figure 5.12: In situ EPR spectra and the corresponding double integrals of Ana:N15-600-5 (a, c) and
P25:N15-550-3 (b, d). The experiment started in the dark under pure helium flow (black), followed by
switching to UV-vis light (Xe lamp, no filter, blue) and adding subsequently water (red) and MeOH (green).
Gray lines show the spectrum after five minutes under the specific conditions. Spectra were recorded at
T = 290 K.

procedure since N-free P25 barely showed Ti3+ (Figure A.20b, black). This suggests that
N doping in P25:N15-550-3 was accompanied with surface-TiO2 reduction, possibly due to
the reducing nature of NH3 gas, which may partially decompose at high temperatures into
H2 and N2.

For both catalysts, N•
b signals appear upon UV-vis-light irradiation (Figure 5.12b & d,

blue), but quickly lose intensity under ongoing light excitation (gray lines). Since UV-vis
light also creates positive holes in the valence band, these reactive holes might further
oxidize the visible-light-generated N•

b radicals, leading to diamagnetic N+
b :

N•
b + h+

vb −→ N+
b (5.12)

Unlike the behavior of P25:N15-550-3, the EPR spectra of Ana:N15-600-5 showed a constant
double integral under irradiation with UV-vis light, i.e. no loss of excited charge carriers
with time (Figure 5.12c, blue). However, signal N•

b decreased in favor of increasing O•−
2

formation (compare blue and gray lines), which indicates the involvement of N•
b in the

generation of the latter. The following reaction might occur by trapping of N•
b at HO−

2 ,
formed from surface-hydroxyl radicals similar as discussed in Chapter 4 (Eq. 4.3–4.4):

HO−
2 + N•

b → H+ + O•−
2 + N−

b (5.13)
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Such a hole-mediated formation of superoxide species has barely been observed for the pure
Ana and P25 supports under identical conditions (Figure A.20). Upon addition of water
to Ana:N15-600-5, the transformation into O•−

2 becomes even faster (Figure 5.12a, red and
gray lines), probably due to an increased surface hydroxylation under these conditions,
providing a higher number of trapping sites. Thus, Ana:N15-600-5 is apparently more
capable of generating surface-bound reactive species than the P25:N15-550-3 catalyst. Both
species, •OH (further reacting to O•−

2 in the absence of other reactants) and N•
b, act as

oxidation sites for the sacrificial reactant MeOH as seen from the total disappearance of
the signals upon adding MeOH (Figure 5.12, green). However, as explained in Chapter
4, the oxidation of MeOH occurs much faster via surface-bound hydroxyl radicals. This
could explain the stronger activity enhancement for the Ana:N15-600-5 catalyst, because
it allows the generation of •OH radicals from visible-light-generated N•

b species.

In situ EPR spectroscopy on Au-loaded TiO2:N catalysts

Loading Au onto Ana:N15-600-5 and P25:N15-550-3 by use of the DP method described
in Chapter 4 results in a different development of the in situ EPR spectra compared to
the Au-free catalysts as shown in Figure 5.13. In both samples, Au-Ana:N (a) and Au-
P25:N (b), the N•

b signal decreased much faster under ongoing irradiation compared to

Figure 5.13: In situ EPR spectra and the corresponding double integrals of Au-Ana:N (a, c) and Au-
P25:N (b, d). The experiment started in the dark under pure helium flow (black), followed by switching to
UV-vis light (Xe lamp, no filter, blue) and adding subsequently water (red) and MeOH (green). Gray lines
show the spectrum after five minutes under the specific conditions. Spectra were recorded at T = 290 K.
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the Au-free catalysts, but without transformation into superoxide species (Figure 5.13,
blue). This behavior might be explained by the longer lifetime and, thus, reactivity of
UV-light-generated VB-holes due to the transfer of excited TiO2 electrons to Au, which
might accelerate the process expressed by Eq. 5.12. The slower signal decay in Au-Ana:N
compared to Au-P25:N, without formation of new species may, thus, suggest a less efficient
charge separation of UV-vis-light-generated holes and electrons in Au-Ana:N. This is in ac-
cordance with the catalytic results. Both Au-TiO2:N catalysts show a loss of photoactivity
under UV-vis light (320–500 nm) compared to the undoped Au-TiO2 samples, AuAna-DP
and AuP25-DP (Figure 5.14, blue). This loss was higher for Au-Ana:N (60 %) than for
Au-P25:N (45 % ). The better performance of Au-P25:N is also illustrated by the appear-
ance of superoxide radicals, O•−

2 , under addition of water (Figure 5.13b & d, red), which is
indicative for the ability to generate highly reactive surface-hydroxyl radicals as discussed
above.

Figure 5.14: Photocatalytic H2 evolution
over Au-loaded TiO2:N catalysts under UV-
vis (blue) and visible light (green) compared
to the undoped materials.

It must be stressed that still no H2 evolution was
observed for Au-Ana:N under visible light (400–
700 nm), despite the fact that N doping of Ana ef-
ficiently increased its light absorption in the visible
range, which overlaps with the Au-SPR absorption
as seen from Figure A.21. This fact indicates that
the visible-light-responding N centers are appar-
ently not able to transfer their electrons into the
Au particle. However, this electron transfer is re-
quired for an efficient H2 production since it sup-
presses the quick recombination of charge carriers.
Instead, these electrons are most likely trapped by
adjacent oxygen vacancies, whereby their mobil-
ity and transfer to Au are limited. This trapping
may promote the UV-vis-light activity of metal-
free TiO2:N catalysts (Table 5.5) due to the asso-
ciated longer lifetimes of charge carriers and an increased visible-light response as seen also
for the Hy-An catalyst in the previous section. However, in Au-loaded TiO2:N catalysts,
trapping of visible-light-generated electrons by oxygen vacancies probably results in less
reactive Au electrons under UV-vis light compared to the nitrogen-free Au-loaded materi-
als. Since N doping leads to a highly defective surface structure, also less electrons can be
transferred from the TiO2-VB into the CB and finally to Au, leading to a lower amount of
produced H2.
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5.4 Conclusion
Among the different TiO2-phase compositions as support material in Au-TiO2 catalysts,
anatase/rutile composites (P25 and Hom) led to the most active catalysts with UV-vis
and visible light, which is probably caused by an improved charge-carrier separation due to
electron excitation across the anatase/rutile interface in both directions, depending on the
irradiation wavelength. Under pure visible light, no H2 was detected at all for the Au-TiO2

catalysts based on Ana and Bro. While for visible-light-active Au-TiO2-DP catalysts based
on P25, Hom and Rut, strong EPR signals corresponding to superoxide radicals appeared
under UV and visible light, Ana and Bro exhibit intense features of intrinsic bulk-Ti3+

defects. This Ti3+ accumulation appears to increase the Schottky barrier at the Au/TiO2

interface (Figure 5.15), presumably due to a variation of the electron affinity. Hence, SPR-
excited Au electrons might not possess enough energy to overcome the increased energetic
barrier or do not efficiently accumulate in the conduction band to reach the reductive power
required for proton reduction.

Figure 5.15: SPR-induced visible-light activity was
observed in catalysts showing strong superoxide radi-
cals when prepared by the DP method (right). In con-
trast, visible-light-inactive Ana- and Bro-based Au-
TiO2 gave rise to intense Ti3+ signals according to
intrinsic defects, which might raise the energetic bar-
rier for electron transfer from Au to TiO2 by SPR
excitation.

Modifying TiO2 by reduction with H2 at high pressure led to a significant increase of H2

evolution from H2O/MeOH even without Au under simulated solar irradiation. However,
in situ EPR spectroscopic investigations provide evidence that the enhanced H2 evolution
might be not only caused by an increased number of intrinsic TiO2 defects created upon the
reduction treatment, but could also arise from additional extrinsic defects formed simulta-
neously by nitrogen incorporation. The nitrogen source appears to be nitric oxide molecules
enclosed in microvoids of the material during the catalyst synthesis, which give rise to a
characteristic EPR signal at low temperature in the dark. While for the untreated sample,
no new paramagnetic species were formed under visible light, the activated Hy-An catalyst
showed a visible-light-active paramagnetic center characteristic for lattice-incorporated N•

b

species along with Ti3+ and O•− radical formation. The N•
b radical was described to be

one major origin for the visible-light activity of TiO2:N catalysts[227] and might therefore
contribute to the enhanced H2 evolution over Hy-An.
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On the other side, targeted N doping of TiO2 by annealing in NH3 led to the incorporation
of two different N species. Besides the well-known EPR signal of N•

b species, a more complex
EPR signal was also observed under visible light, which has not yet been described in
literature. Spectrum simulations helped to attribute it either to •NH or •NH2 groups, the
existence of which in N-doped TiO2 has been also suggested by previous XPS and FTIR
studies. The EPR data indicate that both species contribute to the enhanced visible-
light response of the TiO2:N catalysts. This is in accordance with the slightly improved
photoactivity under UV-vis light (320–500 nm) of the metal-free TiO2:N catalysts compared
to the pristine materials, probably due to increased absorption in the visible range. The
in situ EPR studies demonstrate that the ability to convert these visible-light-generated
charges into reactive surface sites such as OH radicals might be especially favorable to obtain
higher photoactivities. In contrast, Au-TiO2:N catalysts were significantly less active under
the same conditions in comparison to undoped Au-TiO2. Furthermore, no enhancement in
H2 evolution under pure visible light (400–700 nm) was observed for the Au-TiO2:N samples,
which is in accordance with observations in other studies.[254] Hence, against expectation
and some recent mechanistic models,[227,228] the visible-light-active N species are probably
not capable of injecting electrons efficiently into the conduction band of TiO2, from which
they could be quickly transferred to the Au NPs (Figure 5.16). Instead they are likely to be
trapped and stabilized by oxygen vacancies in close vicinity. Due to the defective surface
structure of the TiO2:N support, UV-light-induced excitations of VB-electrons, needed for
efficient H2 generation by subsequent electron transfer to Au, are probably less compared
to those in Au-TiO2. This might explain the strongly decreased activity under UV-vis light
of Au-TiO2:N compared to their undoped counterparts.

Figure 5.16: (Au-)TiO2:N catalysts show increased
visible-light absorption due to the formation of cer-
tain incorporated N species, forming localized states
above the TiO2-VB. However, electrons excited from
these states are probably quickly trapped at adjacent
oxygen vacancies rather than being transferred to Au
NPs. While this trapping may contribute to the en-
hanced photoactivity of the metal-free TiO2:N cata-
lysts, a strongly decreased H2 evolution was detected
for Au-TiO2:N compared to their undoped counter-
parts, which is likely due to a less effective interband
excitation.
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activity of Cu-based photocatalysts

The strong impact of the support structure on the photoactivity of Au-loaded semicon-
ductors has been elucidated in Chapter 5. On the other hand, H2-evolution rates should
be crucially governed by the composition of the plasmonic metal component as well. As
pointed out above, most works, dealing with plasmonic photocatalysts, focus on Au-based
materials. This is probably due to its high stability and work function, which correlates
with the height of the Schottky barrier at the metal/support interface.[255] Other coinage
metals exhibiting SPR phenomena in the visible region as well, such as Ag and Cu, were
rarely studied for that purpose, though their application would be a cheap alternative.
In view of ecological and economic aspects, this chapter addresses the influence of metal
composition on the photoactivity in hydrogen production. Especially Cu-based mono- and
bimetallic catalysts with low metal contents were investigated in terms of their performance
under visible and UV-vis light. Since the active species of Cu(Ox)-loaded semiconductors
in photocatalytic reactions is controversially discussed due to its fast oxidation under am-
bient conditions,[256–261] in situ spectroscopic tools (XANES, UV-vis, EPR) were applied
to shine light on the catalyst’s specific behavior under reaction conditions. Moreover,
structure-reactivity relationships were established by varying the metal-deposition tech-
niques, which affected the structural composition of the resulting photocatalysts. This has
been carried out for pure Cu-loaded TiO2 in one part of the chapter, while the other part
demonstrates how the behavior of Cu species changes upon the introduction of a second
metal, i.e. Ag or Au.
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6.1 Catalyst characterization and performance
All Cu-based mono- and bimetallic (Cu/Ag or Cu/Au) photocatalysts were prepared using
P25 as TiO2 support material. For exploring to what extend the deposition method also af-
fects the performance of Cu-loaded TiO2, two different methods were applied: impregnation
(Cu-IM) and reductive precipitation (Cu-RP) as described in Section 2.1.2. Additionally,
by using a stepwise reductive precipitation, bimetallic catalysts consisting of Cu and Ag
(Cu/Ag-SP) or Cu and Au (Cu/Au-SP) were prepared. For comparison, a Cu/Au-CP
mixed catalyst was synthesized through a simultaneous “co-precipitation” procedure. Ta-
ble 6.1 summarizes the structural characteristics and photocatalytic performance in H2

generation from H2O/MeOH mixtures. Both pure Cu-loaded photocatalysts showed simi-

Table 6.1: Catalytic activities, metal contents and XPS data of mono- and bimetallic Cu-based TiO2
catalysts.

Catalyst rH2
a / mmol g−1 h−1 Cu(/Metal)-wt.-% Cu(/Metal)-at.-% Eb Cu 2p Auger param.

UV-vis vis (ICP-OES) (XPS) / eV α′(Cu) / eV

Cu-IM 5.2 0.19 1.1 2.7 932.7 1848.2

Cu-RP 6.3 0.53 0.6 2.7 932.6 1848.1

Cu/Ag-SP 6.7 0.28 1.0/0.2b 3.2/0.2 932.7 1847.9

Cu/Au-SP 11 0.48 0.2/0.2 3.9/0.1 932.7 1848.3

Cu/Au-CP 7.5 1.6 0.2/0.2 1.2/0.1 932.5 1847.0
aConditions: 25 mg cat., 10 mL H2O/MeOH (1:1), 2.5 W output Lumatec irradiation.
bNominal amount, Ag could not be determined by ICP-OES due to experimental reasons.

larly high H2 productions under UV-vis light (320–500 nm), i.e. 5.2 and 6.3 mmol g−1 h−1

for Cu-IM and Cu-RP, respectively (Table 1). Given that only 60 % of the desired Cu
content was yielded for Cu-RP, this sample is catalytically much more efficient than Cu-IM
with 1.1 wt.-% Cu. Moreover, by excitation with visible light (400–700 nm) catalyst Cu-RP
showed a markedly higher photoactivity compared to Cu-IM. Structural characteristics of
these catalysts explaining their individual performance under both excitation wavelengths
are discussed in Section 6.2.

The stepwise preparation of bimetallic catalysts led only to a significant positive effect
under irradiation with UV-vis light for Cu/Au-SP, whereas the introduction of Ag barely
affected the UV-vis activity (Table 6.1). Under visible light, however, both bimetallic SP
catalysts exhibited a reduced H2 evolution compared to the monometallic Cu-RP sample. In
contrast, the co-precipitated Cu/Au-CP catalyst evolved more than three times the volume
of H2 as observed for Cu-RP (1.6 mmol g−1 h−1, Table 6.1). Since always the same support
material (P25) was used, which exhibits an absorption edge at ca. 400 nm (see Chapter
5), it seems not likely that the activities under visible light (400–70 nm) solely result from
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a residual support absorption as proposed by Wei et al. for Au-TiO2 catalysts.[132] Then
one would expect more or less the same ratio between the activities under UV-vis (320–
500 nm) and visible light. Therefore, other effects must be considered determining the rate
of H2 generation under visible light over these Cu-based bimetallic TiO2 photocatalysts.
These characteristics were analyzed in more detail by a combined in situ spectroscopic
approach presented in Section 6.3. In general, without any protection of the reduced Cu
particles, e.g. by graphene shells or other organic ligands,[262, 263] reduced Cu0 NPs are
quickly oxidized in ambient atmosphere and usually have to be activated in a reductive
environment prior to the catalytic reaction.[264] However, the catalysts investigated in the
present thesis showed H2 production during the catalytic tests in argon atmosphere without
an additional activation procedure.

6.2 In situ investigation of differently prepared
monometallic Cu-TiO2 catalysts

XPS analysis of the as-synthesized samples revealed a similar Cu surface coverage of the
pure Cu catalysts, Cu-IM and Cu-RP, with a similar Cu 2p binding energy at around
932.7 eV (Table 6.1). This value corresponds rather to Cu+ than to the fully oxidized Cu2+

state.[257, 265] This is, however, not in agreement with the UV-vis absorption bands of
the as-synthesized catalysts (Figure 6.1, black) showing a typical absorbance at high wave-
lengths (>600 nm) corresponding to the d→d transitions of Cu2+. As proposed by Irie et
al.,[266] it might be plausible that a reduction of the small Cu(II)-oxide/hydroxide units
on TiO2 occurred upon introduction of the catalysts into the high-vacuum XPS cham-
ber, whereby Cu2O was formed at the surface, while probably mainly Cu2+ remained in
the particle volume. Cu-oxide or Cu-hydroxide-loaded TiO2 was previously reported to
be active for H2 generation from H2O/MeOH under UV-vis light, which was proposed to
result from an effective charge separation by a UV-light-induced electron transfer from
TiO2 e.g. into the CuO phase,[256] the conduction band of which is more positive than
that of TiO2. However, after addition of H2O/MeOH, the Cu2+ absorption bands at wave-
lengths >600 nm were less prominent compared to the absorption background for both
monometallic Cu catalysts investigated in the present study (Figure 6.1, red). For Cu-RP
even a clear SPR-absorption band appeared with a maximum at 580 nm typical for Cu0

NPs. In the Cu-IM sample, a weak Cu-SPR absorption band only appeared upon UV-light
irradiation (Figure 6.1a, blue). Thus, in both samples, Cu-IM and Cu-RP, the H2-evolution
sites under UV light are likely the reduced Cu0 particles, which are quickly formed in situ.
Consequently, the inherent SPR properties of Cu0 particles might be crucial for the visible-
light performance of Cu-based catalysts as well. This is suggested by the fact that the
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Figure 6.1: In situ UV-vis absorption spectra of the monometallic Cu-based catalysts prepared by a)
impregnation (Cu-IM) and b) reductive precipitation (Cu-RP) in the as-synthesized state (black), in
H2O/MeOH (red) and under subsequent UV-vis-light irradiation for five minutes (blue). The typical ab-
sorption regions of Cu2+, Cu+ and Cu0 are marked in green, yellow and red, respectively. Measurements
in H2O/MeOH led to an increased absorption background compared to those in air.

sole addition of H2O/MeOH (without any irradiation) provoked no clear Cu0-SPR-band
formation for the Cu-IM catalyst, unlike the behavior of Cu-RP. This might be a reason
for its poor activity under visible light. The different reactivity of the two investigated
Cu catalysts is very likely due to different structural environments of the oxidized Cu(II)
clusters in these two catalysts caused by the specific synthesis conditions. In fact, TEM
analysis of the Cu-IM sample revealed equally distributed Cu species on the TiO2 support
without clear particle formation (Figure A.23), whereas catalyst Cu-RP contains additional
small Cu agglomerations with diameters of 2–4 nm (Figure A.24). Hence, by using the IM
method for Cu-TiO2 preparation, an efficient in situ formation of Cu0 agglomerates with
optical properties inevitable for visible-light H2 generation is apparently inhibited. In con-
trast, the pre-reduction with NaBH4 during the RP method initially formed larger Cu units
which more easily re-built their specific SPR-absorption properties upon addition of the
electron-donating H2O/MeOH mixture.

The in situ EPR spectra of the monometallic Cu-TiO2 catalysts are depicted in Figure
6.2. They contain characteristic signals attributed to Cu2+, which is paramagnetic due to
one unpaired d electron of the 3d9 configuration (S = 1/2). The spectra exhibit poorly
defined features of anisotropic hfs splitting corresponding to the coupling of the electron
spin to the 63Cu (natural abundance 69.09 %) and 65Cu (natural abundance 30.91 %) nuclei
with I = 3/2. Based on spectrum analysis for Cu/Au-SP (Figure A.27), different Cu2+

species can be also distinguished for the monometallic samples. Signal A exhibits g-values
g∥ = 2.38 and g⊥ = 2.05, which are close to those that have been previously ascribed to Cu
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single sites partly occupying Ti4+ vacancies at the TiO2 surface.[267] Comparison of the
EPR spectra in H2O/MeOH (Figure 6.2, red) reveals a lower resolution of the respective
hfs splitting (A∥ ≈ 80 G) in Cu-IM, which suggests a larger dipolar interaction between the
different Cu2+ sites leading to a broadening of the hfs lines. This is consistent with the
observation of highly dispersed Cu2+ species in Cu-IM. In contrast, the few isolated Cu sites
in Cu-RP might interact less with the larger Cu2+ units due to the longer distances between
these different Cu2+ species. Moreover, as indicated by the in situ UV-vis measurements
above (Figure 6.1) and the in situ XANES data shown below, Cu-RP quickly forms reduced
SPR-active NPs by adding H2O/MeOH. Thus, for Cu-RP suspended in H2O/MeOH, the
initial amount of Cu2+ relative to the reduced forms, Cu+ and Cu0, should be lower than
for Cu-IM. This means that less long-range dipolar interactions should occur in Cu-RP
under these conditions, explaining the higher resolution of the hfs splitting.

The second Cu2+ species in both Cu-TiO2 catalysts (signal B) with an estimated g∥ at
2.25 shows a more pronounced line broadening, which is due to strong dipolar interactions
between Cu2+ ions in oxidized Cu clusters.[267] This kind of Cu species constitutes the
main part in both spectra. Its intensity, however, decreases upon irradiation with visible
(Figure 6.2, green) and UV-vis light (blue). This light-induced reduction of Cu2+ occurred
faster in Cu-IM (Figure 6.2, bottom inset), which might be due to the relatively higher
initial concentration of non-reduced Cu2+ clusters in Cu-IM after addition of H2O/MeOH
compared to Cu-RP. The line shape of Cu-RP in H2O/ MeOH indicates that less Cu2+

ions in the Cu clusters are available for reduction.

Figure 6.2: In situ EPR spectra of Cu-IM (a) and Cu-RP (b) in H2O/MeOH (red) and under subsequent
irradiation with visible (green) and UV-vis light (blue). In the spectra of Cu-RP, a small high-field feature
at 3700 G appeared upon addition of H2O/MeOH (top inset in (b)), which was only poorly observed for
Cu-IM under UV-vis light. The bottom insets show the development of the normalized double integrals of
the spectra from catalysts in H2O/MeOH upon irradiation.
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Interestingly, a new signal feature clearly appeared in the high-field region (3700 G) of
the spectrum of Cu-RP after introduction of H2O/MeOH, which was poorly observed, too,
in Cu-IM upon irradiation with UV-vis light (Figure 6.2, top inset). From more detailed
spectrum analysis of the Cu/Au-SP catalyst discussed in Figure A.27, this feature most
likely arises from Cu2+ dimers (signal K).[268–270] It seems that these specific Cu-dimer
species are either formed or appear in the EPR spectrum during the Cu2+ reduction to Cu0

and stay stable along with the reduced Cu sites. For Cu in cerium oxide, such Cu2+ dimers
were described to be localized at Ce4+ vacancies with oxygen as bridging units.[270] Hence,
most likely these Cu2+ dimers are stabilized against reduction due to their incorporation
into the TiO2 lattice. The ongoing reduction of the surrounding oxidic Cu particles might
weaken the long-range dipolar interaction between the different Cu2+ centers, so that the
EPR signal of this dimer species becomes better resolved. In agreement with the above
discussed results of UV-vis spectroscopy, a much easier reduction of the Cu species in
Cu-RP is probably suggested by the early appearance of the Cu2+ dimers in the EPR
spectrum of Cu-RP in H2O/MeOH without any irradiation. The Cu2+ reduction might be
facilitated due to the pre-agglomeration of small Cu units by reduction with NaBH4 in the
RP procedure, whereas the highly dispersed Cu oxide species in Cu-IM need to be treated
with UV light for reduction, which then occurs probably mediated by TiO2.

6.3 In situ spectroscopy on bimetallic Cu-based catalysts

In order to confirm that facilitated changes of the oxidation state in Cu-RP under reac-
tion conditions are indeed essential for its improved visible-light activity, in situ XANES

Figure 6.3: In situ XANES spectra at the Cu K-edge of monometallic (black: Cu-RP) and stepwise
prepared bimetallic (red: Cu/Ag-SP, blue: Cu/Au-SP) catalysts a) as synthesized, b) after addition of
H2O/MeOH and c) under subsequent irradiation with UV-vis light. Depicted are the first derivatives of
the absorption spectra.
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measurements at the Cu K-edge were conducted on Cu-RP in comparison to the bimetallic
stepwise prepared catalysts Cu/Ag-SP and Cu/Au-SP, which both showed a lower photo-
catalytic activity under visible light (Table 6.1). For a more precise distinction of the signal
positions, Figure 6.3 displays the first derivative of the XANES spectra of the catalysts in
the as-synthesized state (a), after addition of H2O/MeOH (b) as well as under subsequent
irradiation with UV-vis light (c). The spectra of Cu-RP (black) confirm that a fast reduc-
tion of Cu2+ to Cu0 occurred upon adding H2O/MeOH as discussed in Section 6.2. This
Cu2+ reduction was retarded in case of the bimetallic catalysts Cu/Ag-SP and Cu/Au-SP.
Apparently, the higher electron affinity of Au and Ag compared to Cu resulted in a lower
reducibility of the Cu2+ species in the stepwise prepared bimetallic catalysts, since after
H2O/MeOH addition, no change in the Cu-oxidation state for Cu/Au-SP was observed,
and only Cu+ was formed in Cu/Ag-SP under the same conditions. However, the in situ
Cu+ formation was not accompanied with improved H2 generation under visible light over
Cu/Ag-SP (Table 6.1), although Cu2O is a visible-light absorber.[261] This suggests that
the Cu0 state is the most reactive Cu species also for H2 generation under visible light,
probably due to its SPR properties.

Interestingly, the bimetallic Cu/Au-CP catalyst prepared by co-precipitation exhibited
a strongly enhanced visible-light activity compared to Cu-RP (Table 6.1). This was not
observed for Cu/Ag-SP and Cu/Au-SP, although the metal content of the latter was similar
to that in Cu/Au-CP. Thus, different optical absorption properties resulting from struc-
tural differences are expected for the simultaneously precipitated sample compared to the
stepwise prepared catalysts. The in situ UV-vis spectra of the bimetallic catalysts are
shown in Figure 6.4. The spectra of the as-synthesized samples (black) contain the typical

Figure 6.4: In situ UV-vis spectra of bimetallic Cu/Ag-SP (a), Cu/Au-SP (b) and Cu/Au-CP (c) as
prepared (black), suspended in H2O/MeOH (red) and under subsequent irradiation with UV-vis light
(blue).
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SPR-absorption bands of Ag (Figure 6.4a, λmax = 505 nm) and Au nanoparticles (Figure
6.4b & c, λmax = 550–555 nm). Upon addition of H2O/MeOH (red), no significant change
in absorption was observed for Cu/Au-SP and Cu/Ag-SP, except a small increase of the
Ag-SPR absorption for the latter catalyst, indicating a reduction of partially oxidized Ag
particles. In contrast, under the same conditions a clear red shift of the SPR-absorption
maximum from 555 to 570 nm was detected for Cu/Au-CP (Figure 6.4c, red), suggesting
an additional contribution of Cu0 species to the SPR absorption being characteristic for
Cu/Au-mixed particles.[271] Under subsequent irradiation with UV-vis light (blue), the
SPR bands of the stepwise prepared samples, Cu/Ag-SP and Cu/Au-SP, show contribu-
tions of reduced Cu0 as well.

6.3.1 Structure-reactivity relationships in Cu/Au-TiO2 catalysts

The different behavior of Cu/Au-SP and Cu/Au-CP suggests that the precipitation se-
quence (stepwise or simultaneous) of Cu and Au plays a crucial role in determining specific
structural characteristics for Cu/Au catalysts. These features obviously lead either to a
strong enhancement of H2 evolution under visible light (Cu/Au-CP) or only to a very good
performance under predominant UV-light radiation (Cu/Au-SP, Table 6.1). Therefore,
detailed structural and spectroscopic investigations have been performed on both Cu/Au
catalysts in order to obtain information about structure-reactivity relationships in photo-
catalytic hydrogen generation over Cu/Au-TiO2 catalysts. TEM analysis revealed highly
dispersed Cu particles with mean Cu diameters of 1–2 nm for the stepwise prepared Cu/Au-
SP catalysts (Figure 6.5a) similar to that of monometallic Cu-RP. As derived from EDX
analysis of the Cu/Au-SP catalyst (Figure A.25), the Au particles of slightly larger size
(2–5 nm) are separated from the Cu domains. The opposite was observed for the strongly
visible-light-active Cu/Au-CP catalyst, in which Cu and Au were precipitated simulta-
neously forming mixed-metal particles mainly of sizes from 3–8 nm (Figure 6.5b, Figure
A.26). Under ambient air, however, the Cu0 component in such mixed-metal particles is
probably quickly oxidized and re-appeared only under reaction conditions as seen from the
shift of the SPR absorption maximum for Cu/Au-CP (Figure 6.4c, red).[272] Additionally,
the XPS Auger parameters indicate a different structural environment of the Cu species
in both samples (Table 6.1). Its lower value for Cu/Au-CP suggests a Cu species with a
component of higher electron affinity in its vicinity, which is probably caused by the close
proximity to Au in the mixed Cu/Au particles.

It seems unlikely that the difference in Au-particle sizes for Cu/Au-SP and Cu/Au-CP
is the only crucial property determining the performance under visible light, although Wei
et al. showed that larger Au particles were catalytically more active under visible light
than smaller ones.[132] The Au size in both Cu/Au catalysts is still far below that of
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Figure 6.5: Particle-size distributions and HR-TEM images of Cu/Au-SP (a) and Cu/Au-CP (b).

the active catalysts (37 nm) in the study of Wei et al. As proven in Chapter 4 by using
wavelength-dependent in situ EPR spectroscopy, not only the Au-intraband (SPR) transi-
tions contribute to the activity of Au-TiO2 catalysts under visible light, but also and more
effectively d → sp interband excitations of electrons in the reduced nanoparticles. The
latter are not dependent on the size and begin at the interband gap of Eg = 2.5 eV,[273]
corresponding to 495 nm for Au. It was further shown above that there might be a syn-
ergistic effect between the overlap of both optical transitions, i.e. inter- and intraband
excitations, which reached a maximum in the region of 400–500 nm for Au. It is therefore
probable that especially light of this energy strongly contributes to the photoactivity of
Au-catalysts. Working with optical filters >435 nm as done by Wei et al. might suppress
this important effect. In case of Cu NPs, the plasmon absorption is in resonance with the
interband transitions at energies ca. 2.1 eV.[273, 274] Hence, reaching the reduced state of
Cu under reaction conditions is highly desired and of particular importance to utilize these
absorption processes for converting high-wavelength light into chemical energy.

The two Cu/Au catalysts also exhibit different developments of the in situ EPR spectra
depicted in Figure 6.6. The signal line width of Cu/Au-CP in H2O/MeOH (red) is smaller
than that of Cu/Au-SP, indicating less dipolar interactions between Cu2+ centers in Cu/Au-
CP. This could be due to less remaining oxidized Cu species after addition of H2O/MeOH,
which is supported by the lower signal intensity in Cu/Au-CP as well. Moreover, the
above mentioned Cu2+-dimer signal already became visible for Cu/Au-CP in H2O/MeOH
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Figure 6.6: In situ EPR spectra of Cu/Au-SP (a) and Cu/Au-CP (b) in H2O/MeOH (red) and under
subsequent irradiation with visible (green) and UV-vis light (blue). The bottom insets show the devel-
opment of the normalized double integrals of the spectra from catalysts treated with H2O/MeOH upon
irradiation. Contrary to Cu/Au-CP, the Cu2+-dimer signal (enlarged top inset) in Cu/Au-SP appeared
only under irradiation with UV-vis light, leading to an increase of the double integral (blue).

without any further irradiation, which is caused by a decreasing interaction with other
Cu2+ in the surrounding, probably due to a lower number of remaining Cu2+ species. This
is in accordance with the UV-vis results from Figure 6.4c, which showed that partly Cu0

was formed by adding the reactants. It probably also explains the observation that the
decrease of the Cu2+-EPR signal under visible-light irradiation (Figure 6.6, green) was
slower for Cu/Au-CP compared to Cu/Au-SP. In Cu/Au-SP, initially more Cu2+ species
remained after addition of H2O/MeOH, so that their light-induced reduction might occur
faster. However, the Cu2+ reduction under visible light was poorly accompanied by the
appearance of Cu2+ dimers in the EPR spectrum. Their characteristic features (enlarged
top inset) were only clearly detectable under UV-vis light (Figure 6.6a, blue), which caused
an increase of the EPR double integral under these conditions.

For directly monitoring the different changes of the Cu-oxidation state, in situ XANES
measurements were conducted on both Cu/Au catalysts also under visible-light irradiation
(Figure 6.7). Addition of H2O/MeOH did not affect the position of the absorption edge
in both catalysts (red). Subsequent visible-light irradiation (green lines), however, led to
Cu+ in the poorly visible-light-active Cu/Au-SP catalyst, while already SPR-active Cu0

species were formed in the Cu/Au-CP catalyst. Hence, only these Cu0 units that are in
close contact to the electron-affine Au, i.e. in the Cu/Au-CP catalyst, are finally reduced
to Cu0 under visible light, probably under assistance of the electron-donating MeOH. The
early Cu0 formation in the mixed particles of Cu/Au-CP might cause its improved H2

generation under pure visible light. This once again verifies that the plasmonic reduced
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state of coinage metals is crucial for proton reduction under visible light rather than the
oxidized Cu species. In contrast, for the separated Cu and Au particles in Cu/Au-SP, visible
light is not sufficient for the reduction to Cu0 since the electron affinity of Au probably
attracts the electrons provided by the electron donator MeOH rather than the less noble
Cu. The reduction to Cu0 under UV-vis light (Figure 6.7, blue) then occurs by electron
transfer to the Cu2O or CuO units mediated by TiO2, whereby well-dispersed Cu0 particles
are generated in Cu/Au-SP. This high dispersion of very small metal centers all over the
support is especially beneficial for UV-light-mediated H2 generation, since then the TiO2-
VB electrons are excited and transferred to the metal particles. The smaller the metal
particles, the more active sites can trap electrons and reduce protons. This was confirmed
by the markedly higher H2 rate of Cu/Au-SP under UV-vis light.

Figure 6.7: In situ XANES spectra of Cu/Au-SP (a) and Cu/Au-CP (b) as prepared (black), in
H2O/MeOH (red) and under subsequent irradiation with visible (green) and UV-vis light (blue). Ref-
erence spectra from CuO, Cu2O and Cu foil are shown as gray dashed lines.

6.4 Conclusion

This chapter on the one hand demonstrated that Cu-based supported metal catalysts are
also active in light-driven H2 generation from H2O/MeOH. However, the capability of
generating active reduced Cu0 particles under reaction conditions depends on the chosen
Cu-deposition method. Impregnation led widely to finely spread oxidized Cu species, which
were not sufficiently reduced to visible-light-active Cu0 neither in H2O/MeOH, nor under
subsequent irradiation with visible light. Significant Cu0 formation along with H2 produc-
tion occurred only in Cu-IM under UV light mediated by TiO2. In contrast, a synthesis
involving a pre-reduction step like the RP method led to a fast formation of SPR-active Cu0
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particles in the presence of electron-donating H2O/MeOH even without irradiation. These
Cu0 particles act as active sites for H2 evolution under visible- and UV-vis-light irradiation.
Their inherent SPR properties might be also responsible for the enhanced photoactivity
of Cu-RP under visible light (400–700 nm filter). It cannot be excluded that the small
UV-light residue, still passing the visible-light filter, contributes to the corresponding H2

evolution. However, this should not be the major reason for the catalytic activity, since
then the ratio between the activities under visible and UV-vis light would be similar for all
catalysts.

This applies to the bimetallic catalysts as well. A stepwise reductive precipitation of Cu
and Au (or Ag) did not lead to an improved H2 production under visible light, but to a
strongly increased activity for Cu/Au-SP under UV-vis light. In contrast, simultaneous
precipitation of Cu and Au led to a highly visible-light-active catalyst, though it exhibited
a moderate activity under 320–500 nm excitation. It was inferred from TEM analysis
combined with in situ UV-vis, EPR and XANES spectroscopy that the reason for this
different behavior is probably the formation of mixed Cu/Au particles in Cu/Au-CP, which
apparently allows a quick reduction to Cu0 in H2O/MeOH under pure visible light. Hence,
H2 was effectively evolved over Cu/Au-CP by using the visible-light filter (Figure 6.8).
Contrary to this, the Cu/Au-SP catalyst contains very small Au particles that are separated
from the Cu species, leading to a retarded reducibility of Cu and, thus, poor H2 rates under
visible light. However, since very small particles are efficient electron traps under UV-light
excitation, this catalyst showed a markedly enhanced H2 production under UV-vis light
(320–500 nm).

Figure 6.8: Illustration of the Cu/Au-TiO2 cat-
alyst structures (Cu/Au-SP: separated particles,
Cu/Au-CP: mixed particles), which cause differ-
ent in situ changes of the Cu-oxidation state. In
H2O/MeOH under visible light, Cu2+ (light blue)
being in mixed particles of Cu/Au-CP is quickly
reduced to Cu0 (brown), leading to an improved
H2 evolution. For Cu/Au-SP, visible light only
forms Cu+ species (red), which is less active under
400–700 nm excitation. In contrast, UV light pro-
vokes the formation of highly dispersed Cu0 along
with small Au particles, resulting in a very high
photoactivity under 320–500 nm light.
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Appendix

Further analyses on the NaTaO3 catalysts from Chapter 3

II) I) 

Figure A.1: I) SEM images of NaTaO3(SSR) (a,b) and NaTaO3(EM) (c,d). II) Powder XRD patterns of
NaTaO3 prepared by SSR and EM in comparison to ICDD PDF 73-878. Figures taken from [167].
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b) a) 

Figure A.2: a) Comparison of the EPR spectra of NaTaO3(EM) under irradiation in 50µL H2O2 at
T = 220 K (blue) and in flowing He at T = 290 K (black). Signal C3 can thus be assigned to superoxide
species, as the g-values observed for the H2O2-treated sample are similar. b) In situ EPR spectra of
NaTaO3(EM) in flowing He at T = 290 K (black) with subsequent addition of H2O-saturated He (reddish
lines) and H2O/MeOH-saturated He (greenish lines). The main intensity loss of the surface-bound oxygen
species C3–C5 was observed upon adding water (already after two minutes exposure), whereas the addition
of methanol as hole scavenger caused a decrease of signal C2 (attributed to subsurface oxide radicals).

Figure A.3: TEM images of photodeposited 0.2 wt.% Au on NaTaO3 prepared by SSR (a,b) and EM
(c,d). Figure taken from [167].
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Further analyses on the Au-TiO2 catalysts from Chapter 4

Figure A.4: Experimental photocatalytic H2-evolution curves from H2O/MeOH over AuP25 catalysts
prepared by different Au-deposition methods. The hydrogen-evolution rate was constant over a period of
3 h under UV light (320–500 nm filter) and over subsequent 21 h under visible light (400–700 nm filter).
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Figure A.5: Experimental (black) and fitted (red) XP spectra of AuP25 catalysts prepared by different
Au-deposition techniques a) in the Au 4f region, where the green signal component refers to reduced Au0

species, the blue component corresponds to Au0-VO sites and the pink one to oxidized Au3+. b) XP spectra
in the Ti 2p region, where the blue signal is attributed to Ti4+ and the green to Ti3+ species. The peaks
at 456.0 eV (DP) and 454.9 eV (PD) are artifacts due to partial charging (asterisked).
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Figure A.6: Particle-size distributions obtained by TEM analysis of AuP25-DP catalysts a) after reaction
with UV light for 3 h and b) after reaction with visible light for 21 h. c) UV-vis absorption spectra of the
AuP25-DP catalysts as prepared (black), after reaction with UV light (blue) and after reaction with visible
light (green).
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Figure A.7: TEM images and Au-particle size distributions of calcined AuP25-DP catalysts a) at 200 řC,
b) at 400 řC, and c) 600 řC.

Figure A.8: FTIR spectra in transmission mode of AuP25-DP (blue) and AuP25-SIM (red) a) from
4000–2500 cm−1 and b) of the enlarged ν(OH) region. The spectra clearly demonstrate that DP procedure
leads to a specific OH coverage, whereby superoxide radicals can be formed under irradiation through a
hole-mediated process explained in Section 4.2.
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Figure A.9: In situ EPR spectra of AuP25-DP catalysts uncalcined and calcined at 200, 400 and 600 řC in
comparison with P25. Displayed are the difference spectra obtained by subtracting the dark spectrum from
that after 10 min UV-vis-light irradiation. The capability of forming stable superoxide radicals is apparently
higher for catalysts that show higher H2-evolution rates (AuP25-DP and AuP25-DP600) indicating a better
charge separation by efficient electron transfer to Au in these catalysts, probably promoted by surface
trapping of positive holes at OH groups.
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Photocatalytic tests with pure visible light For selected catalysts of Chapters 4 and 5,
investigations on the pure plasmonic Au activity were performed by removing the residual UV
content of the Lumatec lamp’s internal visible-light filter (Figure 2.1b) by use of an additional
external filter (420 nm, Schott GG420), which was placed at a distance of 1 cm from the end of
the optical fibre. Due to the low sensitivity of the H2-detection set-up described in Section 2.2,
these experiments were carried out as follows: The catalyst (50 mg) was added to a 10 mL Schlenk
tube loaded with a magnetic stirrer bar and closed with a glass piece containing a tap and rubber
sealant fitting. The whole system was purged with argon three times. A mixture of H2O/MeOH
(volume ratio 1 : 1, 10 mL) was added through the rubber sealed screw-fitted joint and both taps
were closed. The Lumatec lamp equipped with the additional 420 nm filter was positioned with
the end of the optical fibre cable 4.5 cm away from the Schlenk tube. The power measured after
the filter was 3.05 W. The tube was submerged in a beaker of water, from which the side of the
tube was positioned 0.5 cm away. The lamp was turned on and the solution was stirred for 24–26
hours before a sample (5 mL) of the gaseous head space was removed and analyzed by GC. Over
time, the catalyst adhered to the inside side of the flask during reaction and thus occasionally this
was cleared manually using an external magnetic stirrer bar to agitate the one internally. The
results of these experiments are presented in Table A.1.

Table A.1: Pure visible-light (>420 nm) H2 evolution of selected Au-TiO2 catalysts.

Exp.-No. Catalyst Time / h Integrated GC intensitya / 25 µVs Area/h n(H2)b / µmol

Ic AuP25-SIM 6.75 54 8
II AuP25-SIM 26 270 10 15
III AuP25-DP12 24 2 0
IV AuBro-DP 24 5 0
V AuP25-DP 24 34 1

VId AuP25-DP 0.67 167 250 12
VIIe AuP25-DP 24.5 126 5
VIIIf P25 24 28 1

aArea taken from TCD2 B trace of a gas chromatogram. Note: area expected to be specific to the GC.
bOnly amounts of H2 above the calibration limit (1 % H2 calibrated to 147 / 25 µVs) have been calculated.
cPower measured after filter was 2.95 W.
dNo additional filter was applied. Reaction mixture from exp. V was used, conducted immediately after
completion of exp. V.

eReaction mixture from exp. V was used, conducted immediately after completion of exp. VI.
fAverage of two experiments
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Figure A.10: H2-evolution curves of P25 (black: 320–500 nm, gray: 400–700 nm) and AuP25-RP (red) in
comparison to AuP25-SIM (green).

Figure A.11: a) Room-temperature in situ EPR spectra in the dark, under visible-light irradiation and
with subsequent addition of H2O and MeOH of P25 (black) and AuP25-RP (blue) in comparison to AuP25-
SIM (green). b) The corresponding UV-vis spectra, respectively. AuP25-RP prepared without use of PVA
showed the same signal A3 with similar intensity as AuP25-SIM. In contrast to AuP25-SIM, O•−

2 species
(signal A2) is formed upon adding H2O to AuP25-RP due to mechanisms according to Eq. 4.2–4.4. For bare
P25, no significant EPR signal was observed under these conditions probably due to fast recombination of
charge carriers.
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Figure A.12: Normalized EPR spectra and signal simulations of AuP25-SIM under visible-light irradiation
in pure helium (30 mL min−1) and after subsequent addition of 2 mL min−1 O2. The contribution of O•−

2
increased significantly after addition of O2, indicating an electron transfer from e−

VO
to O2.

a) b) 

Figure A.13: In situ EPR spectra of AuP25-SIM during irradiation by a Xe lamp equipped with band-
pass filters. The experiment started a) with visible light (532 ± 10 nm) and was switched to UV light
(280±10 nm) after 30 min before switching off the light and b) vice versa. Displayed are the difference
spectra by subtracting the dark spectrum (before irradiation) from each spectrum under or after irradiation.
The corresponding double integrals and kinetic fits are depicted in Figure 4.10

.
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Figure A.14: In situ EPR spectra of AuP25-SIM during irradiation by a Xe lamp equipped with a set of
band-pass filters to select distinct wavelengths with transmission widths of about 20 nm. The experiment
was carried out in two different ways: a) starting at 300 nm to end at after 700 nm in the dark and b)
vice versa. Each wavelength was hold for 10 min before switching to the next one. Displayed are the
difference spectra by subtracting the dark spectrum (before irradiation) from each spectrum under or after
irradiation. The corresponding double integrals are plotted together with the UV-vis absorption spectrum
in Figure 4.11.
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Further analyses on the Au-TiO2(:N) catalysts from
Chapter 5

Figure A.15: Experimental photocatalytic H2-evolution curves from H2O/MeOH over AuTiO2-DP cat-
alysts prepared with different TiO2-phase compositions. The hydrogen-evolution rate was constant over
a period of 3 h under UV light (320–500 nm filter) and over subsequent 21 h (or 3 h) under visible light
(400–700 nm filter).

Rutile P25 Anatase a) b) c) 

Figure A.16: Au-particle size distributions of a) AuP25-DP, b) AuRut-DP, and c) AuAna-DP. For the
catalysts made of P25 and Rut a high number of very small Au species (<2 nm) was found, whereas the
Ana sample contains exclusively Au particles larger than 2 nm.
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Figure A.17: a) Temperature dependence of the EPR signal intensity of NO• for the untreated An
catalyst. b) Comparison of the room-temperature EPR spectra of An (black), Au-An (red), and Hy-An
(blue) recorded in the dark.
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Figure A.18: a) EPR spectrum simulations of visible-light-irradiated (Xe lamp, >420 nm filter) P25:N15-
550-3 recorded at T = 90 K (black). The spectrum can be simulated using combinations of the N•

b (gray)
with either an •NH group (I = 1 and I = 1/2, green) or an •NH2 radical species (I = 1 and 2 × I = 1/2,
blue). b) Temperature dependence of the EPR signal intensity for P25:N15-550-3 under visible light.

Table A.2: Simulation parameters corresponding to Figure A.18a.

Center Nuclear spins gz gy gx Az Ay Ax Azz Ayy Axx lwz lwy lwx

N•
b I = 1 2.0075 2.0060 2.0045 2.0 4.0 32.1 -- 3.0 3.0 3.0

•NH2 I = 1, 2 × I = 0.5 2.0056 2.0053 2.0035 0.0 0.0 29.5 0.0 0.0 19.5/21.0 3.0 3.0 2.5
•NH I = 1, I = 0.5 2.0060 2.0040 2.0040 0.0 0.0 33.0 0.0 0.0 33.0 2.5 2.5 2.5
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Figure A.19: Comparison of the XPS N 1s peaks of Ana:N15-600-5 (green) and TiO2:N-Urea (blue).

Figure A.20: In situ EPR spectra of the Au-free undoped Ana and P25 materials in the dark (black),
under irradiation with UV-vis light (blue) and under subsequent addition of water (red) and MeOH (green).
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Figure A.21: UV-vis absorbance spectra of Au-loaded N-doped Ana (a) and P25 (b) catalysts.
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Further analyses on the Cu-based catalysts from Chapter 6

Figure A.22: Experimental photocatalytic H2-evolution curves from H2O/MeOH over mono- and bimetal-
lic Cu-based TiO2 catalysts using different filter settings of the Lumatec Hg lamp: ca. 6 h under visible
light (400–700 nm filter) and subsequently ca. 2.5 h under UV light (320–500 nm filter).
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Figure A.23: HAADF-TEM images and EDX analysis of the poorly visible-light-active Cu-IM catalyst.
Highly dispersed Cu species instead of clear Cu particle formation was observed.
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Figure A.24: HAADF-TEM images and EDX analysis of the Cu-RP catalyst. Along with Cu-spread
areas, also small Cu agglomerates of 2–4 nm size were observed.
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Figure A.25: HAADF-TEM images and EDX analysis of the poorly visible-light-active, but highly UV-
vis-light-active Cu/Au-SP catalyst. Highly dispersed Cu areas are separated from the small Au particles
of 2–5 nm size.
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Figure A.26: HAADF-TEM images and EDX analysis of the highly visible-light-active Cu/Au-CP cata-
lyst. 4–8 nm sized metal particles containing both Au and Cu were found.
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EPR signal assignment of the Cu2+ species in Cu/Au-SP The difference spectra de-
picted in Figure A.27a show that at least four paramagnetic Cu2+ centers can be distinguished.
Subtracting the spectrum under visible-light irradiation from that in the dark (pink) reveals that
primarily the Cu2+ ions of oxidized Cu clusters (signal B, g∥ = 2.25) are reduced under these
conditions and not species A (g∥ = 2.38), the latter of which shows defined hfs splitting and is
probably arising from isolated Cu2+ sites occupying Ti4+ vacancies at the TiO2 surface.[267]

The difference spectrum “UV-vis minus vis” (brown) exhibits two new signals, C and K, which
are responsible for the increase of the double integral for Cu/Au-SP under these conditions (Figure
6.6a). Signal C exhibits a typical line shape of monomeric Cu2+ as well, whereas signal K is
represented by two features split by ca. 1030 G. The latter is characteristic for Cu2+-ion pairs, since
the coupling between the two unpaired electrons becomes significant at a certain distance, resulting
in a splitting of the spin system into a paramagnetic triplet state (S = 1) and a diamagnetic singlet
state (S = 0).[268] At zero magnetic field, the former is again split by the anisotropic exchange
interaction, which leads to one forbidden (∆MS = 2) and two allowed (∆MS = 1) transitions
(Figure A.27b). In the spectrum, only the two perpendicular components of the allowed transitions
of signal K appear, but with unresolved hyperfine splitting to the two Cu nuclei (I = 3/2), which
would give rise to seven lines (1:2:3:4:3:2:1) for equivalent nuclei.

It is plausible that signals C and K appear due to line narrowing upon reduction of the other
Cu2+ species causing decreased dipolar interactions. Hence, the appearance of signal K in the
EPR spectra may indicate an efficient reduction of the oxidized Cu clusters. This happens in
Cu/Au-SP only under UV-light irradiation in H2O/MeOH.

Figure A.27: a) In situ EPR spectra of Cu/Au-SP in H2P/MeOH (red) and after subsequent irradiation
with visible (green) and UV light (blue) for 20 min. To extract the different Cu2+ species, difference spectra
are displayed resulting by subtracting the spectrum of the visible-light-irradiated catalyst from that in the
dark (pink) or by subtracting the vis-spectrum from that under UV-vis light (brown). b) Energy-level
diagram for the spin–spin interaction of Cu2+ dimers.
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